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Calloway County to participate
in 'Project Warmup'this winter
Buddy Adams, secretary of the
Cabinet for Human Resources,
has announced "Project Warmup" for low income people' who
find themselves without heat this
winter.
"Our projections show up to
250,000 households in Kentucky
may apply for benefits from the
Home Energy Assistance Program," Adams said. "However,
we will only have funds to help
about 105,000 households. We're
concerned about the people who
may be left out."
To help meet that need Adams
explained that Project Warmup
has been developed by the Cabinet

A PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE — Kentucky State Police Troopers Johnny Thompson and Dale Patter
were busy engraving vehicle serial numbers into the glass of numerous automobiles as a step toward the
discontinuance of car thefts. The project, recently held at Purdom Motors Inc., part of the KSP's vehicle identification program, has been widely accepted by citizens throughout the state. Above, Hugh Oakley, 1312
Olive, has his 1971 Oldsmobile etched by the troopers. The process takes only three-to-four minutes to complete.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Engineers examining malfunctions
By PAUL RECER
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Engineers have been able
to duplicate on the ground one of
two malfunctions that forced
Cancellation of a spacewalk on-the
fifth flight of the space shuttle Columbia.
Richard A. Colonna, head of a
team of engineering detectives investigating the space suit problem, said Wednesday that a
pressure regulator that malfunctioned in space failed again when
tested at the Dryden Flight
Research Center in California.

He said the regulator, designed
for 4.2 pounds per square inch of
oxygen pressure in the suit, would
provide only 3.7 pounds — the
same reading it gave in space.
Officials at the Johnson Space
Center said that was good news
because if the failure can be
duplicated on the ground, it's
believed it can be corrected more
easily. An unexplained, random
failure could lead to a long
engineering study and a delay in
NASA's future spacewalk plans.
The regulator was part of the
suit to be 'worn by astronaut Bill
Lenoir on a planned 31,2-hour

Church to be Thanksgiving host
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will be host
congregation for an Area
Thanksgiving Union Service at 7
p.m. Sunday.
The Rev. Roland Jones, pastor
of Goshen and Lynn Grove United
Methodist Churches, will be the
speaker.
Special music will be provided
by the Oak Grove Choir and by
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Kenzie of the
Locust Grove Nazarene Church.
Churches participating in this
special service are Mt. Carmel
and Coldwater United Methodist
Churches with the Rev. Layne
Shanklin as pastor, Locust Grove

with the Rev. Ercel Carter as
pastor, Lynn Grove and Goshen
with the Rev. Jones as pastor,
Kirksey and Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Churches with
the Rev. Bob Dotson as pastor,
and Oak Grove with the Rev.
Steve Guarneros as pastor.
Roy Gene Dunn will direct the
song service with Cecilia Dunn as
pianist and Margaret Cavitt as
organist.
The public is invited to attend
the service, according to the host
pastor, Rev. Guarneros. The
church is located 6v2 miles north
of the Penny Community off the
Penny-Airport Road.

spacewalk earlier this week. A different component, a high-speed
fan, failed on the suit of his
spacewalk partner, astronaut Joe
Allen.
The fan was to be tested today in
California, Colonna said. Lenoir's
salt was to be flown to Houston today and Allen's on Friday.
Lenoir, Allen and their
crewmates, Vance Brand and Bob
Overmyer, returned to earth
Tuesday, landing Columbia at Edwards Air Force Base in California after five days in orbit and a
successful debut of the shuttle as a
space delivery vehicle.
The astronauts flawlessly
deployed into orbit two communications satellites carried
aloft for paying customers.
The mission was flawed only by
the spacesuit problem.
A team of seven engineers headed by Colonna were prepared to
work through the weekend at the
Johnson Space Center analyzing
the space suit malfunctions. The
suits, which cost about $2 million
each, will be taken apart for
study.
NASA officials are anxious to
correct the cause of the failures
quickly so preparations can be
made for a spacewalk on the sixth
shuttle flight, now set for no
earlier than Jan. 24. The next
spacewalk opportunity would not
arise until flight seven,in April.

MES superintendent
to look into
new radio system
Murray Electric System Plant
Board members authorized
Superintendent Ron Underwood
Wednesday gather data and cost
on a new radio system.
Underwood told board members
the present radio system is in need
of updating. "It was designed
when Murray was not so large."
The system includes a base station, 16 mobile units and four portable hand-held units. The
superintendent said employees
have had trouble with outside
transmissions.
Renovation of the old radio
system was recommended before
board members asked Underwood
to check into a new system.
Attorney John Gregory reported
that a hearing of proof concerning
the litigation between local school
systems over utility taxes has
been scheduled for Dec. 10.
Board members also voted to
change their meeting time to 7: 30
a.m. the third Wednesday of the
month.

Jones arrested on
assault charge
Raphael Jones, 309 South 5th,
has been charged with thirddegree assault on a police officer
following an altercation with Murray Police Capt. Martin Wells, according to a spokesman for the
Murray City Police Department.
Jones entered the station Tuesday evening, caused a disturbance, and then assaulted Wells,
breaking his nose in two places,
the spokesman noted.
Wells underwent surgery at the
Miirray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was released
Wednesday.
Jones is being held in custody.

for Human Resources as•part of
the Hoene Energy Arkitawee Program(HEAP,
A maximum of 1132
Win
come to Kentucky for HEAP.
Households which have at least
one member who is blind, elderly
or disabled may apply from Jan
3-14, 19$3 All other low-income
households which face crises in
paying utility bills may apply
twin:using Jan 17, 11113.
To assist those people who are
eligible buy do not receive HEAP
benefits, a total of $1.6 million will
be available to local governments
and agencies through Project
Warmup. Allocations will be made
to each county based on the precent of residents below the proverty level.
According to Calloway County
Judge-Executive George Weeks,
Calloway, along with other counties of the state, has been invited
by the Cabinet for Human
Resources to apply for funds to
operate two Project Warmup programs: the County Shelter Program and the County Intervention
Program.
The County Shelter Program offers temporary shelter to persons
without adequate heat in their
homes. A total of $1 million is
available to pay the utilities and,
where necessary, the rent on a
shelter.

Vehicle identification
program scheduled
for Saturday
According to Informational Officer Richard Wright, the Kentucky State Police will conduct a
vehicle identification program
from 8 a.m. to neon Saturday at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, South
12th Street, Murray.
Anyone interested in having
their car protected against theft is
urged to take part in the program.
Wright stated that the entire process requires only three-to-four
minutes to complete.

Holiday cookbook
included in paper
As a special feature for the upcoming Thanksgiving and
Christmas seasons, today's
newspaper includes a special 16page Holiday Cookbook.
The culinary guide is full of
recipes in six categories submitted to the Murray Ledger Ii Times
from Calloway County cooks.
Fractions in some of the recipes
are not clearly marked and cooks
are urged to read each recipe
carefully.

Tir County Intervention Program provides blankets. spece
heaters mid some fa•I to
households without sufficient
Prilleram ran alio help
Mee
pay May nrcoonrctiso fees and
deposits mecum" to restore utility services A total at MOAN is
evadable
Special Community Energy
Project grants are available to
any community organisation A
total of $100,010 is available
statewide. at a maximum at
210.000 per project These grants
will provide funds for new community projects to help people
who need heating assistance
Applications for all three components of the project are doe by
Dec 3 and Adams said that SOIrbe
centers may be open by Dec 15
All shelter orgasms mule be
operating by Jan. 1. IOU and num*
continue through March IS. lie
I Continued On Page!

cloudy
chance of rain
Today cloudy with a 00 percent chance of light rain or
drizzle. High in the middle or
upper Mi. Light southeast
winds Tonight cloudy with .50
percent chance for more light
rain or drizzle. Low in the lower
50a Lied southeast Enda Priday cloudy with an IS percent
chance of rain and drizzle. High
In the upper las to lower 011e.
Light southeast winds.
Satairdey through Monday :
Cloudy with occasional rain.
Highs in the mid 6k to mid Me
and lows in the upper 40s.

today's index
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Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
.14
Crosswords
.14
7
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Doctor Lamb
4
3
Garrott's Galley
11
Horoscope
M urra y Today
4 56 7
3
Perspective
$9
Sports
Holiday Cookbook
16 pages
MISS
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MSU pursues better ways for dealing with foreign students
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University is trying to attract more
foreign students and better accommodate those
that come.
A recently-approved policy calls for at least
doubling the present enrollment of nearly 100
foreign students, among other proposals. Funding
is now being sought to implement the policy
measures.
The new policy is part of an overall expansion of
MSU's international program, following establishment of the Center for International Programs last
year. Concerned school staff members,aware of increasing foreign student enrollment nationwide,
are pursuing ways to better deal with the problems
and needs of foreign students, and ways to attract
them to MSU.
CIP Director Tracy Harrington points out foreign
enrollment in U.S. schools is projected to be 10 percent by the 1990s.
"In the face of that increasing enrollment it's just,
essential that the university has a policy of some
sort for recruiting students," Harrington said.
Up to this year MSU has had no such policy, and
foreign enrollment has remained fairly stable in recent years. Five years ago it dropped into the 110s,
from a high of about 130. because of increased admissions standards, according to Vice President for
Student Development Frank Julian. Since then it
has slowly inched back to 100, he said.
Many foreign students have "enormous problems," especially financial, yet "nobody's charged particularly now with dealing with them," Harrington said. Neither he nor foreign student advisor
Uwe Reichenbach are paid for their work with in-

IMPROVING ENGLISH SKILLS — An English conversetion group at Murray State University meets
every Thursday night to improve English-speaking skills. The group includes (from left, front row) Sheila
Sanderson, American; Jerry Wang, Taiwan; Soo Jag; (back row) WT. Won, Singapore, Phillip Chi..
Taiwan; Dr. Fred Cornelius, group organiser; and Hyung-fildh Jung,South Korea.
teniational students. MSU's foreign student advisors have always been faculty volunteers, and the
new policy proposes a full-time, paid advisor.
Along with Harrington and Reichenbach, a

number of other MSU staffers are working to improve the international program. New classes and
programs have been started this fall to assist
students with English, better acquaint them with

American students and local residents, and to
educate the American students about foreign
cultures.
The International Student Services Committee,
chaired by Lee Barron. has focused on providing
appropriate services for foreign students and formulating a coherent policy of recruitment and admission.
Iranians, with 3$ students, are by far the biggest
foreign group on the MSU campus. Barbados.
England. Libya and Norway each have five
students attending Murray.
The new policy proposes increasing the number
of other foreign groups so that no one group constitutes more than 10 percent of the foreign enrollment, Harrington said. It also sets a total foreign
student enrollment cap of five percent, according to
Julian.
Proposed recruitment measures to meet the
higher enrollment goal Include printing a brochure
about MSU and sending it to America Cultural
Centers in others countries, and contacting all
foreign alumni. Alumni Director Donna Herndon
has a list of the latter and will begin making the contacts, Harrington said.
Foreign students pay out-of-state tuition at USU.
They are not eligible for U.S. student loans, and
most are not permitted to work by terms of their
visas.
"By and large, they have to have the resources at
home to send them halfway across the world to
school," Julian said.
Financial difficulties are consequently the most
common problems foreign students face. While Iranians. for instance, traditionally came from rich
(Continued On Page 21
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University sponsors annual'Media
Appreciation Day'for area Saturday
About 100 news media remise*.
tatives from five states will be on
the campus of Murray State
University for the 13th annual
News Media Appreciation Day on
Saturday.
People from 22 newspapers and
17 radio stations in Kentucky,Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and Indiana have indicated they will be
on hand for the day of acitivity
planned by the Office of Information and Public Services at the
university.
Dwain McIntosh, assistant
director of information and public
services, said the traditional gettogether has become ''a kind of
reunion for media people, as well
as an opportunity for Murray
State to show its gratitude for
splendid media support and
cooperation."
Bill Powell, West Kentucky
bureau chief of the Courier-

Journal, will be the guest speaker
for the occasion. His topic will be
"The Responsibility of the Media
In Today's Society."
Activities planned also include a
welcome by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president, a
buffet luncheon and attendance at
the football game between Murray State and Western Kentucky
University.
News media to be represented
are:
Newspapers — The Murray
Ledger SC Times; Mayfield
Messenger; Post-Intelligencer,
Paris, Tenn.; Kentucky New Era,
Hopkinsville; Courier-Journal,
Louisville; Sunday Courier and
Press, Evansville, Ind.; Fulton
Daily Leader; The Paducah Sun;
Carlisle County News, Bardwell;
Marshall County Messenger, Benton; The Paducah News; Tribune-

Courier, Benton.
Hickman County Gazette, Clinton; Herald-Ledger, Eddyville;
Leader-News, Greenville;
Hickman Courier; Metropolis
(Ill.) Planet; Union County Advocate, Morganfield; Princeton
Leader; The Journal Enterprise,
Providence; Livingston Ledger,
Smithland; and The Murray State
News, the campus newspaper at
Murray State.
Radio stations — WCBL in Benton; WKDZ in Cadiz; WNES in
Central City; WDXN in
Clarksville, Tenn.; WHOP in
Hopkinsville; WPBE in Huntingdon, Tenn.; WCMT in Martin,
Tenn.; WNGO-WXID and WYMC,
both in Mayfield; WMUF in Paris,
Term.; KMIS in Portageville,
Mo.; WPKY in Princeton; WHRZ
in Providence; and WKMS-FM at
Murray State.

Project Warmup•••
(Continued From Page 1)
Eligibility criteria for benefits
for HEAP and Project Warmup
are as follows:
• Households must be without
adequate heat.
• Resources — The
household's total liquid resources
cannot exceed $5,000 excluding
cars, household or personnel
belongings, principal residence,
prepaid burial policies, and the
cash surrender value of insurance
policies.
• Income — Gross income of
the household cannot exceed the
maximums for the appropriate
family size as determined by the
Cabinet.
All continuing and non-

continuing earned and unearned
gross income,including lump sum
payments, received in the month
prior to the month of application is
considered. Certain income is not
counted and therefore, a
household may have income in excess of the limit and still qualify.
Weeks pointed out that according to statistics released, of
the current population of
Calloway County (30,031) some
17.12 percent are listed below the
poverty level. This figure
amounts to some 5,141 individuals,
it was noted.
He said that an application has
been submitted for Calloway
County to be included in the pro-

jects. "Because we decided
sometime earlier to allow the
Need Line to handle our social services — should we alloted our
share of the monies — area
residents wanting to apply for
assistance would have to be in
contact with them," he remarked.
Based on these and other figures
supplied, Weaks stated that
Calloway County would only
receive — through monies
allocated — $6,057 for the County
Shelter program and $3,028 for
County Intevention.
"This isn't very much money
when it comes down to it," he added. "That just won't go very far
nowadays."

Collins to launch bid for governor
By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
VERSAILLKS, Ky. (AP) —
After Lt. Gov Martha Layne Collins informally kicked off her
gubernatorial campaign here today, a reporter asked if she
thought Kentucky was ready for a
woman governor.'
"Why not?" the 44-year-old

Figures show
income rising

Democratic candidate replied,
pleasantly.
That launched her on a campaign that will end with next
May's primary.
Mrs. Coffins, who lives in Vsrsallies, made brief remaciteto
about 250 supporters who cioss4ed
int6 the basement orthe WoodErd
County Courthouse. She planned
to speak informally later in Shelby

County, where she was born, then
make a formal announcement at
Louisville.
She is the second Democrat to
officially jump into the race this
week. Grady Sturnbo, a former
state iluenan Resources
iperetark announeed Sunda.
Ridge, manager of the iliddlefork Reservoir in Richmond, Ind.,
rAlaild'STOCKLOP?Kt DOCK
and Louisville Mayor Harvey.
takes a quiet walk on the reservoir's deserted boat docks. According to Ridge,"People are having a little luck
Sloane has said he will formally
fishing, catching crappies and a few bass."
AP Laserphoto
announce Friday.

Interest shown in judge's seat

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans' personal income rose
0.7 percent in October, the biggest
increase since July, the government reported today.
However, a big chunk of the increase was due to rising
unemployment benefits, a result
of layoffs because of the lingering
recession. And personal consumption spending rose only 0.1 percent, a discouraging sign for those
who hope increases in consumer
spending will push the economy to
recovery.
In October, the Commerce
Department report said, total personal income rose $19.1 billion to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$2.62 trillion.
Private wages and salaries actually declined $1.8 billion but
government paychecks rose $3.6
The Murray-Calloway County
billion over September.
Community Chorus will present
More than half of the overall inan afternoon of early American
crease — $10.8 billion — was due
music on at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
to increased "transfer
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
payments," which include
auditorium.
payments for Social Security and
The chorus will sing a number of
other programs as well as
well known favorites such as
unemployment benefits.
"Amazing Grace," "When Jesus
Jobless benefits increased $5.7
Wept", "Tenting Tonight" and "I
billion, today's report said, mostly
Wonder as I Wander." Some
because of recent legislation that
special features of the program
extended payment of such . will include Molly Ross who will
benefits up to an extra 10 weeks.
sing and play the auto-harp, the
That increase undoubtedly
appearance of the Fancy Farm
helped laid-off workers and their
Elementary School fourth grade
families, and could help increase
students who will sing a Shaker
businesses' sales in the future by
tune "Hop Up and Jump Up" and
giving jobless Americans extra
a black spiritual "I Belong to this
money to spend. But it hardly inBand," and a dulcimer solo of
dicated improvement in the
"Amazing Grace" by Katherine
economy.
Stoddart.

Several persons have expressed
interest in being nominated for the
First Judical District seat on the
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Judge Roy Vance will vacate his
seat Jan. 3 to be sworn in as Kentucky Supreme Court justice.
Vance defeated incumbent Boyce
Clayton in the November election.
Clayton has expressed interest in
the court of appeals seat, along

Afternoon'of music set
In the second half of the program, the chorus will break from
their singing roles and form a
"Temperance Band" made up of a
horn,(Eldon Matlick), Trombone
(Chuck Hulick), Trumpet (Dick
Farrell), Violins (Irma Collins
and Judith Kingsley), and
Clarinet (Pam Matlick). The
chorus will then sing two
temperance songs of the late 19th
century.
Nathan Middleton is the narrator for the program and Ellie
Brown is the accompanist. Irma
Collins, the director, encourages
attendance by those who like early
American music and who would
like to see the newly renovated
museum on the campus of Murray
State University.

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
247-n673 or 1-809-592-348R

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky Al';USDA I -Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1501 not enough any class for an accurate price test: limited offerings near
steady
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 30 1536 00,
few high-drawing indIviduals up to
275, cutter 1-2 3600-31 30, career and
cutter under ISO ltd 2036-3 00, few
very mildly canner down to 21 50:
daughter bulls grade 1-2 1 Jr70-1,6110 Its
40 50-49 5
Feeder steers few medium frame 1
360.650 ltd 52.00-511.00. 730407 lbs fleshy
offerings 52.543.00, medium frame 1
310420 Ile 45.00, medium frame 1-2 470610 lb bulls 4550-5300, 790-750 lbs 40 0043 0111, heifers medium frame 1-2 In-

Eluding fleshy offerings 265-450 be
40 00-43 04, stock cows meditun frame
1-2 to 5 years old 700450 lbs 36 75-39 00
For the week slaughter classes near
steady, feeder steers steady, heifers
2 00-4.00 lower
Hogs 400. barrows and gilts 1-223-360
lbs 54 15-54 M , 223-300 ltd 53.9644.05, 3
319430 lbs 51 00-51 65, sows steady: 1-2
900450 lbs 45 50-411 00, 350400 IN 46 0047 00, 406-450 lbs 4700-47 50, 450-560
Us 47 50-45 50, few up to 49.50; boars
over 306 ltd 46004620
For the week barrows and gilts 25
lower. sown 300 lower
Sheep untested throughout trading
period

committee include non-attorneys,
appointed by Brown — Charles
Hoke, Murray; Burlin Coleman,
Pikeville; Jerome Stricker, Fort
Mitchell; and George Griffin,
East Bernstadt — and attorneys.
appointed by the Kentucky Bar
Association — Brent Cooper.
Louisville; and W.R. Patterson,
Lexington. Robert F. Stephens,
chief justice of the state Supreme
Court,chairs the committee.

International students...

'Temperance Band'

KLINT KELLY -- MAYFIELD KY

with Paducah City Attorney
James Utter and McCracken Circuit Court Judge Billy Ray Paxton.
The Judical Nominating Committee is accepting nominations
and applications for the position
and will meet Monday, Nov. 29, to
select three candidates whose
names will be submitted to Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.
Members of the nominating

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
November IS 1112
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Raying Stations
Receipts. Act. 775 Est 2611 Barrows & Gilts
fally 25 lower Sows under 560 lbs steady to
50 lower over 50 lba 201 00 higher
US 1-2 216-340 Ibis
153 25-53 50
US 2 1116414 lbs
102.543.15
US 2 21049/ lbs
05275-535
US 1-3 290-270
$51 7542 75
Sows
US 1-1175-350 lbs
$42 09-0 00
US 1-3 MAO lbs
04350-4406
US 1-3 MON lbs
544 0046 50
US 14 MAO Its
$46 01-41 50 few 49 00
US 34 MaiIs
142 0-43 00
Boerssosssars
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(Continued From Page 1)
families, "they are now in a position of getting cut
off from their funds," Reichenbach explained.
Currently there is not much help available for a
foreign student short of cash. Harrington and
Reichenbach advocate setting up an emergency
fund for such cases. A handbook explaining the U.S.
banking system and other resources is proposed in
the new recuritment policy.
The language barrier is another major problem
addressed by the policy. New foreign students
enrolling at MSU must show a minimum English
proficiency based on tests taken in their home country. However, the validity of those tests can be
questionable. Further, many students transfer here
from other schools and don't have to show
minimum proficiency.
Besides creating problems for the students, poor
English speaking skills irritate many professors,
Harrington points out.
The new policy recommends a consistent admission standard providing for a second proficiency
test before students can enter MSU.
A new course, English as a second language,
began this fall after faculty members Fred Cornelius and Doris Cella received a grant from the
Media Center to adapt the developmental English
textbook for foreign student instruction. In addition, Cornelius conducts a once-a-week conversation group for foreign students. Speech therapist
Cleavonne Stratton has also offered to provide help
to students with particular language problems.
The new policy recommends mandatory, not
voluntary, English remediation for foreign
students. However, "It needs to be pointed out to
them that a lot of it is their own responsibility," in
Reichenbach's view. They cannot learn to speak
English well unless they emerge from their own cliques, he says.
Intermingling between foreign and American
students is hindered not only by language but by
lack of cultural understanding, according to
Reichenbach. Both sides harbor stereotypes about
the other, and mis-reading of signals sometimes offends one person and hurts the other, he says.
"Once you've been hurt that way you retreat into
a shell, and are reluctant to go back out and
establish contacts."
This fall the Student Government Association has
begun organizing a buddy system for helping
foreigners get to know Americans and become

oriented. Also new this fall is a host family program
designed to make contacts between students and
community residents.
Lack of U.S. students' understanding of other
countries and of political affairs is a big obstacle to
interaction with foreign students, Reichenbach
says. The foreign language department has started
new courses in cultural understanding to help address that problem.
Other recommended measures include providing
holiday housing for foreign students, and
establishing an international house and study
center, where students could meet and disseminate
information to new students.
Five committees have been charged with various
aspects of the international programs expansion.
Chairpersons of the committees are Ann Henry,
Phil Deaver, Gene Garfield, Suzanne Keeslar and
Lee Barron.
Despite the general problems of foreign students,
many of them have had very happy experiences at
MSU,Harrington emphasizes. It is a friendly place,
he says, and "I think it's fairly easy to come here if
you have some of the skills necessary for making
the transition."

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
ladnernial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ajiland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General*Mrs
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gni011
I.B.M.
J.0 Pesetey
Serie*
tenet .
Panwalt
Qatar 0111I
Texaco
US. TOMCOD
Wal-Meri
Ifeelly's
.
%norm
C

F Yield

300a +0k
.60k -%
29% -Ns
Ma -1
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Wie +16
hu -16
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Wo +rn
111% Oh
VS Vac
115% At
11% -ho
71/6 +hi
1111% AS
3% +56
WA WM
We AS
II + ko
0 -%
35% one
II +0k
0% +%
5% +%
1711 DMA
$74
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Nuclear freeze
popular issue
Predictably, nuclear freeze proposals on the
ballot in nine states,several mice cities, and a few
counties proved popular with voters on election
day.
Only Arizona plus two counties in Arkansas and
one in Colorado rejected advisory propositions urging the Reagan administrations to negotiate a
nuclear freeze with the Soviet Union.
We say predictably because the nuclear freeze is
an inherently attractive idea. It plays on the wholly
justifiable fear of nuclear war. And the notion of
"stopping the arms race" by having the United
Stales freeze their nuclear arsenals in place seems
simplicity itself.
But in the real world, the complex problems of
arms control hardly lend themselves to simple, instant solutions. The danger of nuclear war would be
Increased by a freeze that would render permanent
the Soviet Union's current monopoly in super-heavy
land-based missiles — weapons unmatched by
anything in the American arsenal.
These are *the weapons that pose the potential
threat of a Soviet first strike that, at last in theory,
could effectively disarm the United States and
make any retaliation an act of national suicide.
President Reagan recognizes this ominous
threat, which is why he opposes a freeze before the
Soviets agree to dismantle much of their first-strike
weaponry. The current Soviet advantage inlandbased intercontinental ballistic missiles, still the
most decisive nuclear weapons, is not lost on
Moscow either. Why else would Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev have enthusiastically endorsed
the idea of a nuclear freeze in October 1979?
The millions of patriotic Americans who recently
voted yes on the freeze need to hear from the president himself the reasons why it will not become administration policy. They need to be told in detail
why a freeze now, even assuming that Soviet compliance could be verified, would in fact jeopardize
American security and heightened the risk of
nuclear war.
Unless they are told, there will be further erosion
in public support for the Reagan administration's
arms control proposals now on the negotiating table
in Geneva.
Worse yet, perhaps, the Soviets may misinterpret
the administration's silence on the nuclear freeze
issue as a sign that the White House is caving in to a
popular clamor for an agreement that would leave
those 600 Soviet SS-18 and 55-19 missiles in place.
ottacleitfrieri ttroPasals.tix stitias.;
an
etthat include'one-quartfr of the ent* 17.S. _
populition has already provided the Soviets with
plenty of incentive to adopt an even more intransigent stance in Geneva. Why should Brezhnev now
consider agreeing to break up all those SS-18s and
SS-19s when the American people are voting for a
freeze that would leave the Soviet arsenal of firststrike weapons fully intact?
Mr. Reagan could speak directly to the heartfelt
concerns of his own countrymen, and set the Russians straight in the process, by scheduling a major
address on the nuclear freeze question. And the
sooner the better.
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Determination and faith in prayer
finally completed this family circle
(EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the second of a two-cohann series dealing
with the )eyous reunion of eight
brothers and sisters with each alba
and their father after 24 years of
separation and life in foster and
adopted homes.)
As time passed, Pat, the sister still
living in Somerset, was obsessed
with the desire to see her father and
her brothers and sisters located and
pulled together again as a family.
She learned the whereabouts of the
four in West Kentucky, contacted
them and for more than five years
now has maintained a close relationship with them.
She brought them news of their
father and news of them to him. Finding these four of his boys made a
new man of their father, a daughterin-law says. "He came out of his
shell. He talks and smiles now and he
thoroughly enjoys being with 'his
boys.' He really loves them and looks
forward to every opportunity to be
with them,"she said.
Although she, too, still lives in
Somerset, the mother has yet to show
any interest in the regrouping of the
family, where the chilren are or what
they are doing. The children know
where she lives, but that's just about
the sum of it.
• • •
As the five of them — George,
Charles, Larry, Matthew and Pat —
drew their family ties closer about
them, they knew there were two
more, a brother and a sister, still to
be located, but they had found it was

virtually impossible to learn of their
whereabouts through the state or the
agency involved.
rigsecy, they were toid, had a
rigid palkty prohibiting the release of
any Warinatke pertaining to the
whoroaboodo Of the two younger.
adogisd children. It had to be the
childcare who would have to initiate
such a request.
If and when,they were told, the two
younger children wanted to know
about their family, whether or not
they had brothers and sisters and
where they were, and requested this
information from the agency's files,
It would be given to them — but only
to them.
The problem here was that the two
younger chilren, Billy and Wanda
Ann, had no idea that they had any
brothers and sisters. They knew only
their adopted parents.

adra

• •

•

George and Charles, as well as the
two boys in Benton, had all but given
up ever locating their younger
brother and sister by this past summer, but Pat hadn't. She still believed that one day the family would be
together again. Such a petition was
always in her prayers.
Then one day in her quest,she went
to her pastor, a well-known minister
In the Somerset area, and told him
the story of the family. She asked
him to join her in prayer, praying
that God would bring all her brothers
and sisters together. And, thusly,
they prayed.
Their prayers weren't long in being

answered.
• • •

11w youngest of the boys. William
Ova Billy Hambleton. was four
yews old when he and his I Ls-year.
aid sister. Wanda Ann, were adopted
by a Louisville couple
Now al, married and the father of
two — a son and a daighter -- Billy
Mill lives In Louisville as does Wanda. Now 311. she is Mrs. Jay Menden
sad the mother of three children
Iwo boys and a girl
The two have maintained a claw
relationship through the years. and
until a few weeks ago, neither had
any idea they they had any brothers
or sisters.
They were told shout their family
one evening sonie six weeks ago
following a sudden, unexplainable
impubie to tell them on the part of
their adopted mother.
She had asked them both to come to
her home. Suddenly and quite unexpectedly,she had decided to tell them
what she knew of their family and
how the two of them had become
members of her family
Sitting down with them, she took
out some baby pictures of both of
them, taken some 24 years ago in
Somerset.
Written on the back of one of the
pictues was the partially-marked out
name, "Wosley." She was pretty
sure their family had lived in
Somerset.
• • •
Billy Immediately obtained a
Somerset telephone book. Only two
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thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Although the lack of personal
freedom and the needless cruelty inflicted on real and imagined enemies
are two of the worst features of
authoritarian regimes, the stifling of
human creativity and of the desire to
excel]are also important weaknesses
of many dictatorial governments.
Fear is the greatest weapon and
the greater equalizer in an unfree
society. This fear leads to the situation found in the Soviet Union in the
late 1940s, a situation which the Russian novelist Aleksandr Solzhenitzyn
described in his novel The First
Circle (1968):
Just as King Midas turned
everything to gold, Stalin turned everything to mediocrity.
To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Season published over the past three
years — in paperback — call Alida
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
753-3474.
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Calloway County
Needline Association.
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-Waiseys- were heist The nesither
celled turned eat te be the. et MO 41
their maw was wham wee anamodloaly autdisd Pia of the call
WINN helm oho had called hilly
is Lasiardis, idooadlad herald as No
Water aid told hint abed Ids tweeters
is Murray and Renton as well as his
ether sister in Owensboro and his
father In Somereet
Within the nest hire days, both lir
and Wands had baked with four of
them ea the phone.
• • •
A family reunion quIckly was ar
ranged at Pat's home In Somerset.
and on a weekend shortly after.
wards. they came loather there
five brothers. two Meters and their
father - some seeing each other for
the first Unie In 34 years
Nine days from now and on
Thankagiving Day, COM again moo
of the family members - now happi.
ly and thankfully reunited
will
gather again, this time at Kitty'.
home in Louisville
A month later and during the
Christmas holidays, they all will be
In Murray for another pt-together
This will be the first Urn. in 14
years that their father will have all
eight of his children together at one
time.
They have enough pictures to
show, enough experiences to share
and enough catchig up an each other
to lasts lifetime.
"We'll never forget this Holiday
Season!" exclaimed Gracie Holland.
George's wife mid after sharing the
family's story with me. "We have KJ
very much for which to be thankful'"

•
•I4112 Cask, haws Urns*

letter to the editor
To The Editor,
The Disabled American Veterans
(D.A.V.) Murray Chapter 50 wish to
express their gratitude to all the
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County who made Veterans Day such
a huge success. Truly, "a Day to
Remember."
Words cannot express my thoughts
of the Murray High School Band, as I
believe they are the best high school
band in the country, barring none.
They are a credit to their community
and thank you Paul Blackburn.
The Calloway County High School
"Chamber Singers" directed by
Lavaugn R. Wells were terrific and
good luck to all of you in your fund
raising for that trip to Austria next
July. Thanks again to Bill Hudson of
Calloway County High School and his
JROTC color guard. The flag raising
was a beautiful and emotional
ceremony.
William N. Cherry, the field
representative for Senator Huddleston, has once again helped the
D.A.V. and presented a flag that flew
over the US. Capitol to George
Weeks, Calloway County JudgeExecutive. We thank you both. We
also thank Dr. Jack Boise,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools. and Robert G. Jeffrey, Murray superintendent, for their cooperation.
Thank you Mr. Holmes Ellis, the
mayor of Murray. .Your remarks
were well taken and we also appreciate the efforts of Robert Butler
in blocking off the southside of the
court house. We also thank Mr. Bob

Wynn, president of the downtown
merchants and to all the downtown
business places who helped us
observe Veterans Day by closing during the ceremony.
We thank the Murray State University "Physical Plant" for furnishing
the platform for the speakers and
also thank Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
clerk, for the use of the speakers
podiwn.
We also want to thank Sani Burrage of TV station WPSD channel6 in
Paducah for his fine television
coverage. I will never forget Mr.
Greg Delaney, the news director of
radio station WSJP who furnished
the P.A. system and carried the entire program live on WSJP for the second year in a row. Thank you Greg
Delaney for your help in this program.
Then there is the Murray Ledger &
Times who has never failed to come
to the aid of all Veterans. Walter Apperson, publisher, and Matthew S.
Sanders, editor, we thank you both
for all the publicity you have given
us. I want to especially thank John
Salerno, staff reporter, who incidently I understand is soon going beck into the army. We will miss you, as you
are an asset to a fine newspaper and
to your community. Good Luck John.
We also want to thank our three
featured speakers. They are U. Col.
John R. Rudd, Division Chemical officer from Fort Campbell. He drove
up here from Ft. Campbell and said it
was like Homecoming, ag la did
graduate from MSU in 1963.
Then there is Tont Harr* the es-
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ecutive director of the Governor's
Council on Agriculture who made the
key note address. We thank you
much. I also want to thank U. Col
Darrell A. McFerron the professor of
military science right here at 54SU's
ROTC detachment. He gave one of
the finest speeches I've ever heard
given to a group of Veterans and
citizens alike. Thank you Lt. Col.
Darrell A. McFerron.
We thank Kathleen smith, Commander of the Ladies Auxiliary Unit
50 and all those wonderful ladies who
furnished coffee and all those high
calories after the program. If I left
anybody out, it wasn't intentional.
We thank all who participated.
—
Alex Pall,
Publicity Chairman
Disaidad American Veterans
Murray Chapter SO

Ten years ago
A Faculty Trio Recital by Lee
Blair, violin, Thomas Baker. piano.
and Neale Mason, cello, will be
presented at Recital Hall Ames,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University,on Nov. 30
Deaths reported include Matte
Grogan, 75, Marvin Ray. 83. Sam
Aker Jones, 71, and Ws& N
McNabb,S.
Murray Clvitan Club has started its
annual sale of fruit cakes, according
to Startle Colson, club sales chairman.
Johnny Cannon, Leslee Bartholomy,Scott Willis, Jana Jones and
David Garrison, Murray High School
Speech Students, are pictured as they
prepare for Celebration of Communication program tonight at Middle School Auditorium.
Pictured with deer killed are Ricky
Lowe, John David Johneon, Jackie
Cooper. Larry Robinson. Gary
Kilgore and Steve Knott
Twenty years ago
R.C. Petty was presented the annual "Mr. °viten" award at fourth
anniversary dinner at Triangle Inn
Deaths reported include Mrs May
Grubbs, IN, and Mrs. Sula May
Johnson.
Murray High School Tigers lost to
Versailles in a football game at
Holland Stadium, Murray. in the
Class A Semi-finals. The score was 21
to 13
Shirley Thomas, Rita Chaney,
Angela Bean, Loretta Williams, Cindy Math, Peggy Colson, Betty Ann
Holland, Glenda Kelly, Kathy Crider
and Carla Brandon are officers of
Girls Auxiliary of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County High with Mickey
Boggess as high scorer beat
Hickman County with Mayers as
high scorer, and College High with
Bill Koenecke as high scorer beat
Cuba High School.
Thirty years ago
Brown Tucker, commander of
Calloway County Post MU of
Veterans of Foreign Wars, has been
appointed National Deputy Chief of
Staff of the VFW.
Deaths reported include Malcolm
I Drake t Douglass,81
Members of the cast of the play.
"The Elusive Bachelor," to be
presented Nov. 30 and 21 by Junior
Class of Murray High School include
Charlotte DoneLion, Sam Crass,
Marylin Murphy, Holmes Ellis, Jr.
Joe Bumf& and Dorotha Parker.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. James Bassett, Nov 11,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs Trellis Seaford,
Nov. 12, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dennison. Nov. 14.
Ray Brownfield attended them NationalAgricultural Committee
Bankers Association meeting in
Louisville. He was accompanied by
his wife, Geneva,and their daughter,
Linda.
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Futrell-Crouse wedding to be Dec. 11

The engagement and
approaching marriage ot
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. Miss Angela Beth Futrell
to James (Jimmy) Dale
weighs
102
pounds.
She
DEAR DR. LAMB — My and
column of blood from the and neck with some soap the Crouse has been announcwife is 24 ears old, 5 feet 2_ has had three kids. Nine heart to the legs fills the doctor gave her Can she
ed.
months ago she had an oper- veins and promotes stretch- give this to anyone else?
Miss Futrell is the
ation
on
her
right
leg
and
ing.
DEAR READER — First,
Ends Tesits•7 is • a
bad a varicose vein stripped. There are two sets of it is not contagious at all and daughter of Mrs. Ruby
Nessowsrli (It)
The doctor did not remove veins, the ones you see under there is no way anyone can Futrell of Murray and the
all the varicose veins and the skin and the other set catch it from her. It is an late James 0. Futrell.
St ARTS 909901110*
she had to go back and have inside the leg muscles you inherited (genetic) skin She is the granddaughter
Carol Barnette
some type of shot in some don't see. Walking and riding condition. A simplification is of Mrs. Suella Futrell and
The
smaller veins. She is again her bicycle compresses the to think of it as somewhere the late Joe Futrell and of
s
Ma
alear
having pain and a vein has deep veins and actually help between dandruff and psori"T
Mrs. Larue Bizzell and
• C Owed.PiC Wm
popped out on the back side empty the veins.
asis The scaling and red the late Boyd .Bizzell, all
of her leg during her preg- To explain more details I patches really have nothing
of Murray.
nancy.
am sending you The Health to do with the sebaceous (oil)
The bride-elect is a 1961
She doesn't work. Only the Letter 5-8, Varicose Veins. glands of the skin.
7:11.9:19
living room is carpeted. Others can send 75 cents Frequent shampooing is graduate of Calloway
Would carpet in the entire with a long, stamped, self- helpful. Her doctor has prob- County High School and
When rho CI*
house help? She also rides a addressed envelope for it to ably prescribed a medicated attended Murray State
...
MOI9••• 4.0,
4:MO 0
W.
swe onging bufAMPIS
bicycle with me when I jog me, in care of this newspa- shampoo. The condition can- University. She presently
In the afternoons.
hENRY WiNKJIR
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio not be "cured" but it can be is employed at Sammons
I would appreciate all the City Station, New York, NY
Bakery.
Information you could send 10019. I think your wife controlled.
Mr. Crouse is the son of
When
the
medicated
me as this is getting us very would be wise to wear some
worried and is very expen- form of pressure stocking to shampoos don't work, a cor- Mrs. Marie Crouse of
central neater 713-3314 sive as well. What is going to help prevent further stretch- ticosteroid gel or liquid can Murray and Roger
be used on the scalp. A Crouse of Kirksey. He is
happen to her if she keeps ing of her veins.
hydrocortisone cream may the grandson of Mr. and
losing veins in her legs?
DEAR READER — There DEAR DR. LAMB — My be applied to the face and Mrs. Maurice Crouse of
Is an inherited tendency to grandmother, who is 88, has areas other than the scalp. Murray and of Mrs. Fay
varicose veins and evidently seborrhea. Is this hard to get These measures usually conWarren of Murray and
your wife is prone to them. rid of? She washes her hair trol the condition.
hel fighting
the late O.D. Warren.
A varicose vein is simply
tor his Ws
The groom-elect atSYLVESTER
a vein that has been overSTAL LONE
tended Calloway County
stretched to the point that it
High School and presenthas lost most of its elasticity. When that happens the
ly is employed at Boggess
valves in the large veins in
body Shop.
Angelo Beth Futrell
the legs don't meet. That Baptist churches in the
The wedding vows will
to become more aware of
bids Te01te•7 10,0:96
to marry lames Dole Crouse
allows the blood to run back
missions be solemnized Saturday,
alISS Regaise(R)
downhill or leak backwards. area will observe Ken- one of the
In
the
fellowship
hall
of Rev. Roger Joseph will relatives are invited to atThe accumulated blood in hickY Baptist Homes for outreaches of their Dec. 11, at 7 p.m. at the
STARTS TOMORRON
the
church.
tend the wedding and the
officiate/
This
Dexter-Hardin
church.
ministry
is
United
Nov.
Children
on
Sunday,
the dilated veins allows
All friends and
A redeption will follow reception.
21. Special attention will sustained through each Methodist Church. The
swelling to occur.
A Musical Storybook
Obviously the thing to do be focused on the Homes church's participation in
Fantasy Cone To life
is
to prevent overstretching which have been helping the Cooperative Program
"HEIDI'S SONG"(G)
the veins as much as Possi- children and families and the Thanksgiving Ofble. That is why support with problems for 113 fering of the Kentucky
TOR 9 A
hose and pressure garments „a,„„
Baptist Convention.
are used. The compression •"'"'"'
The Kentucky Baptist
for
the
1982
The
theme
prevents, to some extent, the
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church Women
Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Lilly will show a slide presenoverdilatation of the veins, emphasis is "Touch a Convention began its will have a bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 18, from 9
tation about their recent trip to Russia on Sunday,
children
in
ministry
to
With
Hope."
This
anLife
One of the best ways to
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the church. A chili lunch at a cos;
Nov. 21, in the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist
avoid stretching the veins is nual observance affords 1869. The ministry now is
Church. This will follow the 6 p.m. worship service
to not stand still. The long churches the opportunity carried out through the of $1.50 per person will be served from 11 a.m. to 1
at the church.
Spring Meadows Cam- p.m.
pus, Middletown, Kenchestnut strimat 713-331
tucky; Glen Dale Campus, Glendale, Kentucky;
An old-fashioned wagon hayride and wiener roast
HOUSE Unwed
Mothers' Home, for all youth from grades six, seven and eight, high
MURRAY
A Caribbean Cruise for Murray-Calloway County
CHRISTMAS
Louisville, and through school or college age, will be aiter evening services
Senior Citizens has been planned for Jan. 8 to 15,
DRIVE-IN
Temporary Shelters at on Sunday, Nov. 21, at Westside Baptist Church.
1983, by Toopie Thomas, director. This will be airElizabethtown and Each one may bring a friend, but cost will be $2 per
fare from Nashville, Tenn., to Fort Lauderdale,
Louisville.
person.
Fla., accommodations for seven nights in an-trot-•
In case of rain, the event wM be changed to
side cabin with twn beds and private bathroom on
4•
3.•
weather conditions.
,
the Fair Wind, one of three first class cruise ships operated by Simtar Line.
•
I
CU• NT
II
,
4
EAS 170
wAwr
OD ficur
Mrs. Thomas said this will include all meals
Sunday, Nov. 21, 1-5 p.m.
aboard ship, all entertainment aboard ship, all port
Clint. Eastwood.
Several Red Tag Items
taxes, ports of cll at San Juan, Puerto Rico, St.
A Rodeo Round-Up Party for Children's Choirs of
A WV Off
to
Thomas, Virgin Islands and Nassau, Bahamas. The
Nov.
20,
Saturday,
will
be
Church
Memorial
Baptist
Refreshments Served
cArty rorktek•
cost will be $1,260 per person with two sharing a
chi.*nu co",
at 10 a.m. Each one should come dressed in western
cabin. For more information call Mrs. Thomas at
I% 0
A thoughtful medical man wear (jeans and such). Each member may invite a
Southold*. Manor
753-8274.
Murray
person,
accordng
to
per
cost
will
be
61.50
but
guest,
water
provides safe bottled
Milton Gresham, minister of music and youth.
for patients to drink.
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Combatting varicose veins

CINE 1 & 2

Area Baptist churches
plan home observance

datebook
Bazaar at Dexter-Hardin
Russian program Sunday
Hoyride to be Sunday

Cruise tour planned

OPEN HOUSE
at
Treasure ffotigiem

Rodeo party Saturday

...

Jessica R. Youngblood born

4.1••••••••••

DENNISON HUNTS

WARM-UPSALE

first
the
Healthbreak,
product in 20 years to
be classified as a legitimate smoking deterrent
by the FDA, can help
smokers break the habit.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Youngblood, Rt. 3, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter, Jessica Renee,
weighing five pounds 12 ounces, measuring 19 inches, born Thursday, Nov. 4, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have another daughter,
1
2.
Rachel Leigh,2/
The mother is the former Debbie Fortner. The
father is employed at the Kentucky State Penitentiary, Eddyville. Grandparents are the Rev. and
Mrs. Joe Youngblood, Rt. 3, Benton, and Dennis
Butler of Chicago, Ill. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Alma Fortner of Rt. 1, Murray.

IlAmgoo BARDEN
Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov.21, 1-5 p.m.
Shop Early For Christmas

Now Through Nov. 25th
Mens, Womens & Childrens
Largest selection in this area.
Choose from brand names such
as
*Nike
•Wilson
*Adidas
*Loom Togs
*Court Casual
•Bonnie
•White Stag
•Winning Ways

Refreshments Served
Door Prizes Every Hour
14 Kt. Gold 1/2 Price
New Shipment of Lenox Candles
Christmas Decorations
Wine and Champagne Glasses
Decorative Glasses and Trays
Brass (All Prices)

SPORTING GOODS
"Everything for that SPORTin your LIFE"
Chestnut Street, Murray, Ky.

Ph. 753-8844
•

Open Every Sunday From Now
Till Christmas
Dixieland Center
753-1)317

rAiLLS THE IMURIt A I.Iy..LEDGER•TIMES,Tleesiej, %...vembee la INS

Porker-Noland vows said at home. Gregory-Wilkinson vows solemnized
Mr. mid Mrs. James
Wallace Parker aniseasee time marriage al
their daughter, Beverly
Jo, to James Michael
Noland, ace at Mr. aad
Mrs. Marion Noland,
Augusta,Ga.
Dr. BU1 Whittaker performed the double ring
ceremony on Saturday,
Oct. 38, at the home of the
bride's parents. Only the
Immediate family was
present.
Mrs. Martha Parker,
sister-in-law of the bride.
and Mr. Noland,father of
the groom, were the couple's attendants.
Piano and vocal selections were presented by
Mrs. Joan Bowker.
A luncheon reception
followed the ceremony.
Mrs. Noland is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grogan Roberts
and of Mrs. Hafford
Parker and the late Mr.
Parker,all of Murray.•
Mr. Noland is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. John Ryan,
Manhattan. Kan., and of
late Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Noland,Fall City, Nebr.
The couple spent their
wedding trip in
Mrs. James Michael No/and
Williamsburg, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Noland Ga., where Mrs. Noland with J.C. Penneys and pro at Horseshoe Bend
are residing in Atlanta. is merchandise manager Mr. Noland is assistant Countty Club.

North School honors
Elkins on birthday
Leland Elkins was
honored on his 79th birthday by 'James Feltner,
principal, along with the
faculty and staff of North
Calloway Elementary
School on Tuesday, Nov.
2.
"Mr. Elkins is the
janitor at the school and.
is loved and admired by
each one for his every
present smile and zeal for
life," a school spokesman
said.
"He is always willing to
stay late for extracureic.ular .events. and .is
,
le% rrtvrIrtt.

everyone's friend," the
school spokesman added.
The birthday cake was
given to Mr. Elkins by the
faculty and staff, along
with several other
homemade food items.
The entire school, led
by Mrs. Cassity's first
grade class,sang "Happy
Birthday" to Mr. Elkins
over the intercom.
Mr. Elkins has worked
under five principals —
Tom Rushing, George
Dowdy, Billy Dale
Outland, Johnny Bohaneon and Mr..Feltner.
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HONORED — Leland Elkins, right, was
presented a birthday cake and gifts by James
Feltner, principal, and the faculty and staff at
North Calloway Elementary School.
n1 *wror 9,1"

true
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were approached with the
idea by both the Society's
representatives and
45,000 ABS Volunteers
who work in their local
communities.
ABS Volunteers have
brought in orders for over
200,000 of the Scriptures.
An official of the
Department of Corrections of one mid-Atlantic
state, commenting on the
consistent way ABS
ministers to those who
are in prison, note that
over the years the
American Bible Society
has made the Scriptures

available to the department at low cost or at no
cost at all. 'It is as if
Hebrews 1 3 . 3 ,
"Remember those who
are in prison, as though
you were in prison with
them," is written on your
hearts,' he wrote.
Not only prisoners, but
people of every age and
nationality are the
ministry of the American
Bible Society, founded in
1816, which translates,
publishes and distributes
the Scriptures in over 500
Languages without doctrinal note or comment.

Peaches and
Cream Dessert
% cup flour
1 tablespoon baking
powder
es teaspoon salt
3-/
3
4 on. dry vanilla pudding (not instant)
3tablespoon butter
1 eflii
IS cup milk
Mix together. Put this
mixture in a wellbuttered 91n. pie'pan, fMing in the bottom and
sides.
then add:
15oz. sliced peaches
(drained) making sure
you do not go to the edge
completely (about 1"
from the edge).
Mix for 2 minutes:
1-8oz. cream cheese
Ys cup sugar
3 tablespoons juice
Put this on top of tile
peaches (crushed drained pineapple can be used
also). Sprinkle 011 top a
mixture of 1 tablespoon
sugar and 4 teaspoon
cinnamon. Bake at 325F
for 30 to 35 minutes.
Mary Gertzen

'Pops'concert by Kay Bates Sunday
Kay Gardner Bates will
perform a "pops" concert at 3 p.m. Sunday in
the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre on the campus of
Murray State University.
There will be no admission charge for Kay Bates
In Concert, but all seats
will be reserved.
According to James I.
Schempp, a spokesman
for the University
Theatre, the decision not
to charge admission was
made to ensure that "as
many people as possible
In the West Kentucky
community will avail
themselves of this con•
cert"
Kay Bates is a member
of the faculty at Murray
State in the Department
of Music. She is also a

well known opera singer,
having appeared with
companies in Atlanta,
Philadelphia, and
Louisville, as well as appearances in Italy.
Kay Bates in Concert
will feature songs from
such Broadway Musicals
as Gypsy, Hello Dolly,
Mame, Oklahoma and
more. Bates said that this
is the first time she has
given a totally "popular
music" concert."None of
my students have ever
seen me do this sort of
music," Bates said.
Working closely with
Bates on this program
will be pianist Marie
Taylor, also a member of
the Music Department at
Murray State Taylor has
performed throughout

social work. She is
employed by the Cabinet
for Human Resources.
Mr. Wilkinson is
employed at Frankfort
Auto Sales.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner with

the groom's parents. Mr
and Mrs Harold I.
Wilkinson of Hazel. as
hosts was at Claudia
Sanders Dinner House in
Shelbyville
Prenuptial events included a miscellaneous

shower given by Mrs
Jennifer Veil°. • shower
and barbecue given by
Mrs Hilda Bennett. a
cocktail party and buffet
glee by Donna K Smith.
a cookout given by WWI
Saylor

the midwest on both the
piano and the harpsichord, and she is a
member of the wellknown Murray Jazz
Quartet.
Also appearing on the
program will be Chuck
Simons on drums and
Elmo Reed on Bass.
Reservations are being
taken in the box office of
the Johnson Theatre.
Reservations may be
made by calling the box
office at 782-6797.

OPEN EVERY

SUNDAY
1:00 to 5:00 P.M.
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

SHETLAND
SWEATERS

We Will Be Open
Sunday, Nov. 21
1-5 P.M.

BF lits+ s has betcnse my afro s numbs. one
$wecoloo mom Oh pto.A.na ..hoo ior,%, ate
4,/,Chon CAyhiertc",11
Idol. trig 00,c
(rhos and Von ,Mrs proc.< ad tAends
o4 -cool conri sot thr.• beouoy
*cosy camp A %holland 1,4,01/0*114 h0011
efegPlet.n0 *or ,50 uado.on thao
ina0,4.% toned 2/ 00 S. 2200

Several Tables I Racks

1/3 toll WI
Christmas layaways Accepted

Mr. and Mrs. Nickie Lone Wilkinson

Mrs. Gertzen
gives recipe

Penal inmates con expect gift of New Testornent
NEW YORK, N.Y. still continuing to pour in
(Al3S) — More than one daily.
million inmates of the
More than 21,000 copies
country's penal institu- carrying the imprimatur
tions can expect to of Roman Catholic Arreceive a surprise gift chbishop John Francis
from the American Bible VVhealon of Hartford are
Society this Christmas, a included in the total.
copy of the New TestaOver 92,000 requests
ment!
are for a Bible Society
The gift will be made translation in the Spanish
possible, in part, because spoken today.
of donations received
"Prisons have been a
from supporters of the Bi- very important part of
ble Society.
our Scripture ministry
They will also find a since we were founded
colorful pocket Scripture more than 166 years
calendar slipped in with ago," said Miss Ball,
their present, along with "but no one here can
some Selections from the recall anything like this
Word of God appropriate for sheer scope."
to the Christmas season.
The volume of orders
In announcing the has exceeded ABS expecdistribution program at tations. Not more than a
the Society's offices in half million requests had
New York, ABS National been anticipated, less
Distribution general than half of what have
secretary Alice E. Ball already been received.
stressed that all the
What prompted the
Scriptures would be idea is the rise of crime
received purely on a rates combined with the
voluntary basis.
resulting upsurge in the
Only if an inmate was U.S. prison population.
willing to accept the New Churches and other agenTestament would he or cies involved in outreach
she receive one.
through the Scriptures
Each inmate will be en- have become increasingcouraged to keep the ly convinced that the
Scirpture after being Gospels have their part to
released from the institu- play in helping turn the
tion.
situation around.
By the close of the first
As soon as ABS made
week in November ABS, the decision to go with the
had already received re- program late in the sumquests to ship 1,064,604 mer, chaplains and other
Testaments to all parts of prison authroities from
the country. Orders were federal to local levels

Mus Jeweller Lyme
Gregory and fickle law
WIlluasos were aterried
lialtarday Oct le, at 2:816
p.m at the Gradation
Baptist Church al Wisely.
The Rey. Greg Mind
performed the aarenieny
Nuptial mask was
presented by This Edwards. arganit.and Mrs.
Edna Bering,soloist.
The bride is the
deighier al Mr. and Mrs.
Earl T. Gregory of
Frankfort. The greets is
the son al Mr. and Mrs.
Harold L. Wilkinson,
Hazel.
Mrs. Jeasiler H Van.
was the metres al honor
Bridesmaids were Ms.
L.Saylor of Frankfort
and Ms Christine
Hamilton of Fern Park,
Fla
Kelly Rogers, cousin of
the bride, was flower girl.
Harold WiBMison served as best man for his
son. Ushers were Billy
Forms of Hazel and Bill
Rentroe of Frankfort.
Patrick Rogers, cousin
of the bride, was the
ringbearer.
Reception
A reception followed at
the Woman's Club ot
Frankfort.
Serving were Kim
Kemper, Sandy Butler
and Deena Butler.
Mrs. Hilda Bennett of
Puryear, Tenn., kept the
guest book.
After a short wedding
trip the new Mr. and Mrs.
Wilkinson are residing in
Frankfort.
Mrs. Wilkinson is a 1982
graduate of Murray State
University where she
received a degree in

$2.00
All
(2 Gal.)
Houseplants
fl
Total Clearance

Jones Landscaping
733-772.5

407 N. 12ti St.

f

•
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Coming community events
Monday,NOv. 10
Open house by Adult
Handicapped Class at
Comprehensive Care
Center, 704 Main St., will
be from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Calloway County
Association of Retarded
Citizens will meet at 8
p.m. at Comprehensive
Care Center,704 Main St.
Open house will be at 7
p.m. at Murray High
School.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will meet at 8:30
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Autograph party for

Thowsday. Nov. III
Thursday, Nov. 11
Ken Wolf and his book,
Men's Stag Night will
Thoughts In Season, will be at 1:31 p.m. at Murray
be at 4 p.m. at Calloway Country Club with Bob
County Library.
Billington, Raz
Villanova, David
Murray Chapter No. 50 Gallagher and Cary
of Disabled American Miller in charge of arVeterans and Auxiliary rangements.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
American Legion Hall.
Murray Women of the
Note the change because Moose will met at 8 p.m.
of Thanks
holiday. with officers meeting at 7
Carol Poe Groupof p.m. at lodge hall.
First Baptist Church
Fall concert by Murray
Women will meet at 7
State University Choir,
p.m. with Judy Henry.
Chorus and Brass Choir is
West Kentucky scheduled at 8 p.m. at
Amateur Astronomers Recital Hall Annex, Fine
will meet at 8 p.m. at Arts Center, MSU.
Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
Hazel Woman's Club is
the Lakes.
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Community
Center.

Sinadsy, Nov V.
Kay Gardner Bates will
give a free "pops" concert at3 p.m. in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, Fine
Arts Banding, Murray
State University.

or 753-6089.
Calloway

Chamber

Boosters Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.

Rodeo Round-up Party
Make Today Count will for Children's Choirs of
meet at 10 a.m. in third Memorial Baptist Church
floor classroom unit of will be at 10 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Events in Land Bet-

Day Saints.

Murray alloway
County Community
Chorus will present an
afternoon of early
American musk at 2 p.m.
In Writhes Weig Kentucky Museum
Auditorium, Murray
State University.

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Square and round dancBazaar by Creative
Phi will meet at home of
Bi-annual Inter- ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Arts Department of MurMary Graves at 6 p.m. for collegiate Rodeo will be Woodmen of World Hall.
ray Woman's Club will be
the start of a progressive at 7:30 p.m. at West Kendinner.
Chapter M of P.E.O. from 9 a.m. to noon at
tucky Livestock and ExSisterhood will have a Calloway Public Library.
position Center.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
coffee at 10 a.m. at the
Hayride and wiener
of Beta Sigma Phi will
Sunday, Nov. 21
Open house will be home of Mrs. Larrie
roast for grades 1, 7, and
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Clark.
Murray Music 8, high school and college,
Center.
Teachers Association will be start at Westside
Murray Area Vocational
Dexter-Hardin United Piano Recital will be at 2 Baptist Church after
Education Center.
Twin Lakes Antique
Methodist Church p.m. in Choir Room,Fine evening service.
Car Club will meet at 7
Free movie, "The Women will have a Arts Center, Murray
p.m. at Gateway Restoration of the Christmas bazaar from 9 State University...
Events in Land BetRestaurant, Draffenville. Priesthood," will be a.m. to 4 p.m. Chili lunch
Mr. and Mrs. Ezzie ween the Lakes will inMurray Civitan Club
shown at 7:15 p.m. at will be served from 11 Turner, Lynnville, will be clude "Our National Bird
Temple Hill Chapter Barkley Room, Universi- a.m. to 1 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
honored at an open house at 2 p.m. at WoOdlands
No. 511 Order of the ty Center, Murray State
Joe's Restaurant.
in
celebration of 50th an- Nature Center.
Eastern Star will meet at University.
Third night of bi-annual niversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
Intercollegiate Rodeo at their home.
Free movie, "the
Friday, Nov. 19
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Restoration of the
WIGGINS FURNITURE
WIG Magazine
Club will West Kentucky Livestock
Monthly smorgasbord Priesthood," will be
meet at 1:30 p.m. in the and Exposition Show.
by Calloway Chamber shown at 7 p.m. at Church
home of Mrs. J.I. Hosick.
Boosters will be from of Jesus Christ of Latter

You Are Invited
To Our

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

WIGGINS FURNITURE
Two Big Specials
for
Friday and Saturday

Sunday, Nov. 21, 1982

2 to 5p.m.
Special Christmas Gift Sales

Berkline Recliners

1. Name Printed Free, Boxed Christmas
Cords.

299.95
90.00

Lass 30%

2. Sign up for trip to London.

209.95

Yee Pay

Maple (or) Oak 42"
Round Table With
2-10" Leaves
& 6 Chairs

3. Christmas Ornaments 1982
(Choose Now-They Are Limited)
4. Christmas Wrap
5. Have received a new shipment Effanbee
Dolls - John Wayne, Mae West (will be
retired 1982) Baby Dolls, Storybook Dolls,
etc.

•

454.95
-145.00

Reg. Pike
Lass

309.95
Plus Extra Bargains
Throughout The Store

Please Come See Us
Meet Our Storybook Ladies

Leas Hallmark
On The Square

will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1007

Friday, Nov. le

Selardsy,Nov.211
at West Kentucky chide Warp the Loom at
Livestock and Exposition 10 a.m. at The
Horneplace-11150 and RapFront Porch Swing will Center.
tor
Conservation at 2 pm.
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Saturday, Nov.30
at Woodlands Nature
Christian Church.
Alcoholics Anonymous Center.
Free rodent bait may and Alanon will meet at S
Murray Music
be picked up at various p.m. at western portion of
locations in county. For Livestock and Exposition Teachers Piano
Workshop will be at MurInformation call Health Center.
ray State University.
Department, 753-3381.

Thursday, Nov. 11
Thursday, Nov.11
Parents Anonymous 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Paris, Tn.

22 Miles North of Murray
64

'k

18."'"-

753-4566

GGINS FURNITU

712
—4
XI

ween the Lakes will in-

noon to 2 p.m. at
Calloway County High
School cafeteria.
Chamber Singers will
give a concert at 12:45
p.m.

Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at 7 p.m. in
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Red Woods.

All day events will beat
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church with
gospel singing at 1:30
p.m.

Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Twin Lakers Camping
Club will have its monthly campout at Piney
Campground in Land Between the Lakes. A social
of dessert and coffee will
be on Saturday evening.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Warp the Loom at
10 a.m. at The
pomeplace-11150.
ihke
Second night of biannual Intercollegiate
Rodeo will be at 7:30 n.m.

POSTER WINNER — Murray Middle School Fifth Grader Leigh Baker
displays her winning poster, "Christmas Brought To You By America," along
with Principal John Hina and Fifth Grade Teacher Lanette Hunt. The contest is
being ephnegrechy the Kentucky Department of Education in correlation with
the state's "Buy American" campaign. Baker will receive a certificate of merit
and her entry will be eligible for a ;100 United States Savings Bond at the state
level.

Students may get
grant increase

A •LA-Z-BOY RECLINERS
SWIVEL ROCKERS
Save
$1100To
$150
ttA

Students at Murray
State University who
have received Pell Grant
awards for the 1982-83
school year may be eligible for an increase in the
amount of that grant.
Charles Vinson, loangrant coordinator in the
Student Financial Aid Office at Murray State, said
$110 million of the $140

NOW
•
•

Ciristaas Frain,
Ibit Wail To Late!
FRAMERS GALLERY

The Villaq.

753-0077

million Supplemental Appropriations Bill for
fiscal 1982 is being used to
increase Pell Grant
awards.
Additional amounts
will range from $9 to $126
for the year for students
who are eligible far an increase. Vinson said about
50 percent of the;students
who have received Pell
Grants will benefit.
Students eligible for the
increase who retail for
the spring semester will
receive a check that will
include the spring award
plus the increase for both
semesters.

rLJ
Welcome To
Our Christmas
Open House
Sunday, Nov. 21
1-5 P.M.
We have many, holiday treats waiting hor

*Santa Claus
*Door Prizes
•Refreshments
*Live Organ
*Live Radio WSW
Music
*Carnations To All Ladies
'Poinsettia Plants Will Be Here

The Poppy Shoppi
Inc. 3
407 Poplar
Murray

753-6100
"Flowers
For All
Occasions"
"Ample
Parking-

r.

;
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MINI km diworry Last *rob he called and imbed if lb.
&dam maid se ...I • %basal/ vilebiblii weth ham
Christmas vacettoo I agreed, Umtata. at weld beal
=
far the chiller.. to be aloe. yeah threw dad ewe awls
Yeeteeday tay dimminev oii.
that Dad amid hot he
pleased le take has ow% galtnoul
Abby. Fre taken in thaidnia to •-herch and /woe bud
to shei a geed mum* fur them. sad I am very iteurt *boa
this proposed arratigement I sin oleo angry that Nob was
not cosapietay hough with fay
I know I Am SItUdibilni to am, fa.hioiwd inursia and 1
probably osaid be called "prudish by as. bet thea
arrangement would contradict the towheads I have treed
to instill in our childorn i His di a we,. will a0.1 •%„ii be
final at the time of this top
My friends tell no that time. have changed and I should
be more -open minded What would you do ewer,
Clrcumstances'
OLD-FASHIONED

M. Lancaster

DAM)

gives recipe
Passat Chip
Cracker Cookies
GAN* large cookie
Sheet.Place foil on cookie
sheet. Grease foil also.
Place 35 Whsatworth
crackers on sheet. Boil:
1 stick oleo
1 cup brown wpm
ads mantly until it
makes a syrup. Drain
syrup over crackers.
Bake 7 minutes at 350P.
Remove from oven and
sprinkle 1-12oz. pkg.
Reese peanut butter
chips on crackers. As
they melt, smooth. Cut
when crackers are cooled.
Marian Lancaster
6

By Abigail Van Buren

Mother Gives the Boot
To Ex's'Family' Ski Trip
DEAR ABBY Eight years ago, after 13 years of mar
nage, pay husband and I divorced I have custody of a
daughter (16) and a eon (14).
My former husband (Bob) married almost immediately
and lives out of state He has continued to love and support our children through the years They visit him for
vacations and are in close touch with him, which I think
is wonderful.
Bob announced six months ago that he and his wife are

cm* was ssivelyind with • libeler-4M maw Ow Mose•

ammith. V. had • awed otatsesnahip Gott emaged andi
eitheie mienpeal said tie leashed Iwo I leit eigairt
that owe tlieedb I was
to hoe=
his
Sr Mt hart and thoeglie I &dal cow Ise Aim as he
sloPPIPd mime me `44.o be.Whoa everyone that we
book* ep betause el the ay. 4ithirmoni I huge that wiles t
tree sad sow I meth taiga I 4s4ii Iily• I. his &wawa&
for op•
I fah l aril" ltights eimiliand I had lees Moe Poi. in
stood el Maws toawsla Cmumila
1$011tIll IIT1tV4TUIll NJ
DEAR 14011111 Dry ,our team Yes telbeloosh
&dart honer he •eei well after • leme-asimob ea
volionoost. He dida't drop you boreew he thought
you &dal rare fee hem, be dropood you beeliesse all
be wanted heal you etas wee If be teeny reared for
you, he eremild lea•• wasted

DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: I would WU Bob that a•
long as the children are in my care, I will not cossent to their vacationing with him sod • woman to
whom he is not married. Period.

• • •

If you hate to •rit• letter. boreeise you dose't
know what to any. 00014 foe AbIro.•etomItAotei howeart
on letter-writing Solid 111 and a loss. stamped 137
rental, self-addressed eve•elespe to Abby. Lettere Ilanii•
let. P.O.Kos 311,23. Hollywood, Calif. DIM&

•••

DEAR ABBY I'm a 22-ear old (emit, who until re

From the desk of JEAN CLOAR

?WM 115
New
s
"Sizable"

Second paycheck - what's it worth?
Two-paycheck families
have higher median incomes than singleincome families, but they
also have higher expenses.
The median income for
two-earner families in
1980 was $27,745, compared to $20,472 for
husband-only earner
families and $13,612 for
wife -only earner
families, according to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
"A second income
doesn't come without a
price," says Helen
Steven, Extension
specialist in home
management and family
economics in the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
A second paycheck can
lift a family out of poverty, help make purchases
otherwise out of financial
reach, or lessen the fear
or economic hardship due
to unemployment,
disability or death of a
wage earner. Usually, additional insurance, retirement programs or
employee discounts come
with the job.
But, because of child
expenses and kngonie
taxes, adding a second
earner in the family may
not net all the additional
income expected.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimates
two-earner families

spend 10 to 15 percent (State and local income justments the family will
more on food than one- taxes will further reduce have to make. Also to be
earner families because take-home pay.
considered are the worth
of lunches eaten out and
*The primary wage of intangible benefits
extra spent for conve- earner makes $20,000 from employment such
nience foods and before taxes. The spouse as work satisfaction and
restaurant meals for the enters the labor force for keeping up job skills.
family. There probably a gross wage of $15,000.
are added costs for The yearly take-home
clothing, personal groom- pay after taxes would be Postage Meters
ing, transportation, and $26,966, about 30 percent STAMFORD, Conn.
other work-related ex- less than the combined (AP) — A total of
penses such as organiza- gross incomes. If the 1,820,866 licensed postage
tion dues, licenses, tools $20,000 salary was the on- meters are in use around
or educational expenses.
ly family income, take- the world, according to a
Child care while both home pay would be survey by a maker of
parents are employed $17,426 or 13 percent less mailroom equipment.
may be a major expense. than the gross paycheck.
Postage meters are usCare may cost a
Families considering ed in more than 100 counminimum of $1 per hour the addition of a second tries. The United States
per child, but varies paycheck to the family in- has the largest postage
widely depending on loca- come should look meter population with
tion, age of children and realisticaly at the in- 826,061 in service, followtype of care provided. crease in spendable in- ed by Canada with
Child care expenses may come and determine if 113,019, Great Britain
be partially offset by the the additional income is with 74,719 and West Gertax credit allowed on worth the lifestyle ad- many with 21,982.
federal and state income
tax returns.
Tax consequences of
adding a second
paycheck also should be
considered. The following
examples are of families
that file a joint return, do
not itemize deductions,
Chestnut Hills Shopping
have two children too old
for child care and have no
unearned income:
!P9til tuahallfi anti
have gross earnings-of
$12,000 per year, totaling
$24,000. After Social
Security and 1982 federal
WI
0
%t
30
income taxes are paid,
the "take-home" pay is
I ,.. Ibeir,,,.".1
$19,631, or about 18 perr I n Ilk I, t. I It ,r
• ‘•
cent less than the gross.
Pro. v.z.. ,0 C:•(.0 ,
I 11'

Sizes
Half
&
NV/ Large
141/2-242 3248
EVER
THAN
BETTER Junior & Misses' Sizes
112211111W
SHOPPING CIR.
CHESINUI HILLS
MURRAY , .
759-1612

Michelson
Jewelers
Center In Murray, Kentucky
3Week Grand Opening Sa
Thou ,
•
•

#

FREE

I I?! I
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S
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"Budget Pleasers"
7 Diamond Ouster

Sears

GET A
TURKEY
BONUS
With any
Major Appliance
or Home Improvement,
of S150 or more!

$275

0-111Y$129

Diamond
Solitaire

7mm 602
" 4mm 6

•

5mm

50%
Off All 14K.
Gold Chains & Bracelets

40% Off
11-

•

ail
4411F

ii

MATCHING WEDDING RING
WITH ENGAGEMENT RING PURCHASE'

ji

tr1"

N4

Al

40
4
••;a0 •e;%%fit„,...

'ANA
44'

Ladies 10 Diamond
Goldtone Quarts
Watch
•
WAS $203

Diamond
Cluster

•
*

0
1,
Carat
$369
1/2 Carat WAS $1500 $859
WAS $3,000 $1.995
1 Carat

3mm 4. .69 I

14K ROPE CHAIN If' WITH SPECIAL
ADO A WAD CLASP
ANO ONE 7rner MAO $2995
s ritiftGavos INTIM

Keepsake
4

144

.99

\

1,4 Carat •
WAS $450 $299

WAS $575

1/2 Carat
1 Carat --

WAS $1300

imp

$799

Only$99

‘44•74,

•

Ladies Diamond
Horseshoe or
Gents Solitaire

,
.4.

WAS $700 $499

Ladies Diamond
Anniversary Ring
1/4 Carat •

Diamond
Cluster
1/4 Carat

•WAS $450 $299

1/2 Carat • wAs 1700
WAS $1,200
1 Carat

299- 'J

$499
$795

Al

WAS WO

/Alt

LAYAWAY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS

•Layaway .Bank cards •E-Z Gold
APPLY FOR OR uSE 004 E 7 PAY GOLD CREDIT CARD

8 WAYS

Sears

'8°Ellt" AND Co.
,1114
.
511
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Monet'6.

Iii Air Center

14K. ADD-A-BEAD

if

Njelt

November 19, 20, and 22

753-2310

""\

ea

O
Only
or $199
rn

Rubies & Diamonds
or Saphires &
Diamonds

3DAYS ONLY! •

HAVE YOUR THANKSGIVING
TURKEY ON SEARS!

WAS $450

WAS $100

WAS

1/4 Carat y. Diamond
Earrings
•

9

SALE

Shop Catalog
by phone

Or

10K. Yellow or
Whits Gold

TURKEY DAYS

.11TA

4
IlliN
t /

9-5:30 p.m.

JEWELERS

TO BUY

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY. KENTUCKY HOURS 10'00-610 b 1000400 MOAN'

T W Total WOO(

wow mons Aso Not Actual Sirs
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KHSAA reveals new football class alignments
Just when you think
you've got the system
licked, they up and
change the system.
Such may be the case
for both Murray High and
Calloway County next
year as both school's football teams will be facing
new opponents for the
next four years.
According to the new
Kentucky High School
Athletic Association class
re-alignments, both MHS
and CCHS will be
creating new rivalries if
the association accepts
the final recommendation of the Board of Controls, Nov. 27.
The proposed alterations will pit Murray in a
sub-district situation with
former District I opponents Ballard
Memorial and Fulton
County. Also, Heath, a
former Class AA school,
will be joining the new
District I, sub-district 1
ranks.
Composing the other
sub-district will be
former District I foes

Greenville and
Russellville along with
two schools changing
classes — former Class
3A Crittenden County and
former Class AA Fort
Campbell.
The winners of the two
sub-districts would then
meet in a first-round
playoff game to determine the overall district
champion.
According to MHS head
coach Tim English, coDistrict I champion this
year, the alterations will
"open up our schedule
somewhat."
"With Fulton City
deciding not to compete
in the district and dropping from our schedule,
we'll have to look around
now and see who we want
to pick up. With only
three district games it
will make our, outlook a
little different," English
said in a telephone interview this morning.
The prospect of not
having Russellville or
Fort Campbell in the
same sub-district was

comforting, to a degree,
to English although he
countered,"If we win our
sub-district, we'll still
have to fare one of them
anyway."
Preparing for a fourteam district rather than
a six-team battle will offer several favorable
changes for the Tigers.
We learned a lesson
this year," English said,
"that you have to take
one game at a time. Your
district games are
definitely red line games
you have to be up for.
Now there will be less of
them but we'll still have
to be prepared. It should
make it easier as far as
scouting goes, too. There
won't be as much to do."
On the other side of the
county, Laker coach Sam
Harp and his Calloway
crew will be thrown into a
lion's den in what Harp
predicts will be "the
toughest district and
possibly the toughest
region in the state" according to the new alignment.

choice —
Tilghman.

Paducah member schools.
The re-alignment
system, the board's final
The re -alignment recommendation, was
recommendation by the constructed- on the basis
KHSAA Board of Controls of individual school
will be presented Nov. 27 enrollment figures for
for a final vote by the grades 10-12 and will be
association. Wednesday effective during school
night the board met in years 1983-86 if adopted
Louisville and reviewed by the KHSAA.
last-minute proposals by
Previously every two

Calloway, which tied
with Lone Oak and Union
County for the Class 3A,
District I championship,
now awaits four more
years with those two
schools plus two former
Class 4A schools —
Hopkinsville and
Paducah Tilghman.
"The next four years
are going to be extremely
tough on us," Harp
predicted this morning.
But the prospect of playing the high-caliber
teams in the new district
doesn't daunt his enthusiasm for Calloway's
future.
"You've got to beat the

SAVE $100 ON OUR
'4:1i4tolv COLOR COMPUTERS!

best to be the best and
you're certainly not worthy of a shot at the state
title if you can't get out of
your own district."
Harp also said he sees
the victor of the new
district as having a
better-than-average
chance of winning the
state championship.
And the Lakers would
certainly like a shot at the
state title next year.
"We can't wait around
until next year to get
started on it though,"
Harp said. "We've got to
begin right now getting
ready for next year
because we're going to be
down after losing almost
all of our skill-position
people."
The team Harp sees as
the No.1 threat in the new
district is an obvious

KHSAA alignment proposals
LEXINGTON. Ky AP - Here are
the alignments proposed by the football
committee of the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association's Bosed of Control.
Clam A
Region I
District I, sub-district I —Ballard
Memorial, Fulton Co.. Heath. Murray.
subdistrict 2 --Crittenden Co.. Fort
Campbell,Greenville. Russellville.
District II
Caverns,
Edmonson Co , Gamaliel, Metcalfe Co.
Tompkinsville
Region 11
District I—Berea. Harrodsburg,
Madison, Mercer Co. Paris, Garrard
Co.
District II, subdistrict I —Eminence.
Frankfort, Henry Co., Kentucky Country' Day, Beth Haven, sub-rborict
2—Carroll Co., Owen Co., Trimble Co.
Region
District I —Beechwood, Bellevue,
Dayton, Ludlow.
District II —Bath Co
Fairview,
Nicholas Co., Raceland.
Region IV
District I, sub -district
1—Cumberland. Evarts, Harlan. subdistrict 2—Lone Jack, Lynn Camp.
Pineville. Williamsburg.
District II, sab-district 1—Elkhorn City, Fleming-Neon, Jenkins, Phelps,
V trete; sub-district 2—Betsy Layne,
Mullins, Paintsville, Pikeville,
Wheelwright

16K Standard BASIC
TRS-80 Color Computer
Reg. 399.95
26-3004

299P5
Low As

•Create Graphics With
One-Line Commands
•Ideal for Graphs
Charts, Engineering
Drawings, Animation
Reg.
• Up to 256 x 192
16K (26-3002) 499.95
Resolution

95

Save $100 on 32K Extended BASIC—
Now Only 549.95 (26-3003, reg. 649.95)

Captain Ws

Chipper 2 for $3.99
Offer Good Thru
Nov. 30th.
With each Chipper you get
2 pieces of fish fillet
Creamy ode slaw
Crisp french fries
2 Southern style
hush puppies

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

Radio ihaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

982 raody Ccgp

"Kenlake's Weekend Specials"
Friday Nights

Saturday Night

Sunday Noon Buffet

Seafood Buffet

Country Style Buffet

Deluxe Buffet

Dinner Served From 5:00 P.M. to 9 P.M.

Lunch Served From 12:00 Noon to 3 P.M.

Dinner Served From 5:00 P.M. to 9 P.M.

Featuring: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Broiled
Ocean Perch, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a golden
brown, Crab Croquettes, Shrimp
Fried Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Assorted Hot Vegetables,
Salad Bar, Cheese Bar, and Dessert
Table:

895

Plus Tax

Featuring: Kentucky Country Ham,
Barbecued Spareribs, Southern Style
Fried Chicken, Kentucky Lake Catfish, Hushpuppies, Assorted Hot
Vegetables, Salad Bar, Cheese Bar,
and Dessert Table

Pius Tax
6
9
5

Featuring: Roast Tom Turkey, Cornbread Dressing, Southern Style Fried
Chicken, Breaded Shrimp, Hushpuppies, Roast Round or Choice Beef
Carved on the Line, Assorted
Vegetables, Salad Bar, Cheese Bar
with Ky. Made Cheese and Assorted
Dessert Table

Plus Tax
6
95

4

Kenlake State Resort Park
k

Class AAA
Region 1
District I— Calloway Co.,
Hopkinsville, Tilghnuin, Union Co.,
Lone Oak.
District II—Barren Co., Bowling
Green, Franklin-Simpson, Ohlo Co.,
Owensboro Catholic.
Region II
District I, sub -district
—Breckinridge Co., Elizabethtown.
seeanc Co., North Bullitt: subdistrict
2—East Hardin, Grayson Co., Marion
Co., Taylor Co.
District 11—Franklin Co., Montgomery Co., Scott Co., Western Hills,
Woodford Co.

altatir AMA
Region I
District 1--Chrlstian Co., Madisonville, Marshall Co
District II—Apollo, Daviess Co.,
Henderson Co., Owensboro.
Regime II
District I—Nelson Co., North Hardin,
Warren Central.
District 11—Bullitt Central, Oldham
Co ,Shelby Co

Regina ra
District I—Bryan Station, Henry
Clay, Lafayette. Titan Creek.
District- II - Clark Co.. L.atrel Co
Madison Central
Regina IV
District I -Boone Co., Campbell Co.
Dttle Heights,Holmes.
District II—Boyd Co.. Greenup Co.,
Ashland
Jefferson Comity AMA
District I--Bishop David, Butler,
Pleasure Ridge Park, Shawnee, Valley,
Western.
District 11—Atherton, DeSales, Doss,
Fiii•viy.le, Moore,Southern.
District III—Fern Creek, Iroquois,
Male, Manual,Seneca,St Xavier.
District IV—Ballard, Ceniral,
Eastern, Jeffersontown, Trinity, Waggener

Old-fashioned braiging preparation," said
rights-and 'removed posi- Beamet..,!Ibis iU ,be
-tipping in the finaf eon-. our boldl game. It has
ference standings will be been a great rivalry over
on the line Saturday (1:30 the years and I'm sure
p.m.) when Murray this season will be no exState's turned-around ception."
Western Kentucky,
football season concludes
with rival Western Ken- which was idle last
tucky providing opposi- weekend, is 4-5 overall
and will be attempting to
tion at Stewart Stadium.
Murray State improved snap a three-game losing
its overall mark to 4-6 and streak. Western suffered
conference record to 2-4 its third consecutive loss
with Saturday's dramatic Nov. 6 when the Hilltop16-14 final advantage pers dropped a 31-16 deciover Akron. The Racers sion to Middle Tennessee.
Western will test the
have won three of their
last four outings with the Murray State secondary
only loss a 21-20 setback with quarterback Ralph
delivered by top-ranked Antone and wide receiver
John Newby as major
Eastern Kentucky.
"Our kids have hung in threats for big yardage
there when things looked through the air. Antone
bleak," said Murray has completed 126 of 250
State coach Frank passing attempts for 1,551
Beamer. "We were 1-5 at yards and 12 touchdowns.
Newby leads the
one point with the
toughest part of the Hilltoppers in receiving
schedule ahead. The with 35 catches for 540
ability of our team to yards and six
fight back says a lot for touchdowns. _
the type of players we
Murray State will
have on the roster."
counter with its own pass
Although Western Ken- and catch threats in the
tucky is no longer a form of quarterback
member of the OVC, hav- Winston Ford and wide
ing dropped out to join the receiver Stan Trice.
Sun Belt Conference Ford, who regained his
(independent inofootball), starting job in the Oct. 23
the game will count as an game with Southwest
OVC encounter for the Missouri, has completed
Racers.
'85 of 187 passing attempts
"Because the game will for 953 yards while Trice
count as a conference has pulled down 34 recepgame is a plus for us in tions for 452 yards.

10.9% A.P.R.
Financing Availabl:On All Remaining
1982 Models
We Still Have A
Nice Selection At
Great Reductions

PURDOM

Don't forget our Sunday Morning Breakfast Buffet from 7:00 till 10:30 A.M.
Hardin K y 42048

Region TIT
District I—Bourbon Co., Harrison
Co.. Mason Co., Newport Cathohc.
District H —East Carter, Fleming
Co.. Lewis Co., Rowan Co., West Carter
Region IV
District I —Boyle Co., Russell Co.,
Somerset, Wayne Co., Corbin, Middlesboro.
District II, sub-district 1—Hazard,
Johns Creek, M.C. Napier, Whitesburg
sub-district 2—Lawrence Co.. Morgan
Co.. Prestonsburg.

RAIOSS UI
Dtstrict I, subdistrict 1--Cesser.
Covington Catholic, Lloyd Mammal,
Simon Kenton; sab-district
2—Highian4s, Newport,Scott
District H, subdistrict 1—Bell Co.,
Cawood, Knox Central, Rockcastle Co.
Whitley Co.; subdistrict 2—Embil Co
Jessamine Co.. Lircoin Co., Danville_
Reeks TV
District 1—Breatiatt Co., Clay Co ,
Knott Central, Leslie Co
District 11—Belfry, Johnson Central,
Rowell,Sheldon Clark

Bragging rights
at stake in rivalry

Color Computers with Extended
BASIC for Great Graphics

r

Class AA
Raglan I
District I—Caldwell Co. Mayfield,
Realland,Thu Co
District II—Hancock Co. McLean
Co , Todd Co., Webster Co.
Reeks 12
District I. sub-district I—Allen Co.
Butler Co.. Glasgow, Warren East; subdistrict 2—Adair Co , Casey Co., Green
Co., Hart Co
District H. subdistrict I —Bulhtt
East. Fort Knox, LaRue Co . West Hardin. subdistrict 2—Anderson Co Bardstown. Washington Co.

Racers vs'Toppers

•Great Games ... Useful Programs—All on Our
Instant-Loading Program Pak Cartridges
• Educational—Helps With Math and Reading
•Learn BASIC Programming in Color
• Easy to Expand • Attaches to Any TV

PRICES

years the KHSAA
evaluated each school'a
enrollment status and
reviewed requests by
school's to alter their
classification status or
remain the same. Recently the KHSAA adopted a
proposal to establish football clag-Res which will
stand for four-year
terms.
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Marathon Oil provides first outside competition for MSU
After several weeks of
*Wad hdraninad canWitte,. Coach Ron
Greene's Murray State
ammo di WM the court
against an outside opposed for the first time this
season when the
Marathon Oil AAU team
of Lexington slides into
Racer Arena Friday

senior forward Glee
Gressscoring 35 pada.

night 7:X for an exhibition eindest.
Greene sees the
Menthes Oil pas as a
good test for hilt alitiotes,
who have honed their
skins is moot weeks
with scrimmages, including the Blae-Goid
scrimmage Monday
night, a battle the Gold
team won, 9441, with

timing alasdPuliti-"
After We illersilhee On
gains. the Rams will nut
phiy again me tater
dim Nee V. who they
opus the regaler sores
against West Vira
Tech. That epee of Inactivity win give the teens
'time to fix any
weaknesses we might
show against Marathon

"Maritime Oil will
have the type of athletic
tabled that will show in
air weaknesses as a
team."Greene said of the
exhibition. "Hopefully
our streagths will show
Omagh as wen. We need
the game badly tram a

Three teams delay NFL return
By MIXE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
Although the Detroit
Lions, Chicago Bears and
New York Jets are getting a late start in returning to training camps,it's
better late than never
with the NFL season
resuming Sunday.
Twenty-five of the 28
clubs were either taking
physicals or resuming
practices by midday
Wednesday.
But the Lions refused to
return to practice, saying
they didn't agree with the
tentative agreeement
that ended the 57-day
players'strike.
Co-captain Keith
Dorney read a prepared
statement to reporters of
the players' position on
the season, but refused to
cite specifics.
"As a statement of our
disapproval, we are not
reporting to practice until

tomorrow," he said.
"We're returning at the
insistence of the players
association. We'll begin
preparing for the Bears
game tomorrow."
The Bears scheduled a
morning workout, but
refused to take the field
until meeting with player
representative Brian
Baschnagel. The players
did take physicals and
said they would practice
today.
And Jets management
closed camp because
union chief Ed Garvey
hadn't signed the agreement. He is expected to
sign it today in
Washington.
"It's just based on common sense," Jets' President Jim Kensil said of
the decision. "If you've
got a deal, you've got a
deal. We don't have a
deal unless it's signed."
Elsewhere in the

league, Washington
Coach Joe Gibbs sent the
Redskins through a threehour workout and proclaimed, "they looked
Like they were ready to go
back to work."
Gibbs did admit that
the players were a ''step
off of the things we were
doing" before the eightweek layoff.
Cincinnati Coach Forrest Gregg said he believed his veterans would be
in good enough shape to
play this weekend against
Philadelphia
"They haven't just
been sitting around," he
said. "They've been
working ... I would
assume they're going to
be in fairly good condition."
Bengals' linebacker
Reggie Williams said he
had almost forgotten the
bumps and bruises
associated with the

game.
"All of a sudden. yes
realise there's poke in this
game," he mid. 'lie
moose steps on your toe,
or you get hit in an exposed area. But yeah, it's
great to be back."
Thirty-five of the 49 Los
Angeles Raiders reported
to practice and the others
were accounted for, according to Coach Tom
Flores.
"It feels good." said
tackle Art Shell, in his
15th season as a Raider.
"It'll even feel good when
we start hitting. We probably won't start complaining about practice
fora couple of weeks."
Cleveland Coach Sam
Rutigliano said he was
careful not to overwork
players on the first day,
although the Browns
practiced more than a
half-hour longer than normal.

secordlas to
Graeae
The MSU comluag
staff has set yet darided
ea a Martini limo kr
Ow a:Khanna' cown_t.
lame fine proctkos performances by players
who had been preaseled
as backups have caosed
the indecon
"We have sane real
question marks whim N
comes to the starting
lineup," Greene said.
"Eventually. we may jest
play our most cohesive
unit, the five that play the
best together. and not
necessarily the moat
talented five"
There have been some
pleasant surprises in the
Racer camp this fall.
Greene calls 6-7
sophomore forward Vada
Martin "the most improved player on the
team." Martin scored IS
points and grabbed 15 re-
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have shows "a be of
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era
to Groom.
7:00
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Wrapped
-Oh
Scrimalsp
Murray State defeated
Marathon Oil law year.
To folloop-Orpo loonsgood Sarionogo
M* in an exhibition
Plovers mid olionisoiors Ns ',game. but the AAU squad
Induced
sad rofrodomooto otter the
is actiodukod to hove a different look Ws year The
Marathon team is comMO ANIMISM
prised of mostly excool Towel The
Com
University of Kentucky
1982
players. including Jack
Web Tlises
Givens. Truman Claytor,
Louie Dampier, Jimmy

norm High 1112
Basketball Tip-Off

Atlanta's Murphy honored as MVP
ileW YORK (AP) —
Outfielder Dale Murphy,
whose power-hitting and
ability to drive in runs led
the Atlanta Braves to a
division title, was named
the National League's
Most Valuable Player for
1982.
Murphy, one of two
players named on all 24
ballots, easily outdistanced St. Louis Cardinals
outfielder Lonnie Smith
for the annual award
given by the Baseball
Writers Association of
itherieh.
'
Mitrph dee*
14"first-p1ate vote from
the panel made up of two
writers from each league
city, along with eight
seconds and one each for
third and fourth for a
total of 283 points in the
balloting.
Smith, who received
eight first-place votes,
was a distant second with
218 points. The other two
first place votes went to
Cardinals' relief pitcher
Bruce Sutter, who received a vote from each
panelist.

Racer Club
sponsors
beat WKU meal
A "Beat Western"
steak dinner open to the
public will be held tonight
by the Murray State
University Racer Club at
6 in Room 211 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Tickets, priced at $20
apiece, may be purchased at the door. The MSU
football players, coaches
and cheerleaders will be
special guests at the dinner. Any profits will be
earmarked for the Racer
football program.

Murphy, 26, attributed
the overall play of the
Braves, winners of the
NL West, with having a
great deal to do with his
performance. He raised
his 1981 batting average
by 34 points to a solid .281,
tied for the league lead in

runs batted in with 109
and slammed 36 home
runs.
Los Angeles' Dodgers
outfielder Pedro Guerrero, with 175 points, and
Montreal's Expos first
baseman Al Oliver with
174 finished third and

fourth, respectively. Sutter was fifth with 134.
Murphy is the first
Braves' player to be named MVP since Hank
Aaron, then of the
Milwaukee Braves, in
1957.

SCOREBOARD

Get someone started in computing, and
save 25% while you're at it, Pop in an

reeximmiA%

Pro basketball
2
3Ys
6
910

Boxing
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — Duk Koo Kim
was declared legally
dead and the comatose
boxer's mother said his
organs would be used for

SCR-5 by Realistic'

Pro Tennis

Naticaal Basketball Aasociation
9 2
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7 3
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0 2
000
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New Jersey
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, Boston 112, Houston 94
New York
3 7
300 6
Indiana 124. Golden State 122. OT
Washington
3 7
300 6
Philadelphia 120, Detroit 193
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San Antonio 114, Washington 112
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7 4
630 —
Dallas 116, Um Angeles 117
Milwaukee
110
6 4
Utah 101, New Jersey 97
Indiana
5 5
310 1
Seattle 119. Atlanta 97
Atlanta
4 6
400 2'
Thursday's Game
Chicago
4 6 .400 211
Milwaukee it New Yoe*
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1 7
125 4't
Denver at Phoenix
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland at San Diego
Midwest Division
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San Antonio
7 4
636
San Antonio at Boston
Kansas City
4 3
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Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Dallas
5 5
500 1 11
Houston at Indiana
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4 6
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Golden State at Detroit
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3 6
333 3
Utah at Chicago
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0 10
000 64
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Pacific Dsion
New Jersey at Portland
Seattle
11 0 1 000
Cleveland at Seattle

transplants.
District Judge Paul
Goldman, inside Kim's
hospital room, declared
Kim legally dead at 9
p.m. EDT.

BRISBANE, Australia
(AP) — Second-seeded
Pam Shriver beat
England's Sue Barker 63,6-2 in the third round of
the $125,000 National
Pansasonic Women's
Tennis Classic.
DORTMUND, West
Germany (AP) — Topseeded Wojtek Fibak of
Poland automatically
advanced to the quarterfinals of the men's
6300,000 WCT tennis tournament when Pascal
Portes of France was
sidelined because of illness.
Fibak was to play
Mark Dickson of the
United States in the next
round after the
American beat fellow
countryman Pat Dupre
4-6,6-3,6-4.
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Murray High

Pairings for Saturday
night's Paducah
Tilghman Boys Basketball Jamboree have been
announced and both Murray High and Calloway
County will be
represented in the evening's preseason activity.
Eight teams will compete in four 15-minute
periods beginning with
the Calloway CountyPaducah Tilghman matchup at 6:30.
Mayfield and Fulton
County will play the second period with Murray
meeting Heath in the
Urd
Reidland and Marshall
County will conclude the
Jamboree
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THAT'S RIGHT IT'S OUR 24TH ANNIVERSARY - BUT
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11
MY 2 GET 1 FREE

BUY 261fT 1 FRET

Save 3.81

Save 65
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KRAFT MARSHMELLLOW CREAM

BRYERS ICE CREAM
BUY 2 GET 1 FREE
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Seminar to be conducted at Barkley

Videal
oPe
V.
MOVEN= 19,
• Whet Maldip etill Wwww, vow he? To fled eat whet the
plies any, read the kneed
hr yew birth eiga
limns
(Mar.33 to Apr. 19) IA
Some mnformation is
..likely before noon, but later,
ekar perception and quick acbon bring you career gains.
TAURUS
‘W
APr•ate May 20 ti
A dose tie's irresponability
Mai the way for a heart-tot. which will be pro
&dive. Educational interests
are accented
QUILTING LESSON — Mn Tlisina Patter, left, Mrs.lam Pitapat and Mrs
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 114/
9
- Alva Green have presented two Weems ea qualm hr CMOS,Arts Department
You should have a very suc- of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Dixie MOW.sat pietist's& eke aseleasd.
cessful work day. Others note The department will have its annual bazaar Sytreat9 a.m. to soon at the
"NW efficiency. Begin new Calloway Public Library.
'savings programs. Initiative
PolYs off.

First McDonalds set to close

cApicER

(June21toJuly 22) elel
The best time to express DES PLAINES, Ill.
your views to others is the (AP ) — The first hamafternoon. Children, are burger stand to
wear the
especially responsive to your golden
arches of the
opinions.
McDonald's fast-food emUSD
pire
will cook its last Big
(July 72to Aug.22)4fiCk
Extra energy allows you to Mac next year, unable to
acccenplish more than usual match the sit-down or
• on the job. You'll make an im- drive-through services of
pertant domestic decision in newer competitors.
McDonald's Corp., basthe afternoon.
ed in Oak Brook, Ill., anVIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. ) 1101t. nounced this week it will
Don't be timid. Go after shut down the aging store
what you want in romance. sometime in 1903 in favor
You're effective in speech and of a new, more modern
should make important phone McDonald's across the
Calls today.
street.
LIBRA
The company wants to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -An give its customers in this
Discussions related to finan- northwest Chicago
cial interests should go well. A suburb the features of the
temperamental
family 1980s that the flagship
member needs to be handled restaurant, built in 1955,
with diplomacy.
cannot offer.
SCORPIO
Some local residents
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Pay extra attention to agreed with the decision.
details before noon. Watch "It's not the pyramids.
your tone of voice when talk- It's probably the lowesting to a sibling. Travel and class McDonald's I've
ever been in, in terms of
creativity are accented.
amenities," said Bruce
SAGITTARIUS
1Cratky, of Mount Pro(Nov.22to Dec.21)'
1
Be sure to keep a loved one's spect. "I wouldn't supsecret. Watch a tendency to port a movement to save
spend without forethought It."
when shopping. Mental pur- But others felt the
restaurant is a landmark.
suits are favored.
"It should stay here —
CAPRICORN
ipes.,22 to Jan. 19) 101
it's the first one," Fd
ft,s not enough to have good Denekas of Des Plaines
ideas, you must act upon said as he munched on a
them. A friend has good inten- hamburger.
tions, but may not follow
The franchise owners
through.
say they haven't decided
AQUARIUS
.0101P
if the building will be
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
demolished.
It's a good day to meet with
Company founder Ray
higher-ups to present your Kroc took the wraps off
ideas. Principles are impor- the red-and-white tile
tant to you and today you'll stand on April 15, 1955,
side with the underdog.
after obtaining franchise
PISCES
rights from two brothers
(Feb.19to Mar. 20)
A procrastinating friend who had a successful
may cause you to get a late hamburger stand in
start if traveling. Cultural California called
pursuits and social life are ac- McDonald's.
Kroc's stand had
cented after dark.

A ta wiay
--- tglad ' Responsible AssetDye Camomile:sties is
Management" win be
conducted at Lake
Bartley &We Weeert
Part Wednesday and
Tionredey.L.lit
The seiminer blithe at
am. and the engem
will /Apure at 430
sorb day ,
Sponnored by the Moe
of Conferences and Caenming Education and the
College of Business and
Public Affairs it Murray
State University. the program may be of Wares*
to individuals at any level
of business, industry.
education, goverameat
and health services.
Topics to be covered in
the seminar will center
on conunurucaUng in a
direct and honest way
without being abrasive to
others in the process.
Participants may learn
to: distinguish between
nonassertive, aggressive
and assertive communications styles;
become aware of rights
and responsibilities as
they relate to the individual, co-workers and
employees; effectively
refuse requests, give
directions, evaluate
employees and deal constructively with
mistakes; and increase
the probability of
meeting goals through increased self-esteem and
respect from others.
Dr. Bethel E. Thomas,
professor of psychology
and counseling and consultant with the Center of
Management Development at the University of
Central Arkansas, will
direct the seminar.
Thomas has extensive
background in human
resource development
and consulting. He earned the doctoral degree at
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Christmas
Open House

golden arches on each .Mayor John Seitz said.
side of its rod. The ar- "The new one won't hack
ches became the symbol up on homes like the old
of a fast-food empire that one does."
now has 7,000 restaurants
around the globe, with 500
BOWLING GREEN,
new outlets opening
every year. McDonald's Ky. (AP) — A new serrang up sales of $7.1 vice at Western Kentucky
University will provide
billion in 1981.
Over the years, the consulting help to small
restaurant here was bustness owners and
renovated with the brown managers in a 10-county
brick found on most area around Warren
McDonald's, and some of County.
The Small Business Adthe original walls were
shifted around to enlarge ministration has given
Western grants totaling
the kitchen.
The outlet is profitable, P3,600 to form the Bowlbut "we don't have ing Green Smalj Business
enough physical space to Development Ca-nter.
The center will provide
offer modern conveniences for customers," personalized business
said Win Christiansen, consulting services and
McDonald's vice presi- related training prodent for the Chicago area. grams at no charge to
The original restaurant businesses that apply,
lacks the inside seating said Dr. Robert Nelson,
capacity and drive-up dean of the College of
window that the company Business Administration.
considers ideal, Christiansen said.
The larger restaurant
to be built across the
street will devote its
decor to the history of
McDonald's.
James R. Williams,
Chestni,t Street
president of the Des
Plaines,tgistocical SocieMuri.,,, Ky.
ty, would like the company to preserve the
restaurant as a museum.
But McDonald's officials say a museum
isn't practical because of
the way the building has
been modified. The cornpan plans to save some of
the 38 to 40 "red and
whites" left in the country, but not the flagship
restaurant.
"I imagine some people
will be upset, but I'm sure
some of its immediate
neighbors will be happy
to see it go," Des Plaines
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# litee's SOU leather

MING BOOTS

FIBERGLASS BACKBOARD
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41.4.4.4% MEN'S DRESS Si
CASUAL SHOES

$14-$16-

WOMEN'S

TENNIS SHOES

TENNIS SHOES

$27.95

$28.95

KANGAROO LIMNER
attif heti Lilies

e MINIS SHOES

$20.00
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as ADVENTISM m SEVENTEEN
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Millionaire Forbes to show collection of thousands of toy soldiers ACES
WASHINGTON ( AP
Washington was invaded

by foreign armies today
All who saw the columns

of troops were im- nostalgia and surmediately overcome by rendered to childhood

nernories
The invaders — 12,500
strong — are antique toy
soldiers from the collection of millionaire
magazine publisher
Malcolm Forbes, 53, who
said he bought a
squadron or two at an
auction 15 years ago and
• 1 Just kept adding more,
couldn't resist."
Forbes' battalions went
on display in the National
Geographic Society's Explorer Hall, where they
will remain until Easter.
His collection of 30,000
toy soldiers, the world's
largest, is usually kept —
"permanently garrisoned," he said — in a palace
in Tangier, Morocco,
where the Arabic edition
of Forbes is published.
Those troops bivouacking in Washington this
winter are displayed in
realistic panoramas and
dioramas: Aztec warriors in feather regalia
battle Cortez' invading
troops. The armies of
Alexander the Great are
locked in combat against
the Persians. Rommel's
motorized Afrika Korps
roars through the desert.
A Norwegian polar expedition, complete with
huskies, battles the snow
and the cold. Hitler and
Mussolini take the salute
as the Nazi Wehrmacht

SNAPPER HI-VAC RIDER
THE LAWN GROOM.
The SNAPPER Hi-Vac rider makes preattachment to clear the lawn bed of harmcision lawn care a snap In the patented
ful dead and decaying material The
Hi-Vac system, the contoured blade spins Hi-Vac rider vacuums loosened thatch
in a deep formed deck to create a power- right into the grass catcher
ful vacuum Grass is set up for a smooth,
Other economical options like the Bageven groom Clippings and debris are
N-Wagon, dozer blade, give SNAPPER
blown into the optional rear-mounted
Hi-Vac rider four
grass catcher
.season versatility
High-Vac riders can also use
SNAPPER'S exclusive Thatcherizer,

SNAPPER
Discover The Difference

Ideal For Leaf Vacuum

Free

((BEGLEY'S

Blood Pressure Check

DRUG STORES

Begley's
Central Center Shopping Center

Central Shopping Center
Prices Good Ttvu November 22nd
GUAhRITY RIGHTS RESERVED

A‘WiX

MA\

Beauty Aids
Reynolds
Wrap

with coupon

Am.

Teachers listed for education week

Jan Rose, Suzanne Schroeder, Rebecca
Vance, Ronnie Walker, Wanda Walker,
Johnny Wilson and Jim Feltner, Principal.

KISSES

Al Jhernack Het Cps Products,

BOBBY %TAFF
parades past the mend $200 apiece,
Fuhrer's mountain Johnson said.
retreat. William Tell H.estausted the value lifinkiod is pure and
takes arrow in hand to at Paine iambs,'at $1 simple only at a maaqae
shoot the apple off his million, but Forbes ball where the wares mask
declined to as,*tot Ms covers the usual mask of
son's bead.,
The colkietion is tinder
fiIkoviatimag. had flesh.- — Heinrich Heine.
the care at Britons Peter been.
and Moe -Johnson. Mrs. "I can honestly say I
Johnson Was an antique don't know, and if I did I
dealer from whom probably wouldn't tell Today's unusual game
Forbes bought soldiers. you because you'd think I was played at the ACBL
They now spend part of was nuts," he told Summer Championships. U
you want to test bow well
their lives as curators, reporters at a preview.
assembling the collection He was asked if he con- you can decipher puzzles-,*
cover the West and South
In Morocco.
sidered them a business cards and decide what to do
Forbes adds to it, "but investment.
at trick three. If you miss,
by now it is a highly selective draft," says Johnson, "Well, that's the make-up exams start
Fall
who turned his acquired sophistry! use to justify tomorrow at the
expertise into a book, paying exorbitant Championships in Minneapolis -- all are welcome to
"Toy Armies," published amounts of money for toy
kibitz or play.
soldiers,"
he
said.
last year by Doubleday.
Former Ace Mike LawThese toys, each in- "If you buy enough of rence (West) led the spade
dividually painted, cost a things like this, you drive king and shifted to the heart
penny apiece when up the market price. And seven at trick two.
Forbes was a boy. New then I'd point to the high Dummy's eight was covered
ones of comparable in- market price and say to by East's nine (Rhoda Walsh
dividuality might sell my wife,'See, these are a of L.A.) and South played a
now for $8 each, but rare good investment, don't be casual deuce. If you were
antique soldiers can corn- upset with me honey."
East, would you now lead a
spade for anothec lead
thrdugh dummy's heat king
or would you suspect something fishy?
CALUMAY COUNTY
EAST ELEMENTARY
MIDDLE SCNOOL
SCHOOL
Rhoda solved the problem
Jackie Abbott, Patricia Allbritlen, Dewy
Pat Allbritten, Susan Blackford, Anne
with ease. According to the
Brinkley, Diana Brown, Betty Candy, Sue Claiborne, Mar Coleman, Elisabeth
Chaney, Patricia Dick, Jona Dodson, Doug*, Lands Feltner, David Foley ACBL Daily Bulletin pubAtlas. Garriscet, Jeri Harrall, Sarah Hale,
Kathy Hargrove, Janke Hasty,,
lished at each championSue H. Linda Hendrict, Unite Hooka, By Haswell, Bird Kinsoiving, Bradt
Karen Kelso, Mary Jane Key, Loren Mc- Knight, Patna' Lassiter, Rebecca MiBer, ship, Rhoda explained,
Cage, Barton McCuiston, Mary Ruth Mc- William Miller, Peter O'Rourke, Linda Pa "Because I was playing
Culligan, Joan Milner. Diane Montgomery, lemon,
John Orr, Judy Overbey, Mame Poole, W. T. Patterson, Wayne Pope, Wilda Par- against an expert (Eddie
Doll Redick,. Martha Ryan, Sally Scott, don, Vicki Ragsdale, Patricia Seiber, Vicki Kantar of L.A.), I knew he
Martha Smith, Linda Stalls, Janice Wadi- Weatherford, La vaishn Wells and Roy
had only queen and another.
ington, Shirley Will. and Bobby Allen, PO,. Cothran,Principal
With queen and two others,
opal.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY
he would have played
MCA SCHOOL
SCHOOL
Sue Adams, Charles Archer, Harold dummy's king on the first
Brenda Andencin, Raton Mast, Pam
Cherry, Jean Cooper, MiLlifle Burkerst, Arnett, Carol Barrow, Marlene Beach, Ven- round to 'block the suit and
Jane Cothran, Panda Cunainglam, Vanda da Brittain, Tommy Brown, Fannie
maintain control."
Buchanan,Brenda Call, Danny Claiborne,
Gibson, Betty Gore, Tommy Greer,
Lynda Coleman, Charlotte Colson,
Ann Haney, Betty Jackass, Diana Jones
So what did Rhoda do
Gwyn Key, Eleanor Miller, Crystal Parks, George Dowdy, Larry Dunn, Larry
England, Lacy Forrest, Sandra Galluncre, when her heart nine held?
Reda ftobinsoa, Reed Rushing,
Nancy Schempp, Michelle Schoa I!, Larry GrItrert, Luna Greer, Kathy She returned a low heart to
Margery Slum, Kelly Sullivan, Diana Hargrove,
no
Sam Karp, Bobby Holland, Bill Hudson, declarer's queen. With
Tatloct, Gail 'Cursor, Eupal Underwood
Judy Ingersoll, Wanda Joinsca, Cindy 2hance to steal a spade
and Ray Duro, Principal,
Lassiter, Margret MeCallon, Brenda Nix, trick, declarer fell back on
NORTH ELEMENTARY
Jimmy Nix,
SCHOOL
Marian O'Rourke, Sue Outland, Jack the club finesse, anci when
Sarah Atkinson, Torii Bohanoca, Ila
Brown, Anita Barkeen, Jackie Casaity, Pack,N. P. Paschall, Larry Paschall, Judy this failed, the defenders
Peeler, Wayne Pope, Jamie Potts, Yvette
Karen Crick, TamrnY Crouch, Cheryl
beat the game by three
Pyle, Betty Riley,
Mirrizon Ferguson, Beverly Galloway,
Don Riley, Stan Simmons, Jane Slab, Joe tricks.
Vanda Gibson, Johnny Gig**, Karen
Goetz,Jeannie Harrison,Janis Hicks, Mary Stmectpher. Kathy Stubblefield, Joanna
A just reward for seeing
Alice Humphries, J W Jones, Nancy Sykes, Christina Thompson, Douglas
Tacker, Jean Watkins, Lavaughn Wells, the true face hidden behind
Lovett, Renee Miller, Rachel Neale,
Ruth Potts, Rita Price, Wanda Roberts, Jerry Ainley, Princtpal and Billy Nix, the mask.
Maistant Principal.
HOMSCHOUND—CETA
Freed Curd, Millie Curd and Dan Walker

Aluminum Foil
25 sq. ft.

upturn 11.22-62
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Pure Vegetable Oil ,
For Frying, Salads,
and Baking
NO Cholesterol
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Pass
All
Pass

Concentrated
Fabric Softener
Softens and Whitens
33 oz.

Revlon
Love Pat
eloisanking Pressed
Powder

48 oz,

tue

COME SEE
ALL 4 MODELS
OF CASABLANCA FAN
ON DISPLAY.

Health Care

ShrwrMit
A sonstmi Murano' for
the sarexisl woman
1.6 oz,

Mylanta
An effective antacoi
anti-pm mist liquid
Fast actionilow sodium
The new taste is a relief
in knelt 12 oz. liquid

$18

nk Begley's for

Savings
for

Polaroid
SX-711
Color
Film

Norelco
Triple Mead Rotary

Razor

Triandakin

$219
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ANSWER:Pass. The heart
suit might be worth a
stretch over a minor suit
opening, but there's little to..
win with a one no trump
response.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12163, Dallas, Texas 75225
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
wit

$319

Lady Dianne
Plastic
Ware
,liMeevy Duty Curie'

Reg 14 19

Sat of II knave.,
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Come See Our 23 Fan
Display. Prices Start At $89.95

10 exposures

Tbis reror amen,cuts bean the akin *vet foe close,
smooth shaves. 36 salfelarpaning Midas neth
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ZEPHYR'"
Designed in the style of
traditional ceiling fans,
the classic elegance of the
Zephyr"' Model
withstands the test of

Register For a Free
Sentwood Rocker To Be Given
Away Saturday Nov. 27
At 4:00 PM
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Rag $375

Choose from Darrell enter cepeulee
Of SO., NOM 2 water pills with Yon
On* capsuleigh Miliss reduce
mass weighty body rail
to 12
hours Box of 21 capsules
or Box of Q
•

4

Handi-Kup
Foam
Cups
ineulared drinking Oups
Holds 6X or
pkg. of IV cups

Photo Corner
Kaz

19

Humidifier

Photo Greeting
Owe Liss
Cards
emu Yew Femme Cabs Isemene
10 for 81715
1011 for $2115

r/ to
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Tax law favors purchasing vehicles before
year's end
Folionlea is an exarnpk of this tax Ian's inspect on cash
TA spars usually stkiir business people so purclime

Merin such as trucks and cars close to the aid of tha
calendar year. The logic is sample
When a person make* a purchase in December hi waits
only until the followine April to enjoy the tan benefit' from
such a purchase. just four months.
lf the same person *am until after Jan. I. he must was
up to 16 months. until Apra of the foBoenna year, to reek=
fah tar benefits For many business Persons. that
short four-month nail beeps cash flow needier than a
16-month wan.
Bet this mu here 5 eves more inceiyatioa for the
busman person to buy before year's ad
The Tax Equity and Fiscal Itesponsibihry Ac' of 5882
reduces the tax benefits that rest* from t vehale pureessee
for bulbul purpose after December 31,1982
Under the Act, the inuesonero tas credit on new can,
Light -duty and medium-duly trucks purchased after
December 31, 1962, remains at as permit' of the vehicle's
purchase price However, if the as Percent credit is drained,
depreciation on the vehicle anis be reduced by one het? of
the animant of the credit. The Um allows the purchaser an
Koko to claim only a four percent credit but depreciate the
enn e( the *Yds
Pic miggapie, on a vehicle purchased foe 510.0130. a 14920
(is mews n 110.000) credit would be abailable is 1912 ad
$i0.(100 in deprecietios deductions say be taken If die
same car or ouck is purchased after December 31, 1961. and
a SACO credo is cleaned. deprolitation can only be make, Os
59:M51 1110.000 - (112 360011

floss (apckei no. new vehicle purchase foe business. Miasma
or metal purposes. assuming an individual tu rase of 50
percent in each year over three years)
1113 lee laser)
1161
512,1510
T10

Sl1,CO3
S 170

basis for depreciation over
3-year period
Credits and depreciation

112.000

111.640

evadable in
1912-isvesuiseei tax credit:

S

rankle purchase price
iseeettnent ILI credit 'imitable

depreciation (claimed on
19112 retina):
1911)-investmiest tea credit'
depreciation (claimed oo
196) rehire):

710

51,500
S

Pailodesecimice

S 2.110
S 2.220

191115-deprecration
Total credits and depreciation

S 6,710

$ 1,435

I 2.212
S 2,155
S 6.540

Bushier and fleet purchasers should be attnsod about the
potermal savings connected *nth peirchksina before the end
of the year and should be counseled to leek *dyke from a
tat expert to determine the most fe.orable action e

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

$1 From Original Print
ad $i tor Copy V09otivo
Special Ornte Good MN DK 7 NC
\
ilk
MICAPOWS MIMS

Starting This Sunday Corn-Austin Will Be Open From
P.M. To 5 P.M. Every Sunday Till Christmas
4

753-2617
641 S. Murray
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Market House begins casting process
The Market House
noire autemeosil die
week ihat man is now
eimplete and rehearsals
are in progress for
Charles Dickens' A
Christrnms Carol opening
Dec.9.
For twin roles of
Charles Dickens and
Ebenezer Scrooge the
theatre vrelcomes back
Bent Logsdon who made
his MT debut in On
Golan Pond, this season's
opening production. Kent
recently moved to
Paducah from Florida
where he worked as a
comedy writer and performer.
Dr. Harry Daniel,
minister at First
Presbyterian Church and
president of the theatre,
is playing the part of
Mark Lemon, the editor
of the magazine which
frequently published
Dickens' work. The

chino:ter of Mt'
ales plays several rein
istiledhig lir.Feenwig.
Patricia Kates, a
Manometer boa Ilsoton, makes her UHT
debut as Mr. Iltaollsid, a
role which ales twelves
the portrayal, of Belle
Scrooge and Martha
Caddo&
Cameron Meier, a fifth
grader pt McNabb
elementary plays
Charley, Dickens' 10year-old son and several
other boys roles including
Scrooge as a child.
Cameron lived in
England for four years
before moving to
Paducah in 19711.
Chris Roberta, aged 9,
plays Dickens as a child.
Chris attends Reidland
Elementary School.
Roy Hensel, another
MHT newcomer, plays
Clarkson Stanfield and
Bob Cratchit. Roy

leeches ard pads is
Cselide Came aad is a
keen aositeuraegleles.
Dave Fisher, obese
first MIT appearance
was also is Oa °dam
Pead, retires as Jaho
Forster eolosse reins iodide three of the piers
ghosts.
12-year old Beverly
Hayden, a atedloot at St.
Mary High School, makes
her MET debut as Helen
Hagerth and all the play's
youngerfemale roles_
Beebe Wickham, last
seen at the theatre as
Miss Criddens, the
governess in The
Innocents, will play
Dickens' wife Catherine
whose "assignments" include Mn.Cratchit.
Lynn Gardener whose
previous Miff credits include Taming Of The
Shrew and Murder On
The Nile is cast as
Frederick, the author's

ee'er-do-well yesager
areas'.'nos** Owe
five ether Christmas
Carel reins.
Backstage permasel
far this -hi-isch" glioulel
affects shoo Wicket, Nod
O'Brien, Bob Jima.

Idart Meadows, AJlice
Umber, Dottie Toy, IL
puma 1-sruek Ma mar.
doll and Masy Maar.
Tbe prodectlise is
directed by Paul Maw
and designed by Dome
Bee&

1/4 Ct. T.W. $295"
1/2 Ct. T.W. $49510
1 Ct. T.W.$7756°

vp

A New Twist

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Murray. Ky. Olympic Plaza

$2.49
ILIAAA1AA4IlahA igloo&

LA

We Have A
Great Selection Of
Electronic 352mn

Special

I •
Nri••••••=116.

Camera
Flashes
1/4 Ct. T.W.$369"

Poly-Vi-Sol
Drops With Iron

41w4

COLOR PRINT FILM
0011.0110 a PRINTID

Hemorrhoidal Relief

Nupercainal
Suppositories
#12

110 26$1
Ronny% Ina or

.9

1

eir WIMP
moo
p• woo

New Almhassador r4(06,14ifAvel*

Candles &
Candle
Holders

10 Kt.-14 Kt. Gold

MYLANTA
/
ft "
t=
An
E

Anti-Gas

Just For
The Holidays
vownrivawir
Kodaeolor

Special
7 Diamond Cluster

Embrace
Ring

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00400
Sundays

& Up
02 Pt. Dimmed

"a, up
14 Kt. $1 9

COME IN AND CHECK OUR PRICES
ECHO
Xis OM that Masi

r

gt:

=
.1%.414,004.,
11ristma
ilMOkiai
6\A"ks

SAVE SAVE

SAVE SAVE SAV

IL
Our Holiday
Cookbook
In Today's
Paper Is
Full Of
Goodies To
Help You
Enjoy The
Festivities.
Ivarray

1983
Ford El SO
Van Conversion

•

Ledger*Times

Purchase an ECHO CSSOOVL (16'
or 20* bar & recto* a Free corry
ong case & extra loop cot chain Up to
$33 74 value
Sorreter memo on
other ECHO chaoro
saws on otock

tough durable cov
aulainslac oier
0ruction.00 and cad

$

374
value

iced
Specially Pr$14
-

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

1001 Whitnell
753-1916

Power steering, power brakes, air,
speed control, tilt wheel, and 302 V-8
with automatic overdrive transmission.

Goo' up to

Echo chow, ern fyoye roe rear. ol
errs dependable semce
posented orb vibe system and

xpo E

Main

SAVE SAVE

Weekend Special

,
rad

Case
'n Chain

12 co

it41
l3or
.1.
iiistifjua
wrieg"v

Persia&
Premise
Nog
$591PS

$1500

189

Ambassador
Thanksgiving
Table Cloths,
Napkins &
Paper Plates

25%-50% off

Diamond Earrings
Special

d1I-02 L

We
Have

Wedding Band

Cluster 1701.. $539

scesseift

111•11 action/Irtruirs1
UOU10

C-110-24

1/5 Ct. T.W.$33760

WS XI

12 tit) Mee 12 iv .2.311
IRO $3.40
20 110 02.9.
24 Ito 03A0 4Ip 04.111
36 bp 14.910 36 tip WOO
mad 0/1

1/2 Ct. T.W. Ky.

4:

9
$3.4
AiAttek

Great Christmas
Gifts

1 Ct. T.W. $1195"
Diamond
Bridal Sets

Men's Diamond
Wedding Bands

753.2380

New Baby?
Free Nuk
Pacifier
With This
Coupon

\14wgurpose
Dry Skin Cream

Se‘e
Specials
$19500

Illeter rows 11 ca.-2 p.n. & S p.o..$130
gosed Sea*111.1* & Meader
he& Yew Rea*Piety /kw
Oen 322-3631

BYRON'S

*fit

°moons Special

Sevin 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.a.

SAVF SAIVF SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

A GIFTSUGGESTION LAYIT AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

For Him

I,

,

Thiakstiving Day Soffit

FRANKFORT, Ky. Cube. • velem state
(AP) — Fanner state 11111100700, will replace
Tramportatiee Secretory Bohai'se aseistaat state
Jibe Roberta •f
easkeser.
Frankfort hms been aimad deputy date highway
loginser by Transportation Secretary James
Reeks.
Retorts, who had been
semi* amistent state
Mem, eedieser. utfl
expedite priority projects,'Ulrike said. He will
report to the state
14
)
highway engineer as well
N. 12th
506
as accept special
assignments from Rode.
Jesse Chisholm of New

COOK'S JEWELRY

sitt•t

•oil Ilreenoo

Gnomon DMus Siresildi Dam
Ilever.siassa Aoripord a 134

Roberts named to new post

CentralShopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753.1606 Hours 9:30-6:00

canteRon
trIGuanbea
,ziouse

This Friday &
Saturday Only

753 8201

1

750

Parker Ford Inc.
701 Mak

753-5373
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2. Notice

2. Notice

Soo Cinderella, Murray
Middle School
Auditorium, Sunday,
Nov. 21st, 3:00 p.m.
Tickets $2 and $3.
Sponsored by the
Murray Kiwanls Club.

NAPPY
BIRTHDAY

3 eau
NY fare with severed
out Wisp iscleding
old stun. Noes* his
been newly ranenskilad. Call 753-6098
altar 4:30.

$23,580 2 to

1

Ladles' hod Tops. 2 for
$25 with this ad. Oaks
CC Pro Shop. Open 9 4
Sat., 1-4 Sun. 7533454.
Expires Nov. 30, 1922.

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any type
of cleaning.
474-8838

copies 0•
your old photos
•
•
We are
made
a locoted in the Old.
IlWallis Grocery.,
alludding just of*,
stile Court Square. is
CARTER STUDIO

a Nave

/53 829#11

300 Moon

ROSANNE
Kalli a Ailew
M & G Complete Glass
CO. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We Install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in
sulated Vass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
0180 or 753-2791

GOLDS $111111
9/110111AU
MMUS,MC
0171APEt Phu
Nrs. P. Div

I -4 ton*

New 5 obeetiss? Cal
759-4444 far es inspirational niessap95
brighten yaw sky.
Children's tope 75,4445.
Mm's hod
Sweaters. 2 for
this ad. Oaks
Shop, open 9-4
Sun. 753-6454.
Nov. 30, 1982.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
gold
4 Pigpen
5 Pay attention
6 Stalk
7 Concealed
8 Actor Pacino
9 Dinnerware
items
10 Ancient
chariot
12 Unusual
13 Trapped
18 Harvest
19 Sponsors
21 Claims
23 Way
25 Dinner
course
27 Openwork
fabric
29 Bespatter
31 Sinks
suddenly
33 Ball game
goal

ACROSS

This is the flu season.
Could you use $140, $210,
$290, $350 a week income while you are in
the nospital. If so call
Fred Stalls, 753-3763 for
more details.

FURCHES
JEWERLY

rag

tiorselegre
ray
po ME A FAVOR...

aftaltic Pkno
Nn. 9-9 Deily
9-1 Sunday
•

5. LoSt and Found
Lost Sunday morning,
Golden Retriever, in
vicinity of 5th and
Chestnut. Reward. Call
75.3-9772.
Lost a white female
setter puppy with lemon
spots. Lost in the vicinity
of N. 18th. Between 9
and 5, 753-270e. After 5,
753-7746.

DON'T CALL ON ME FOR
TNE NEXT FEW YEARS

Kantacky license
einegasesent position
with C.L. experience.
Capable of taking
charge of Optical
Dept. Replies confidential. Send to P.O.
Box 1040 F. Murray,
Ky. 42071.
RN or LPN position
available. Part time for
the 3-11 shift, working
Monday thru Friday
with every weekend off.
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
or call 247-0200.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP, offers PLENTY
OF MONEY pluS cash
bOrluses; fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of experience, write
J.A. Byers, Texas Refinery Corp., Box 711,
Fort Worth, Texas
76101.

Will do babysitting in
my home. Experienced
and have references.
753-1983.

For sale, helium
balloons 753-0817

14. Want to Buy
A used 500 gal Propane
Tank. Call 436-545.1.
We buy aluminum be:
verage cans, Biro Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton

16. Home Furnishings
15 Cu. ft. GE, no frost
refrigerator, almond
color, like new, used
less than 1 yr. Has
energy saver switch,
$300. 75 3-6 432 after
6p.m.
Antique Oak table and
chairs, hutch. $500 firm.
474-2227.
Antique Oak Grandfather Clock, 7 ft. tall,
100 yrs. old, mint condition. $1,200. 759-1703.
Deep freeze, refrigerator, stove, couch, misc.
753-5292.
Duncan Phyfe dining
room set with table and
6 chairs and a buffet.
Excellent condition.
492-8707.
Portable heavy duty
washer and dryer, dining room suite plus
other items. Call 7594574.
Pre-Christmas Sale on
Lane Action Recliners.
200 in stock to choose
from. Lay-a-way for
Christmas delivery.
Furniture Exchange
Co. 209 N. Market St.
Paris, Tenn.
Prices slashed on fine
solid wood Bedroom
Suites, Oak, Pine,
Maple, Cherry. Many
groups open stock. Free
delivery. Furniture
Exchange Co. 209 N.
Market St. Paris, Tenn.
Quiozel, America's finest glass and brass
lamps. A large selection
af sizes and colors.,,AlsCif
new toliCh- conte0)1ed
lamps ih brass. Furniture Exchange Co. 209
N. Market St. Paris,
Tenn.
Save $400 to $700 on
Ridgeway Grandfather
Clocks. Your choice of
styles, solid wood
cabinets, free set up and
delivery. Furniture
Exchange Co. 209 N.
Market St. Paris,
Tennessee.

it Nome Forniihings
Set of solid maple sod
tables and coffee table,
rocking chair, 2 wheel
traitor, 7 diamond dus/er yellow gold ring.
474-2799
We have the :braest
stock of wall tin corations in the area.
5000 pieces of Places
Mirrors, Pictures, Wall
Clocks, Scounces.
Special prices for early
Christmas Shoppers
We gift wrap free.
Furniture Exchange
Co. 209 N. Market St
Paris, Tenn.

U.Vacuum Cleaners
Reconditioned Electrolux and Filter Queen
Vacuum Cleaners with
power nozzles. 1 year
guarantee $75 and up.
Full line of rebuilt
Kirby's with all attachments and 2 year
guarantee Full line uf
parts, we repair any
make. Call Dale at
759-4801 or come by
Kirby Sales & Service,
Court Square, MUrray.

20. Sports Equipment
12 GA, 28 inch barrel,
Pump Shotgun,
modified choke, Western field, good condition. Winchester, model
94, 30-30, good condition.
Men's Rink Roller
Skates, size TO, like new.
Call 753-0519 after 5.
For sale 100 Remington
Gun, 12 Gauge, 28"
modified. 759-1233.
Solid Oak 6 gun cabinet
and 3 Gun Rack with
door. See at Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods. Perfect
for Christmas.

22. Musical
Spinet-Consely.
Piano for Sale
Wonted: Responsible
party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy
Terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, IL.
62231

23. Exterminating
Free Inspection.
Licensed, Bonded, insured. Serva II Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris, . t'
Tenn. Eddie wttfia"" I
Ptit753177.101to SY ,Mrlii

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

Richard H. Crouch MD,DABFP
HERE'S YOUR
PRIZE FOR
WINNING THE
POTATO SACK
HOP, SLU660--

announces a change in office hours
Beginning November 1 the office will
be open

MEXICAN JUMPING
BEANS

Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Closed All Day On Fridays
Open Most Saturdays 9 A.M.-12:00 Noon

f

-62121118nusNOV- le

12 N NO,
DOC

\/'KN1OVV, YOU'D BE
A LOT PAPPIER
WIT1-1 YOURSELF
I F YOU'D LOGE
SOME WEIG)-4T

IT /2 BE I-IARI2 TO BEAT
TI-IE TIME I NA 17 WI TI-1
MYSELF LAST NIGHT AT
THE RIB AND
GU 25

INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Housing Authority of Murray will receive bids for the complete
construction of the project entitled Low Rent Housing Project for the
Housing Authority of Murray, Project No. KY-36-P030-006 Murray,
Kentucky including the construction of seven (7)duplexes, site work,
utilities and a new street within the City of Murray, until 2:00 P.M.
C.S.T.(Central Standard Time) on the 16th day of December, 1982 at
the office of the Housing Authority of Murray, 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071, at which time and place all bids shall be pubilcly opened and read aloud.
For the public use of materiaimen and subcontrators, plans and
specifications will be on file at the following offices:
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Associated General Contractors
160 Moore Drive
1930 North 13th Street
Lexington,Kentucky 40504
Paducah,Kentuckyu 42001

F.W. Dodge Corporation
3715 Bardstown Road
Louisville, Kentucky

'NB
HERE'S NOUR CHICKEN
POT PIE

HELP WANTED

9. Situation Wanted

git

SYtirliceem

©:952 United

Looking for someone
leaving Murray that
arrives in Paducah
between 7 and 8 a.m. to
carry small package
each weekday. Call
David, 7531717.
OIL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start immediately. $35,000 plus
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext.
1774B.
Organist to play dinner
music few hours
weekly. Weekends a
must. Apply Colonial
House Smorgasbord. No
phone calls, please.
RN f/t afternoon. RN
p/t nights. Fulton
Hospital, .502-472-2522.
Contact Nursing
Director collect.

Applications being
taken for cook position,
please apply in person,
Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium View Dr.
Absolutely no phone
calls.
Kids, all ages to see
Cinderella, Sunday,
Nov. 21, 3:00 p.m.,
Murray. Middle Sch001
Auditorium. Tickets $2
and $3. Sponsored by
the Murray Kiwanis
Club

753-2035

PERHAPS YOU COULD

NO, MAAM ..I PONT
KNOW THE ANSWER...

1203 Gaston,Street

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Money Callaway
County Transit City
County Service.
753-9725

Attention doctors and
medical secretaries
behind in insurance
billing and office procedures. Experienced
middle aged lady
available anytime, also
willing to fill In for
vacations
Vast ex
perience, flexible hours.
Very reasonable. 753
4994.
Experienced woman
would like to care for
elderly people or do day
work. 435-4394.

13. For Sale or Trade

MAMUM
Off

6. Help Wanted

Jewelry Repairs
Watch repairs
Stone setting
Chain repair

"
I
11
11

id

Fall time
seamstress for
sewing on letters
and embers. Apply ia person. No
Phone calls please

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

tail

hi• iii

LP
WAITED

Ronsissgton 30.06 742
Woodmester
$225.00

umuu

WI

Jobs OF
Send stamp for details
OFFSHORE. Box
to
973, Murray, Ky 42071

Mr. ad Mrs. J. C.
Goodman
be spanbeg tie freedom Art
Simla far Ow Istplisys
an Saturday Nownwiser
20, 1982. Tee are Invited te cam by and
see the paintings and
register for the bun
pants ta be giros
way Saturday and
Snothey. Mousy plating. will be reduced
far this avant only.
We we located as
Ti. Taylor Road.
753-3473.

SPECIAL
SALE

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
1 Rubbish
MOO CCM QUO
8 Form
MOO CUM MU
11 List
OWBULIC OE BOW
13 Quiets
MUU COMO
14 This is UOUCCUOC CC
15 Longed for
DUCCU MU QUO
17- I was saying
MO COG OUU CIO
18 Chart
WOU CCU MOOD
20 Vision
UE CUOMO=
21 Had a snack
COMM VOCE
22 Play the lead
COU DL 1010111OUU
24 Ewer feature
UM MOO UOIDO
25 Luge
CIDU
QOM UNOU
28 Short jacket
28 Foot levers
30 Regrets
34 Lamb's pen 43 Lampreys
32 Small valley
44 Ending with
name
33 Glass conyoung dr old
36 Designated
tainer
47 Noise
37 Chicken
35 Paper con48 RR slop
houses
tainers
39 Transgresses 51 Concerning
37 Walking stick
41 Fabricators 53 Note of scale
38 Rubber tree
1111
4
9 10
11
6 7
2
1
40 Relative of
32 Across
11
42 CIA predelil
MU
17
15
cessor
Vi
43 Arabian
21
rulers
ill .
la
lid
45 Capuchin
25
24
VI
61
monkey
29
28
46 Stamp of
approval
i
ii
32
111
47 Leaves
id
la
34
36
49 By&
50 Dangers
iiii
41
40
38
52 Hunting dog
Wil
54 British guns
45
44
42
55 Forays
49
DOWN
1111111
iii
6111111
1 Decorates
2 Revolve
3 Good -

ii

V-neck
$35 with
CC Pro
Sat., 1-4
Expires

9.SIIIWNeWeeled

6. Hel•Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

WIZ103E11

3IE

31ria1.4
11
1S;

DON'T WORM/ABOUT
ANYBODY STEALING
>OUR SECRET!

rrs

MADE PROM A
SECRET
RECIPE

r

4
to
e

THAT'5 mot'
ULRI0-4
YOU_ RARE WANTED.,
14ANPF_17.. AGAIN5T
MURDER,,,
AN' ARMORED'
BEFORE AN
KNIGHT ? THAT
AUDIENCE.
WA9 PLAIN
MURDER

WE CHARGE".
DUCKED,„

Pomo= Ikeomi.o. ••••

if

F.W. Dodge Corporation
325 Plus Park Blvd.
Suite 105
Nashville, Tenn.37217

Builder's Exchange
P.O. Box 5662
touisville, Kentucky
F.W. Dodge Corporation
113 West Mill Road,Suite 107
Evansville,Indiana 47710

Copies of documents may be obtained by depositing $50.00 with the
Housing Authority of Murray for each set of documents so obtained.
Such deposits will be refunded to each person who returns the
specifications, drawings and other documents in good condition
within 10 days after the bid opening.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Housing Authority
of Murray, U.S. Government Bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount equal to
five percent of the bid shall be submitted with each bid. The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory
performance and payment bond or bonds.
Attention is called to the provisions for equal employment opportunity, and payment of not less than the minimum salaries and
wages as set forth in the Specifications, must be paid on this project.
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of bids without the consent of the Housing
Authority of Murray.
Housing Authority Of Murray
By Mary G. Warren
Title Executive Directc?

•
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2/./ale Home Soils

Bass Guitar with amp
$125 Call 759 1421

VERY, very nice MI Two dr Fisher Grin,
12•74 with large lot, dins Weeds
located on Hwy. NO tire screen :76'esse
#Ilatr
near county school
seen to fireplace. Used
Traitor has central air winters
Excellent
I. heat, built in range L condition. MO. 7114433
refrigerator and dryer after

It Allocillanaos
Boa Constrictor, Oft
long, S yr. old, healthy,
$200. 206 Willow Or,
Mayfield. 247-7541
FIREWOOD, good
hardwood (oak,
hickory, etc.) $25 rick
Delivered. 527 2004.
Fire wood, $25 a rick
West Ky. Wood Co
753-8163.
Firewood $22.50 a rick
or 5 ricks for $100.
753-1886.
For Sale TRS-80 Model I
Level II with expansion
interface and two disc
drives. Also line printer
with tractor feed Call
4742773.
Fresh from scratch,
homebaked cakes, pies
and coOkies. 753-4197.
PINBALL MACHINE
excellent condition, four
player, electronic arcade machine. Make a
good Xmas gift must
sell, call 753-8200.
Seasoned fire wood, 130
per rick delivered. 7591782.
Surplus jeeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For information, call 312-9311961, ext. 1774-A.

V.Mobile Home Sales

hook-up. Relax on the
largo covered porch.
More extras are shingle

I.MinsRota

roof and carport
S11,700. Call Spann
Realty Assoc 751 7714.

Warabass•
Stamp Spam
'kr Itain
733-4751

2.Mobile Home Rentals
A two bedroom newly
Shady Oaks
furnished
Mobile Home Court
Call 753-5209
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished. TV tower.
Couples only no pets.
Call 492-11348.
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished, TV tower
Couples only no pets.
Call 492434.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Three bedroom Mobile
Home, partly furnished
all electric central heat
and air, on private lot.
No house pets. Call
753-4947 after 5 p.m.
Two bedroom, carpet,
central heat and air,
water furnished. On
private lot. No pets,
references required.
Call 753-1854 day, or
753-3917 night.

10x52 Lcar Mobile
Home, 2 bedroom. For
sale or trade 1973 Pinto
Hatchback with sun For sale, Bonderosa
fireplace insert with
roof. 1011
/
2 Clark Street, fan. Call
before, 5 p.m.
Murray
759-1047.
12x55 Two bedroom,
Free standing gas furpartially furnished, tonace, used 1 yr. Call
tal electric with central
after 4:30, 489-2234.
air, very good condition. Call 435-4307.
14x70 three bedroom, 2
Air conditioning,
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service pole, all
appliance
electric. 437-4171.
refrigeration ser1982 Double wide 24x56,
vice. All brands.
fireplace, built-in kitchen, 3 bedroom, cen759-1322.
tral heat and air, 11,000
t 47 ass m

29. Heating-CoolI

and

AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 20th at 1 p.m. Mierray-Callsway
Camay Fairgroands Niginimy 121 Nerds mot of
IMMial, Ky. itabo or Shim • will sail s great
gasigissit of mirclessdlis.
tchool chairs, bookcase, beds, couches,
oak office desk, twin bed, office type arm
choirs, pair crutches, glassware, large
game table, chester drawers, baby bed,
portable 110 volt generator, Briggs &
Stratton engine runs off propane gas, bar
with shelves - top and wall mirror. Appliances: G.E. 30" electric range, Kenmore
coPpertone portable dishwasher, 15 cubic
ft. Gibson refrigerator, like new, 15 cubic
ft. Coldspot freezer like new, console
stereo with AM-FM-Rodio. Antiques and
Collectables: stone crocks, kitchen
cabinet, oak bed, oak 1-back chairs,
quilts, oak buffet, dresser with mirror,refinished, small oak roll top desk, Duncan
Phyfe table, dining table with 6 chairs and
buffett, old dining chair, stripped and
reody to finish. Plus many other items.
Eats and drinks Du poineds.
Not raspossibla for incidents.

For

3.assamposan

if.& Tan Asictios Needs Cali

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Auctioneer
502-492-8594

AUCTION

Saturday, November 20 10:00 A.M.
lacutisa: Os 121 Ifiglratin going toward Marmy, Ky. From Paris Leman tine right at His big
yellow Slosairedt Resort sip. Fellow blacktop
app. 21
/
2 mks, haw right is front of big leg
hems. %Mew seer swim sips. Owners: Giro
sad Toby Carter, it. 2, lacismess, Ti...
ROOM: Oweesrs leaving stets.
Nit.: This 'sees bean located with 6 mice lots
lifer Ws. Cashed spat. Will sot be sold at
section.
List
Procticolly new couch and choir, couch is a
hideaway queen size bed, end tables, 1 -nice
refrigerator, I -nice electric range, 1 -ironing board,
1-rocho & tope player combo, record display and
records, 1 -antique sewing mochine, 2-antique
choirs, nice, one lust been upholstered, 1 -corner
cupboard, 1 what not display. 1 -nice old bed, 1 -nice
dresser, 1 wardrobe, 1 -chest, some old books, some
cooking utensils, pots, pons, gloss, etc Childs desk
and chair, 1-14 ft °kJ. runabout w135 h.p. Evinrude
and trailer, 1 -Honda-Trail 70, 1 -Hondo-Troil 50, 1 500 gal tort, 14 Pieces-Huge aluminum interlock
pieces, lawn mowers, srnoll tools, rakes, etc , 1 electric trolling motor, 1 -garden tiller, wrenches, 2chain saws, 1-bar-b-que grill, 1 -wheel borrow,
lawn furniture, 1 -antique pot belly stove_ Tractor 1 B-Allis Cholrners tractor Guns. 1-22 Semiautomatic rifle, 1- 12 gauge shotgun, 1-7.62 rifle, 1 Nice Volkswagen bus, 1968 model, see to believe
1-1956 Ford Victoria body, excellent, restorable 1 Rambler wogon salvage 1 Olds Station wagon salvage

Bogard Realty &
Auction Co.

Dover, To. 615432-3151
Amessameassat iispy of sids
hairs precedence
I,- Waled Natter.
Auctioneers: Ed "Bogie' Bogard, k. 548
Akin Craftier, lic. 601

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also available.
753-75.590r 753-7550.
Furnished one bedroom, 753-8730 After
5:00p.m. 753-6965.
Furnished apts., 1 or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650 or
4364844.
One or 2 bedrooms,
available in middle of
November. Call Embassy Apts. 753-3530.
Two bedroom, fur
fished, lease and deposit, no pets, adults
only. 753-9208 after 4

O.Reel Esiste
SHIA LT0011

1251 at
TELEPHONE 753-1061
Appsinassits mods
ter year ammalsato.
Fell tha• sales
associates sliming
plisses.
1S-2241
Aims O&M
1114111
bps Musa. 1S341111
ism
ba sem

amblers

isvan

One bedroom on two
lots, Pine DWI Shores
near Kentucky Lake.
Two sundecks. Special
sales price $/0,000 in
chiding furniture and
appliances. Ready to
move in. Year around
occupancy
We will
match year $10,000 cash
investment with $10,000
loan at no interest for 50
months. Payments $200
per month. For personal tour contact Col
onel John 0. Pasco,
Pasco Development
Company, Inc. 759-1074,
753-6532, 753-1914, 7532649.

P.m

33. Rooms for Rent
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Rooms available in
Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531

34. Housesfor Rent
Near Aurora, 6 yrs old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, water furnished. 1160 plus dc
posit. 442-5647.
Need nice married
couple with no pets, to
rent two bedroom brick
home, 6 miles Southeast
of Murray. Call
492-8594.
Three bedroom, no pets.
Evenings 753-9201.
Three bedroom brick
with den, game room
and utility room Major
appliances furnished
Only two blocks from
M.S.U. Available now.
Call 753-3926 after 5
p.m
Two bedroom, lake
view, deck, garage,
wood stove, unfinished
basement. $250.
753-1492.
Would like to rent a
three bedroom house In
or near Murray, call
this number, 753-5871.

17. Livestock Supplies
Boars and Gilts, Murph y sbor o, Ill.,
Yorkshire, ready for
breeding, large selection. Homer Jenkins,
618-68/-6892.

A. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
AKC registered black
Labrador puppies,
champion blood lines,
will be ready to go Dec
1st. Call 759-1718.
AKC registered Gold
Retriever puppy, all
shots, 6 weeks old on
Oct. 26. Want good
home. Price negotiable.
Call 1485-0855.
AKC registered Miniature Dachshund puppies, black and tan also
red 6 weeks old around
Thanksgiving. Call now
to secure a puppy,

759-1718.
Boa Constrictor, 6f1.
long, 5 yr. old, healthy,
$200. 206 Willow Dr.,
Mayfield. 247-7541

43. Real Estate
1111.1111Trout
I Realty
011kis Caw se Came
%yen frew hiermians
ealmile Sersim
19•11
1912 Cskisseter Read
Worm,laissueby 42571
(502)7534186
Iloyfies

L 1111111110N
Weber
Uesnessli beeded
Newly decorated duplex
11
/
2 blocks from the
University. Situated on
a tree shaded lot with
security lights in backyard. Priced at 132,500.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.
honks A Monne
Inmost.* A
Reel Estate
Seetbsids Caen Sq.
Kastocky
.
4 mm/11-4411

Oultilelms

11.11wasstirSeb

GOOD NEWS
HOMEBUYERS!
We at KOPPERUD REALTY
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes, reasonably
priced, and recent
reductions in mortgage lending rates
have made the present an ideal time to
purchase a home.
Twenty-one homes
placed under contract for sale
through our office
during the past four
weeks testify to the
local real estate
market's high level
of renewed activity.
If you've been considering a home
purchase, let us
provide you full
details on current
✓ eal estate
availablity and
mortgage lending
rates. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222 day or
night or stop by our
conveniently
located office in the
W hite House
Building, 711 Main
Street
It Lots for Sale
Three nice, wooded lots
on northwest corner of
Sherwood Forest, $6,000
each. Large lot in
Jackson Acres Subdivision,$3,500. Two
nice lots in Kingswood
Subdivision $3,500 each.

Roberts Realty,
753-1651.

45. Farmsfor Sale
62 acre farm. Hwy. 299,
3 miles North of KirseY
Must sell, 489-2425.

46. Homesfor Sale
Three bedroom, bath,
living room. smoke
20x20
house, garage
work shop Old Almo
753-4418.

Coenosasso in -Sr 3
1511 Seseal
bate. Mosorcec W. Me CiNt
bedroomt. I
ranch sty* Wee New 116 9410 Meer op.
carpet. rear losproter
Nei Masks NTC NO 3
stove. •/c. drapes erste•Nr,
geed abash
dispetutl and ton 113 4n.
wo▪ ltpoper Also utility
mom, carport, and 11.AilsUnless
wooden dock 062.9011
For sale Pere VI 311
14)0 Oak MIL /539949
HEY LOOA ME OVER. engine and troosatis
LEND ME YOUR sion Does MO as any
Excellent edi sad MIS WOO Nos
E AR
neighborhood Clow to new cars and new
'bopping center, water pump and new
rear tramoiniMen seal
groceries, and restou
Groat snow+a call rs3
rant And I have Ileac
WS Noaders or man
bus rooms and a no
ing, easy flow plan deka. peer reek.)
Cabinets and storms,
galore so. Look me
1971 Grand Prix. locally
over by calling CEN
TORY 21 Loretta Nibs. owned, like new condi
Realtors at 753 1492 flan $1330 1803 College
This home is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree lined street With
easing of interests. we
have the financial
knowledge to make it
affordable for you.
LOVE OLDER
HOMES? Enjoy the
luxury of large site
rooms plus many built
ins with bright, cheerful
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
apartment ,for rental
income. Call 753 1492
today for your tour of
the property Owner is
making this house af
fordable He owns two
homes . his loss is your
CENTURY 21
gain
Loretta Jobs, Realtors
Large luxurious home
with everything a
family needs. 4 bedrooms, 2/
1
2 bathrooms,
separate dining, study,
family room and utility
room. Lots of extras
with wall to wall car
peting, central air IL
heat, built in range,
refrigerator L dishwasher, dryer hook up
and a fireplace with
new heatalator. Over
3000 sq ft home with 5
acres of wooded land
and garden area. 2 car
garage. $79,500 For
private showing call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.
This neat clean home
located near the hospital has so much to offer
besides being priced
right at $23,500. There
are economical utilities,
new carpeting, lifetime
roof and garden spot.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753- 1222.
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slitviCe tor Pie
11101111M111111111MIMMINIMEN ',svelte, Nee cure
Ggreariag ba Sears FUSIN
Soars carisaismes gas
tees ialeaNed Sir vete
ROW
specifications Call
MIMS?
Surf ?El 1310 to, Nee
Appliance Service
Washer, dryers.
froo/or refrigerate,
electric neat. and
Microwave All brands

Farm Rd
1171 Chevrolet Caprice. serv4e0
depenable, no rust, Sob's Pions. Improve
stereo, cassette, A/C
mint. 17 veers building
1600 527 3904
experience, retried,'
1972 Dotson 510. 4 dr ,
mg, additions. concrete
speed, good condition work, repairs, pone'sl
$950 753 6564
home maintaince Call
1172 Datum 11110. 1200 753450)
c c , I Sp“45, motor CARPET CLEANING,
good, body rough. 1300 Free Estimates
Call 753-4361
Satisfied references
1972 Flat Station Wa Vibra Steam Cleaning
bon, 56,000 miles. great (Upholstery Cleaning)
gas mileage Evenings Lee's Carpet Chiening
753-9241
75) 5877
1973 Chevrolet Pickup. Concrete, block, brick.
V I, automatic with bilis•rnents, town
power and a/C, local dation', drive ways,
truck. /36 2427
sidewalks, patios. and
1973 Ford Maverick, 6 :himn•ys Free es
Cylinder, 4 door. 250 timates Call 713 5476.
engine, good Condition,
1150. 1174 Ford /der
cury, S cylinder. 2 door,
Sinks
AM FM tape player,
awl sibs.
ausieta
good condition $550
costsn trio work_
Phone 762-46%.
bievaes. Call WIN El
1974 Pinto, straight
shift, good condition
bar,. MIMI
WO. 753-1226. Call be
tween 9a.m. to 2p.m
1975 Datum 5210, good Dale Spencer portable
condition. 753-9688 after sandblasting and pain
ting sack no* service
4P•fr •
also available Call 753
1977 Sunbird with sun 6626 atter 6 00 PM
roof, good condition
Experienced piano
Call 7530061.
teacher has opening for
1977 Thunderbird, white new students in piano or
and red, power steer- organ 753-0735
ing, power brakes. air,
AM-FM stereo.S2,700, FREE ESTIMATES on
all electrical, plumbing,
a
painting and well pump
753-7157.
needs. Licensed Call
1978 Cutlass, 42,000 753-0092 or 753 9673
miles. sharp Call 481
Fence sales at Sears
2489.
now Call Sears 753 231C
WI Ford .Fairmont, 2 for tr.* *Ohne* for
door, new tires 12750 your needs
Two bedroortl, 21
/
2
acres, 7 miles east of Call 7513307.
1979 Subaru Station
Murray on 2110. 436- 1802.

Walk to the University
from this charming 3
bedroom home.
Fireplace, large living
room, range, re-01wa
tor and 2 window unit
air conditioners included. Assumable loan
at 12.. Priced in the
130's. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
We offer you the opportunity to lock in today's
low price on this fine
four bedroom, one and a
half bath brick home
complete with economical central gas
heat and air conditioning and fireplace. Also
there is a one ear brick
garage. Excellent location. All this on a nicely
wooded lot. You can
purchase this property
with a very small down
payment and the bal
ance reasonably finan
cad to a qualified buyer
Call 753-7531
Would you like a beautiful home, no interest, one third down and
owner will take balance
in monthly payments.
Lots of cabinets and
closets, large utility,
garage, 3 extra large
bedroom 1 small bedroom can be used as an
office. 2 baths, living
room with fireplace,
dining room, den, eat-in
kitchen and nice
neighborhood
753 2999
or 753-1357

Sorbet:OWN

PAINT IN6
INT DUDA
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
Al.IPAPERING

0..
753-3716
753-5292
V4144
.eibi

WET BASEMENT) vie
make wet basements
dry
vrork completely
guaranteed
C•ii or
write Morgan Can
struction Co Rio I box
409 A
Pilau( an Kr
42001. or call I 44 you,
Will do plumbing
heating, carpentry pain
fine and roofing Call 753

lissd Is mead -ales? 11,111-op or
total
nofirsosse. Cd Ilsgh
lloolond. PIP-tiller
753-1016.
WIN rile WM. CON
til•
Will %WM Nave, 113
3111
Will Shartea natal sdnef
.
.circular Saws and
(helot Sewn /53 41,16

MN SYMMS
MO MINIMS
20 yews saparisms.
Issiesd Own gm
sposiellty.
MOOR CO.
154.6117

A UCTION
Soteetiley is. 1114, 70 Gas. 1/1 edit west el
Irm iron, sr. an Arr. N.
W111 soli house of furniture appliances
gloss, china stove raftegerforor electric
dryer, Fronalin wood stove &nett* set.
bedrom suite with /ling sem bed. 11 beds.
couch, odd choirs lamps tables lots of
gloss, china antique items lots of nice
lays, fools pool fable. ping pong
table
and miscellaneous items For information
coil

Otto Cbertsw's MOW kepis*
431.4118
Orem, Ky.
Watch next Tuesday paper for big cone(
tor ouction sole

Waged, 4 wheel drive,
air condition. 436-5574.

1900 VW Rabbit Diesel.
5,000 or best offer.
753-5573.
CARS sell for 1117.15
(average). Also Jeeps.
Pickups. Available at
local Gov't Auctions.
For Directory call 8056/7-6030 Ext 8155 Call
refundable
Clean, low mileage, 1978
Chevrolet Silverado,
wheel drive truck.
Steering, brakes. air,
automatic, AM FM
Radio. Call 753-7382

Z.Used Trucks
1937 Ford Truck. 1957, 2
dr , hardtop, Chevy
Tarp for a flat bed
Semi•Trailor. Call 354
6693.
1979 XLT Ranger F 150,
22,000 miles, one owner
Call 753-5596.
3 1979 Luv Pickups
approx. 35,000 miles
each. Picking choice at
$3,100
See Randy
Brandon or Howard
Brandon at B L B
Brokers Inc., 701 S. 17th
St. 7334309.

52. Boats-Motors
1978 Savage Bass and
Ski Boat, 16 ft. 16 inches
long, Moody Trailor, 115
Evinrude Motor, Troll
ing Motor. Depth Fin
der, see to appreciate,
753.7157

AUCTION SALE
Satarday November 204 at 10:10 a.m. at Mr. sts4 Mrs. Arm O. Ilsredes
bean at 1620 Kirkwood Drive I Iliarray, Ky. The Noradan's aro amino set
of town. We will mil %niftier*, shop tissis, and a let of camping agslmaimi,
aim a let sf pod amble sod Wimps fondle% from the Mr. lay leads,
Estate.
We'll offer for sale a new motorcycle trailer, travel trailer hitches, tow bar, fender mirrors, transmission heat guage, jack
stand, new trailer awning, steer safe sway control, new reece's
tow bar hitch, other camping equipment, CB radios and antenna's, golf accessories, 36 volt battery charger, column inch gas
pressure gauge, new car fan belts, one lot of new paint, fishing
equipment, life jackets, new exhaust fan, tool box, air sander,
shop vacuum cleaner, elect motors, 4" vise, nuts and bolts, log
chains, small gas engine, sledge hammer, printers trays, 16' 2x4
metal pipe, refrigerator vents, dining fly, maple coffee and end
tables, maple secretary, spool leg table, spool 1,4 bed, chest and
night stand, small wood cabinet, bookcases, some glass and
china, old perserve stand, old Elgin pocket watch, a beautiful
chest of drawers, vanity and night stand, old picture frames.
beautiful old mirrors, wicker sewing basket, small tables, nice
odd chairs, a beautiful old antique couch, another nice couch.
lamps,small doll bed, many pots and pans,small round table and
chairs, nice table lamps,4 nice end tables, nice hi back rocker, 2
bird pictures, large picture, fluorcent lights, a good recliner.
many items not listed.
Sale will be held rain or shine, lunch available. Not responsible
for accidents. Sale conducted by

Dan Miller's Aection Service

For more Infos-relation and your auction needs call 435-4144 Lynn
"My Service Doesn i Cost It Poys"
Grove, Ky.
Licoarmal said Ileadlod in Rs. and Teen.
Don Millor-Aactisnose
I.

AUCTION
AFTER HARVEST DAYS
FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1982
10:00 A.M.-Rain Or Shine
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"The Browns Grove Community"
Sale Location: From Murray, Ky. Take Hwy. 121
North 8 Miles To The County Line Intersection Take Hwy.893 East 2 Miles To Browns Grove To
The Auction Site!! The Dan Winters Farm. Follow The Sale Signs!!

Sale For Local And Area Farmers!!
Already Consigned Are Several Absolute
Liquidations.
Consign Your Surplus Machinery To This
Sale... A Good Pleat FOr-Buyer And
Seller To Meet!!
IHC 856 Diesel wi 18.4x38 Duals, TA, Du. Shaft •
IHC 1566 w/18.4x38 Duals, Wts. • IHC 153-6
Row Spring Shank Cultivator • IHC 300-3 Point
Rotary Hoe • Set of Chem Farm Saddle Tanks
• IHC 5500-13 Tine Chisel Plow • IHC 490-24'
Hydraulic Fold Disc w/Harrow • John Deere 1250
Planter • Glenco 12' Field Cultivator • Ford 4
Row Planter w/Fert. and Herbicide • IHC 6 Row
Spring Shank Cultivator • IHC 510-508- SemiPlow • IHC 9' Wheel Disc • Krause 13' Wheel
Disc • John Deere 5x16" Plow • AC 6 Row No
Till Planter • AC 4 Row No Till Planter • IHC 13'
Field Cultivator • Holland%1 Row Tobacco Setter
• 1000 Gallon Water Tank • 300 Gallon Fuel
Tank • Holland 4 Row Pull Type Tobacco Setter
• John Blue Pull Type Spray Rog •- 1965 GMC 2
Ton Truck w . Hoist & Winch • bodge Lime Truck
• Mack B-42 Truck w/Bed & Hoist • Case 700
Combine.
Come Prepared To Find More! The auction company will have•representative on the grounds
Thursday and Friday prior to the auction to unload and check in your machinery.
TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Checks or Approved Check!NO EXCEPTIONS!!

JAMES R. CASH
'7w AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(02) 623-8466 or i502) 623-6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALESINSEVERAL STATES
ThE SELONG MACHINE
'114Orn'HE RHYTwoil

PAGE IA Tiff MURRAY,Ky.. LEDGER & TINES.Thursday. November It. 1902
.1•••••=10

Blackbirds find new place to call home
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — There are unwanted guests at James
Taylor's home and he
doesn't know how to get
rid ciE thern.
The guests are
thousands of blackbirds
which have chosen a
Large tree in his front
yard as their winter
home. He has tried
shooting at them, only to
learn the city of
Owensboro frowns on
that.
But requests for help
from city and Daviess
County officials have
gone unanswered.
The noise caused by tht
roosting birds makes for
a constant din. Worse yet,
the droppings have soiled
his car, roof, yard and
everything else around
the house.
Taylor has even taken
to parking his car down
the block and running for
safety to his front door.

"There's so many of
them that they're breaking limbs off the tree,"
Taylor said. "The droppings sound like rain hitting the house."
Police Chief Ulysses
Embry said there is little
Taylor can do except watt
for the birds to move on.
"You can't shoot them,
not even with a BB gun.,"
Embry said. "It's a problem. I've had several
calls and there's nothing I
can tell them."
Embry said it would be
OK if Taylor shot a blank
gun to scare the birds
away, but, "I'd want a
patrol car there to make
sure they're shooting
blanks."
Ed Cecil, environmental services supervisor
for the health department, said the agency
can do little about bird
problems because funds
for that purpose have

Bond sales are delayed
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) — The sale of lowinterest mortgage bonds
In Lexington was scheduled to begin today, but the
plan has been delayed at
least two weeks after two
lenders dropped out of the
program.
Last August, the Urban
County Council adopted
the plan to create a $21
million mortgage pool by
selling tax-exempt bonds.
But the plan fell
through Monday when
Lincoin Service Corp. and
The Kissell Co. decided
not to participate, the
council's bond lawyer,
Torn DuPree, said
Wednesday. The two
lenders had asked to loan
$2 million each from the
pool.
Other lenders have
reduced their requests,so
the bond issue had been
cut to $11 million by Tuesday, DuPree said.
"We'll just have to hold
It and see if our lenders
can get their courage up
to take the money again,"
he said.
Don Edwards, vice
president of The Kissell
Co., said the Springfield,
Ohio-based lender was
unlikely to rejoin the program.
"Our home office has
been basically burned
from many of these bond
Issues across the country," Edwards said.
No representative of
Lincoln Service Corp.
could be reached for comment.
To participate in the
bond issue, lenders must
put up 4 percent of the
amount they intend to
loan. The deposit is
refunded only if all the
money is loaned out.
If Kissell had failed to
lend its quota, it would

have lost $80,000, Edwards said.
The bond issue was
hurt by falling interest
rates on commercial
mortgages, which made
the special mortgages
less attractive to prospective home buyers, he
said.
Fixed conventional
mortgages are available
at 131
/
2 percent interest
and federally insured
loans are available at 12
percent, Edwards said.
The special mortgage
rate was estimated at
101
/
2 percent to 103/4 percent.
Some other lenders
continued to support the
program, despite having
lowered their loan requests.
"We have stayed with it
as we have from the
start," said Wayne
Thompson, assistant vice
president of Kentucky
Mortgage Co.
Jim May, president of
University Mortgage Co.,
said his firth might increase its $1 million request to its original $2
million, "depending on
when the final plans are
made to go to market."

Mission church
plans services
The Plain Gospel Missionary Baptist Mission
will have its first service
on Sunday, Nov. 21, at 10
a.m. The Rev. Bobby Edmonson will be the
speaker.
The mission is located
south on Highway 121 to
Mt. Carmel Church, then
turn left to the second Y
of Cypress Resort and
Missing Hill in the old
"Rogers Trading Post."

been cut drastically.
"We can probably handle one or two roosts,"
Cecil said. "But they
would have to have hundreds of thousands of
birds to justify it."
Roosts the health
department would attack
would also have to have
been a problem for three
or four years, he added.
About the only recommendation Cecil can
make to get rid of the
birds is banging trash can
Lids together as they birds

attempt to land.
"Some people smoke
them out, but that's
against the law in
Owensboro too," he said.
The only problem with
driving the birds away
with noise is that they
usually only go to another
place nearby to roost.
Cecil said the bird droppings do not pose a health
hazard until they dry.
Histoplasmosis, a
respiratory disease in
humans, is spread by
spores that become air-

borne after the droppings
dry.
Coburn Gayle, director
of weed and pest canna
for the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, said
the department does not
get involved with birds in- .
side city limits.
Many areas of Kentucky have been plagued
in the past by roosting
flocks of birds, but Gayle
said the state has learned
of only one other major
concentration around
Cave City this year.

A JOB YOU KNOW IS DONE
WELL, BECAUSE YOU DID IT
YOURSELF.
Rug Docfru makes it easy tu clean yOur
carpets and uphoistery in your Nause
auto and R V Do ,1 yourself and
see the results

fe

Rent The

MURRA

Rug Doctor.
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RENTAL SALES

753-8201
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CR ASS FURNITURE
SAYS•

THANK YOU MURRAY- CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR FORTY-FIVE GREAT YEARS
WITH OUR

45th ANNIVERSARY SALE
FEATURING

45% OFF
STORE WIDE
FOR TWO FULL DAYS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

THE BROTHERS OF THE EPSILON TAU CHAPTER OF SIGMA
CHI FRATERNITY WOULD LIKE TO WISH BROTNER RON
GREENE AND THE RACER BASKETBAU TEAM TNE BEST Of
LUCK FOR THE 1912-13 SEASON. GO FOR IT RACERS.
J

*BROYHILL * FLEXSTEEL * COCHRANE
SERTA
BENCHCRAFT
STRATROLOUNGER
WE WANT TO THANK YOU FOR THE PAST
FORTY-FIVE YEARS IN THE BEST WAY WE
KNOW WITH FULL 45% SAVINGS STORE-WIDE

Delicious Hot
Ham & Cheese
Saedwich
later Tots
& Med. Odd
$1
"

Fingers Plate
Slaw, Freed' Fries,
HO Peeples,
Dela Rimgs
kir*
Ned.

$211

Prices GelThirn Ti.!
NOW OPEN 7 BAYSI WEEK
CONVIENENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW

T.1.'s BAR-B-Q
)
04
7534145

auto SI. Many

CO

NOTHING IS HELD BACK. EVERY ITEM IS REDUCED A FULL
45% OFF THE SUGGESTED LIST PRICE FOR THESE TWO FULL DAYS.

CRASS FURNITURE
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

3rd & Maple

6

753-1621
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lase An herb believed to
have been used in the
Christ Chects manger
Sweet fragrance enhances
hOrday sausage duck
beef or lamb stew Add to
fruit compotes stuffings
herb butlers

Iletweg. Warm aromatic
sightly Deter flavor perks
up hot beverages pud
dings all your holiday
baking Seasons chicken
slew soups salads and
vegetables

Sags: Aromatic slignity
baler flavor adds zest to
cheese dew pate Oland
cream soups A must tor
sausage Rub ground sage
on any meat roast and add
a teal inside whets fish
Woe Datong Eircweent or
an stunt%

Basil

Nutmeg

Sage

•. $ ••
• *•
••
•
•.
•

•
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Thome Used or blbecat
tows to its clean sweet
smell as wall as a Item
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The Murray Ledger & Times Holiday Cookbook
has been a tremendous success with the many entries sent in by Calloway County cooks.
Representative recipes from each category were
printed in the holiday edition of the Ledger &
Times'cookbook.
Recipes were divided into six categories.
Category winners include Delpha Rhoades, overall
winner; Georgia Bailey, salad; Lynda Calvillo,
dessert; Glinda Jeffrey, meat-main dish;
Josephine Williamson, vegetable-casserole; Roberta D. Ward, bread; and Christine Ratterree, appetizer. Each winner received a cash prize.
Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home
economics, University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, served as contest judge. She was
assisted by Jane Steeley, county extension agent for
home economics.
Recipes were judged on a variety of points including originality, practicality, completeness,
readability, inexpense and ease ofpreparation.
The Murray Ledger & Times would like to thank
these women for their cooperation in helping us to
make this Holiday Cookbook possible.

Heliday CookbnoliSection

Holiday
cookbook
a success

Staff photos by Kate A. Reeves

Delpha Rhoades

RECIPE JUDGE — Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home economics,
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Judged our recipe contest. She
was helped by Jane Steeley,county extension agent for 4-H.
411M110
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,
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Spice Up...

Any Room In Your
HouseWith A Limited
Edition Print Today!
Como
By Today That Saturday

Discounts Of

20%

OffonS,mto.drepwrinitdse
And On All Gift Items

The Blackford Hou
)
se
aIIery418 Main
Murray

Delpha Rhoades wins
contest with 'Swiss
Turkey Ham-Bake'
By KATE A. REEVES
Staff Writer
Winner of the Murray Ledger & Times holiday
cookbook recipe contest was Delpha Rhoades, Rt. 1,
Murray, for her recipe of "Swiss Turkey-Ham
Bake."
The recipe was a selection from a recipe book she
received for her birthday from one of her
daughters, Mary Jane Key.
Since she can make use of her left over ham and
turkey, Mrs. Rhoades says this recipe is an excellent way of cleaning out her refrigerator following a big holiday of eating. "I usually have turkey
for Thanksgiving and turkey and ham for
Christmas. "You can freeze this dish and have it
any time.Ifreeze lots ofdishes. Tonight we are having stuffed peppers, which Imade and froze. Itry to
keep one step ahead,"says Rhoades.
Delpha Rhoades calls herself a "Grandma"first
and a cook second. Although her loves are cooking
and reading, Mrs. Rhoades finds little time for both
because of another occupation. She babysits three
active grandchildren every day. She worked for
short periods of time at Monique Fabrics -end
Behrs, before returning to the simpler life at home
in Stella with her husband Ray.
The mother of three daughters — Ruth Potts,
Diane Montgomery and Mary Jane Key — Atm.
Rhoades is very proud ofthem.
Sunday dinner used to be a tradition when the entire family would gather around the dinner table at
her house, but now she says she only does it occasionally.
When her husband Ray was asked about her cooking he replied, "ft makes me fat."
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WINNING
RECIPES
Swiss TurkeyHam Bake
1712 cup chopped onion
2 Tablespoons butter or
margarine
3 Tablespoons allpurpose flour
/
1
2teaspoon salt
/
1
4 teaspoon pepper
1 3-ounce can sliced
mushrooms
2 cups cubed cooked
turkey or chicken
1 cup cubed cooked
ham
1 5-ounce can water
chestnuts, drained and
sliced
/
1
2 cup shredded process Swiss cheese
1 /
1
2 cups soft bread
crumbs
3 Tablespoons butter or
margarine, Melted.
Cook onion in the 2
tablespoons butter until
onion is tender, but not
brown. Blend in flour,
salt and pepper. Add undraind mushrooms and
cream. Cook and stir until thickened. Add turkey,
ham and water chestnuts.
Pour into 1 /
1
2-quart
casserole; top with
cheese. Mix crumbs and
melted butter and
sprinkle around the edge
of casserole. Bake in hot
oven (400) until lightly
brown, about 25 minutes.
Serves 6. Can freeze.
Delpha Rhoades
Regal Dressing
1 cup dairy sour cream
/
1
2 cup Miracle Whip
salad dressing
1 /
1
2 cups miniature
marshmallows
Combine sour cream
and salad dressing. Fold

in marshmallows.
Waldorf Crown Salad
2-3 oz. package
strawberry gelatin
2cups boiling water
1/
1
2cups cold water
1 cup cubed apples
/
1
2cup chopped celery
17/4 cup chopped walnuts
Dissolve gelatin in boiling water stir in cold
water. Chill until thickened, fold in apples, celery
and walnuts. Pour into 5
cup ring mold. Chill until
firm. Unmold, surround
with lettuce. Fill center
with Regal Dressing.
Garnish with apple slices
and walnut half. 6 to 8 servings.
Georgia Bailey
$25,000 California Dish
2 pounds Beef Round
Steak
13 cup flour
1 teaspoon paprika
1/4 cup salad oil
1 34 cups small cooked
onions
1 can Cream of Chicken
Soup
,
1 can water
Coat 2 pounds of meat
with mixture of 13 cup
flour and 1 teaspoon
paprika. Pound mixture
into meat, cut into 2 inch
cubes. Brown thoroughly
in oil. Put in a 9 x 13 inch
pan and add can of
onions. Combine chicken
soup and water in skillet
used for browning. Bring
to boil and pour over
meat. Bake In moderate
oven, 350 for about 45
minutes or until meat is
tender. Add dumplings,
increase temperature to
425 and bake for 20-25

minutes or until golden
brown.
DumPlingfi:
1 cup flour
2 teaspoons baking
powder
/
1
2teaspoon salt
I/2 teaspoon poultry
seasoning
/
1
2teaspoon celery salt
442 teaspoon dry onion
flakes
Ye cup salad oil
,r4 cup milk
'As cup melted butter
/
1
2cup cracker crumbs
Sift together flour, bak-

ing powder, salt and
poultry seasoning. Add
celery, salt, onion flakes,
salad oil and milk. Drop
by rounded tablespoons
of dough into mixture of
melted butter and broken
up crackers. If more
gravy is desired, add
another can of cream of
chicken soup and 1 can of
water.
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey
Festive Sweet Potatoes
3 cups cooked, mashed

Holiday Cookbook 'section

sweet potatoes
'A cup white sugar
114 cup milk
13 cup margarine,
melted
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup flaked coconut
1 cup firmly packed
brown sugar
13 cup all-purpose flour
13 cup margarine,
melted
1 cup chopped pecans
Combine first 6 ingredients, mixing well.

Spoon into. lightly greased g-inch square baking
dish. Combine rambling
Ingredients; sprinkle
over top of sweet
potatoes. Bake at 375
about 23 minutes or until
golden brown. Yield servings.
Josephine Williamson

Happy
Holiday

We Can He p You This
Honda In The Kitchen

Only G.E. Has Dual Wove
Spaoamaker"
7 Microwave
Oven with Auto Roast
Control

LET US
DEMONSTRATE

The New DUAL WAVE`"
Microwave System
Designed to Cook faun
Top and Bottom for
Even Cooking Results
Moray AppliesceTice People That Service
Their Allicreweves

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
MAIN HOWARD COT and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS is586

•
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juice
and turn once to coat.
1 lb. cheddar cheese
24 oz frozen orange
Cover bowl with cloth and
1 lb. bulk sausage
juice concentrate
let set on counter all
1 lb. ground beef
5 large bananas blendnight.
oregano, garlic salt to
ed.
2nd morning
taste
Freeze in easy out conDivide dough into 3
party rye bread
tainers.
parts. Knead each one on
Melt cheese together in
Thaw at serving time to
floured board. Put into
double boiler. Saute
a slush. Add equal parts
reased loaf pans (3).
sausage, and hamburger
gingerale.
Cover with cloth and let
in skillet until brown and
Roberta D. Ward
set on cabinet all day.
crumbly; drain well.
( Mrs. James H. Ward)
2nd afternoon or night
Combine meat and
Bake at 325F for apcheese; blend well,
proximately 30 minutes
season to taste. Spread on
Cheese Wafers
until browned slightly.
rye bread. Bake at 400
1 pound butter or
Remove from oven and
degrees for 10 minutes.
margarine,softened
brush tops with butter.
May be frozen. Yield: 125
4 cups (I pound) shredCool on rack, wrap and
pieces.
ded sharp Cheddar
store. If wrapped before
Sour Dough Bread
Glenda G. Wilson
cheese
completely cooled, the
1st day morning
4 cups all purpose flour
top will be soft.
Feed starter with
teaspoon salt
To begin Sour Dough
/
1
4 cup sugar
1/
1
2 to 2 teaspoons red
Starter
3 tablespoon instant
Soften 1 pckage active
potato flakes
PePPer
/
1
2teaspoon paprika
dry yeast in 17'2 cup warm
1 cup all-purpose flour
Orange Slice Cake
Powdered:agar
water (110F). Stir in 2
1 cup warm water
3 cups sifted allCream butter and
cups all-purpose flour, 2
Let this stand out of
purpose flour
cheese; add flour, salt,
cups warm water and 1
refrigerator all day in
/
1
2teaspoon salt
red pepper, and paprika,
tablespoon sugar. Beat
covered dish, but don't
1 pound orange slice
and
let
mixing
well.
smooth.
Cover
Chill.
Shape
till
push lid on light.
candy (cut in small
dough into 4 rolls, 1 inch
stand at room
1st day night
pieces)
in diameter; wrap each
temperature 5 to 10 days
Take out 1 cup of
8 ounces chopped dates
roll in foil. Refrigerate 24
or till bubbly. Stir 2 or 3
starter and use.
2 cups chopped pecans
Refrigerate.
hours.
times
daily.
Refrigerator remaining
3 Y4 ounces flaked
Slice rolls /
1
4 inch thick
U&e at room
starter in bowl covered
coconut
temperature. If left over
and place on =greased
tightly. Make dough, by
1 cup butter or
baking sheet. Bake at
starter is not used every
adding the following to
margarine
teaspoon
350F
for
15
days,
add
1
minutes;
cool.
ten
the cup of starter.
2cups sugar
Sift a small amount of
sugar.
/
1
2cup sugar
4 eggs
Bread
is
Dough
powdered
sugar
over
Sour
cup oil
ki cup buttermilk
wafers before removing
good for the working
1 tablespoon salt
1 teaspoon baking soda
woman who is gone from
from baking sheet, if
1/
1
2cups warm water
1 cup orange juice
desired. Yield: 16 dozen.
home all day.
5½ cups flour
2cups powdered sugar
Note: Dough may be
Mrs. Guthrie(Frances)
Kneed about 5 minutes
Sift together: flour and
R ober ts
shaped Into rolls and
on floured board and put
salt, set aside. Combine
frozen. Cheese wafers
into large greased bowl
orange slices, dates,
also freeze well after bakcoconut, and pecans. Add
President's Punch
ing.
1
2 cup
to candy mixture /
4 cup sugar
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey
flour,set aside.
6 cups water
Cream butter until flufHeat until dissolved.
fy, gradually add sugar,
Add I large can
Pizza Appetizers
beat well. Add eggs, beat
pineapple-grapefruit
1 lb. velveeta cheese

APPETIZERS

11111111111
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Zesty Sausage Squares
1 cup Bisquick
13 cup milk
kt cup choppd onions
2 cups cheddar cheese
2-8 oz. cans chopped
green chilies
4 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 lb. hot sausage
1 egg
Combine Bisquick,
milk and 2 tablespoons
mayonnaise in small
bowl; mix well. Put into
well greased 9 x 13 inch
casserole. Saute sausage
and onions. Drain on
paper towels. Spread on
Bisquick mixture. Beat
egg with remaining
mayonnaise, cheddar
cheese and green chilies.
Spread over meat layer.
Bake at 375 degrees for 25
minutes. Cut into
squares.
Glenda Wilson

Whatever The
Menu...
We Have The
Right Spice!
Come in today and
see what we have to
spice up your winter
wardrobe.
We also have a special
of the week to odd to
the menu.

_

Pace
f
i
Scu+atcL Mtnor

Holiday Cookbook Section
Christmas Cheese Tree
12 oz. cream cheese
12 oz. shredded sharp
cheddar cheese
2 oz. Velveeta cheese
1 tablespoon
Worcestershire sauce
cup pecans, onion or
bacon,chopped
Fresh parsley,chopped
Pimiento,chopped
Blend together first 4
Ingredients using electric
mixer. Stir in pecans.
Shape into a cone-shaped
Christmas tree. Press
chopped parsley into
cheese. Decorate with pimiento. Serve with
crackers.
Delpha Rhoades

WINNING RECIPES
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Pier I Import
Large Selection
Of Placemats,
Napkins
Glasses
Brighten Your
Holidays With
Candles. You'll
Like Our Prices!

Decorate Your
Table With A
Cornucopia Basket
The new
FREE Girl WRAPPING — LAYAWAYS
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5 TIL CHRISTMAS
Bel Air Center 641 South 753-1 851

Iv Iwo( diwookwi*Notik***.+4`K*

well. Combine baking
soda with buttermilk.
Add buttermilk alternately with flour, blending
well after each addition.
Add candy mixture.
Turn into 10 inch tube
(bundt) pan, which has
been greased and floured.
Bake at 300 for 1 hour and
45 minutes.
Remove from oven.
Combine orange juice
and powdered sugar, mix
well and pour over hot
cake. Cool, then put in
refrigerator overnight
before removing from
PanLynda Calvillo
Vegetable Bread
'A pound bacon, cooked
until crisp,crumbled
I large green bell pepper,chopped
I medium onion, chopped
3 cans biscuits, cut into
bite size pieces
1-13 sticks oleo (if more
buttery flavor desired use
2 sticks)
/
1
2 cup
grated
parmesan cheese
Cook bacon, drain set
aside. Melt margarine in
large skillet, add onion
and green pepper. Saute
until golden and tender.
Add biscuits, cheese and
bacon pieces. Mix well,
Pour into bundt pan.
Bake 350 3545 minutes.
Roberta D. Ward (Mrs.
James H. Ward)
Cheese Sausage Balls
Ingredients:
1 (8 ounce) package
Cheddar cheese
1 pound hot sausage,
cooked and chopped
3 cups buttermilk
biscuit mix
Melt cheese in a double
boiler; add sausage, mix
well. Pour into a large
mixing bowl; add biscuit
mix (mix well with
hands, if needed). Roll into small balls, 34 inch in
diameter. Bake at 350 for
15 to 20 minutes.
Christine Ratterree
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SALAD
Quick Made Dressing
2 cups self-rising meal
1 cup self-rising flour
/
1
2cup Wesson oil
3 medium onions(chop-Ped)
1 cup celery (optional)
4 eggs
salt & pepper to taste
2 cups buttermilk
2tablespoon sage
Mix above ingredients,
bake in an iron skillet at

350 degrees until done
(about 30 minutes). This
may be made several
days before using. When
ready to use, crumble,
pour chicken broth over
and rebake.
Christine Ratterree
Cranberry Salad
1 lb. cranberries
(Ground)
1/
4 lb. marshmallows
(cut)

APPETIZERS
Processed Walnuts
Start with a 2-pound
coffee can full of shelled
walnuts (pecans are also
great)
Place in large pan and
cover with water, bring to
a boil and pour off water.
Repeat this process at
least three times. Drain
well and place on cookie
sheets. place in oven at
200F for about 5 hours.
Put nuts into a bread bag
and pour i/4 cup melted
butter over nuts in bag.
Mix well by shifting from
one end of the bag to the
other, until the nuts are
evenly coated. Add I
tablespoon salt and shift
again several times.
This will make enough
processed nuts to last for
one party or several
evenings of family snackingJanice Bossing

Blue Cheese Bombe
1 cup cottage cheese
cup crumbled Blue
cheese
I/4 cup milk
1 tablespoonlemon
juice
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
Sieve the cottage
cheesen add finelycrumbled Blue cheese.
Blend in lemon juice and
salt. This is an excellent
dip to use with raw
vegetables such as carrots, celery and
cauliflower.
Dimple Pratt

1 cup crushed pineapple
Mix above and let stand
several hours. Then add 1
cup white sugar or more.
1 cup whipped cream or
more 1 ½ cup chopped
pecans. Combine ingredients and place in
refrigerator until ready
to serve.
Dorothy Jenkins
Fruited Cheese
Salad-Very
Good with turkey
3 cups cream—style
cottage cheese
1 quart frozen whipped
dessert topping—thawed
2 3 ounce packages
orange—pineapple Jello
1 13 /
1
2 ounce can
pineapple tidbits drained
1 11 ounce can mandarin oranges drained
In mixer bowl, blend
together cottage cheese
and thawed topping, beat
till blended. Stir in dry
Jello. Fold in Pineapple
and mandarin oranges.
Press into seven or eight
cup mold. Chill several
hours. Un-mold onto serving plate and garnish
with endive or parsley.
Serves 12.
M. E. Miller
Broccoli Salad
Very good and very
easy
1 bunch broccoli cut into flowerets
1 can mushrooms
pieces drained

Celebrate
The
Holidays
With
The
Panhandler

Beer "Dogs"
Slice two packages of
hotdog,s into bite size
pieces. Heat 1-12 at. can
of beer and 1 at. of
Tobasco Sauce in small
pan until hot. Do not let
boil! Place all ingredients in fondue pot.
Much better if prepared
two or more hours before
guests arrive.
Bennye Phillips
Hot Cheese Dip
1 package Kraft
"cracker barrel)" sharp
cheddar cheese stick
14os can Elrio green
chopped chilies
1 egg
2 tablespoons water
Butter glass pie pan or
other shallow baking
dish. Cover bottom with
chilies Grate cheese and
cover chilies. Beat egg,
water, together then
slowly pour over cheese.
Bake vi hour in 350F
oven. Serve with tortilla
chiPs•
Beverly Peckenpaugh
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1 Con Sweetened Condensed Milk (Covered
With Water and Simmired 3 hours-Check
often to be sure con stays covered)
Pecans
'Tempered Chocolate
On waxed paper or in parchment cups*, swirl
melted chocolate. Let set up. Add pecans and
-corm& (the condensed milk) cover with more
chocolate. Let set up and transfer into candy
paper and store in air tight containers.
*Available at The Panhandler
Bel Air Center

1 can water chestnuts,
drained and sliced
1 bottle zesty Italian
dressing
Combine first 4 ingredients, add dressing
marinate 6 to 11 hours.
Stirring occasionally.
Glenda G. Wilson
Pretzel Salad
2 Z3 cups coarsely chopped pretzels
1 Vs cubes butter
12 ounces cream cheese
1 ¼ cups sugar
1 large package frozen
strawberries
% carton (large) Cool
Whip
1 large package
strawberry Jello
2 cups pineapple juice
Cream cheese and
sugar; set aside. Mix
pretzels and butter; press
into a 9 x 13 inch dish.
Bake at 400 degrees for 10
minutes. Spread cheese
mix over pretzels; spread
Cool Whip over cheese.
Chill. Dissolve Jello in hot
pineapple juice; add the
strawberries. Allot, to
set. Pour over top and
refrigerate.
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey

Holiday Cookleeli Seeds.

eve molt charming
of the season:
Christmas Tree by

Chrfstmas Tree dinnerware to put oh your tate*
arid erilOy ell through the holidays Christmas Tree
Gittware so you Cam share Mrs tradition troth friends
Christmas Tree Ipiisce Butts, Sad and
all sorts of ilefightful prherare

Furches Jewelry
Court Sqeers

753-2135

Wilton
Cake Decorating
Center
Classes

Candy Molds

Instruction
Books

Cake Pans

Kits

Icing Supplies

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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cup sliced seedless
grapes
1 banana, diced (optional)
44 cup chopped pecans
Combine sour cream
and sugar in large mixing
bowl. Add salt and lemon
juice, then remaining ingredients, blend evenly.
Freeze in muffin tins with
paper liners or 9 x
11—inch baking dish,
Serves 15.
Delpha Rhoades
3
)
14

Old Fashion
Potato Salad
Peel, cook, and mash
enough potatoes for a
large bowl. Beat 1 egg in
pan util fluffy. Add 13 cup
sugar, 13 cup vinegar, 3
tablespoons flour. Cook,
stirring constantly over
low heat until a thick
sauce. Add alternately
with hot milk to potatoes.
Stir in 44 cup onion or
more if desired.
Bennye Phillips
Angel Delight
1 3 oz. package lemon
Jello
1 cup whipping cream
1 /
1
2 cups small marshmellows

1 small can crushed
pineapple
42 cup chopped nuts
1 cup hot water
Dissolve Jello in hot
water and cool until
begins to thicken. Add all
ingredients and put in
refrigerator until firm.
Faye Orr
Frozen Fruit Salad
1 Y2 cups sour cream
V4 cup powdered sugar
Ys teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons lemon
juice
44 cup sliced
maraschino cherries
1(20 ounce) can crushed pineapple, drained

Pea Salad
1-1 pound can of
English peas
1 medium onion chopped
1 cup sliced celery
1 medium head of lettuce
44 cup of salad dressing
Toss above ingredients
together. Top with
parmesan cheese and
crumbled bacon.
Jane T.
Brelsf ord

Party Salad
1 20 ounce can crushed
pineapple
1 3 ounce package lime
Jello
6 ounces cream cheese
1 cup whipped cream
1 cup diced celery
1 cup chopped walnuts
Heat pineapple to boiling point and add Jello.
Stir until dissolved. Chill
till partially set. Stir in
softened cream cheese.
Blend well. Fold in whipped cream, celery and
nuts. Chill.
Mary Kidd
Barbados Salad
1 small package lemon
Jello
1 cup tomato juice
/
1
2cup lemon juice
1 tablespoon minced
onions
2 tablespoons chopped
green chili (Old ElPaso is
one brand, there are
others)
1 cup chopped celery

I LOVE
THE NEW
ME!

Holiday Meals
won't be complete
without a trip to
Storey's Food Giant
We have all your holiday meal needs in stock:
cranberries, pumpkin,
mincemeat, pie shells,
fresh oysters, turkey,
hens, duckling, ham, candied fruit, relish, nuts
and morel!!

I LOST
76POUNDS
IN JUST
22 WEEKS
I

OAK

TTF It I FilL IIITTIC
MS F ANT ASTI('

The diet was great and I
was never hinagry My
counselor had al the
answers, and she helped
me find a whole new way
of We Best of all, I know
how to control my weight
permanently, and I feel
good about myself!

CALL TODAY

1 can cocktail
shrimp,include juice
42 cup chopped stuffed
olives
Bring tthe tomato juice
to a boil and add the jello,
stirring to be sure It is
completely dissolved.
Add the remaining ingredients. When the salad
has congealed, it can be
unrnolded onto a bed of
lettuce and topped with
salad dressing or cream
cheese, softened and
piped onto the salad wth a
cake decorator.
Janice Bossing
Cranberry Jello Salad
1 Package of cranber-

Holiday Cookbook Section
ries
2 cups sugar
1 package orange Jello
(3 ounce size)
1 package strawberry
Jello(3 ounce size
1 cup crushed pineapple
Cook cranberries according to direction on
package with two cups
sugar. Drain to mix with
Jello. Drain pineapple
also to mix with Jello.
Mix Jello with cranberry
syrup and pineapple
jucie. Combine cranberries and pineapple into
the Jello. Chill, may be
topped with Dream Whip.
Christine Ratterree

a'SPY
BREAD
Cranberry Nut Bread
2cups sifted flour
1 cup sugar
1 /
1
2 teaspoon baking
powder
1 teaspoon salt
171
2 teaspoon soda
1 cup fresh cranberries
coursely chopped
Y4 cup shortening
% cup orange juice
1 Tablespoon grated
orange rind
- 1 egg well beaten
44 cup chopped nuts
Sift flour once measure-add sugar, takQuick Monkey Bread
ing poder, soda and salt,
42 cup pecans(choppd )
and sift again. Cut in
/
1
2cup sugar
shortening untilthe mix1 teaspoon ground cinture resembles coarse
namon
cornmeal. Combine
3-(10oz.) can butterorange juice and grated
milk biscuits
orange rind with well
1 cup firmly packed
beaten egg. Add to dry inbrown sugar
gredients, stirring just
44 cup oleo melted
enough to dampen.
Spread pecans in botCarefully fold in nuts and
tom of a well greased 10"
cranberries and spoon inbundt pan. Set aside.
to greased loaf pan 9" x
Combine sugar and cin5" x 3". Bake in a 350F
namon. Cut biscuits into
oven about 1 hour, or until
quarters. Roll each piece
cake tester inserted in
in sugar mixture and
center comes out clean.
layer in pan. Combine
Remove from the pan,
brown sugar and butter,
cool and store overnight
pour over dough.
for easy king. This can
Bake 350 degrees 30-35
be kept frozen.
minutes. Cool bread 10
Helpful hint: Cut
minutes in pan.
cranberries into
Yields 1-10" coffee
quarters,it makes a nicer
cake.
looking loaf.
Mrs. Dorothy Jenkins
Gail Childress
"Election Year Cake"
2cups sugar
44 cup lard (do not
substitute)
2eggs
44 cup buttermilk
2½ cups flour
2 teaspoons soda
1 teaspoon cloves
/
1
2teaspoon salt
144 teaspoon cocoa
144 cup blackberries
Mrs. Dorothy Jenkins

fireithemokawastridomm
*No Obligation No labor Charges •
Full line of parts and financing available.

a

h could c Moro your sko

'

7S3-0020
Sat. 10-1
0-S:30
-F
641 N.
The
Vege

We have s fd bee ef seed eed rebuilt mom
dealers end repair way Imhof

401
Maple
Coert Sq.

•

Open 9:30-5
Mea.-Set.

Ku%.1
.2y

759-4801
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Makhoy

ticR
BREAD
Spoon Bread
1 cup white corn meal,
sifted
1 teaspoon salt
/
1
2teaspoon sugar
1 1/2 cups boiling water
3 Tablespoons butter,
melted
3 eggs,separated
1 cup buttermilk
Y2 teaspoon baking
soda
/
1
4 teaspoon baking
powder
To the meal and salt
and sugar; scald with
boiling water. When
lukewarm, add butter,
well-beaten egg yolks and
buttermilk with soda added to it. Mix thoroughly.
Add baking powder and
fold in stiffly beaten egg
whites. Pour into a wellgreased 1 /
1
2-quart Pyrex
dish and cook in a
preheated 350 oven 40-50
minutes. Test for
doneness in center of
bread. Serve immediately. Serves 6.
Delpha Rhoades

Strawberry Bread
3 cups flour
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 Tablespoon cinnamon
2 cups sugar
4 eggs, beaten
2 cups frozen strawberries
1 //2 cups Wesson oil
1¼ cups broken pecans
Sift dry ingredients
together. Combine eggs,
strawberries and oil and
add to sifted ingredients.
Add pecans. Pour into 2
greased loaf pans.
Bake at 325F for aout
one hour or until done.
Cool on wire rack.
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey
Golden Honey Roils
3/
1
4 cups all purpose or
unbleached flour (selfrising flour not recommended)

1 package active dry
yeast
I teaspoon salt
1 cup milk
% cup cooking oil
2tablespoon hooey
2 eggs (reserve 1 egg
white
Topping
13 cup sugar or
powdered sugar
2 tablespoons butter or
softened margarine
1 tablespoon honey
I reserved egg white
(Lightly spoon flour into masuring cup; level
off) .In large bowl, combine 1 ½ cups flour, yeast
and salt.
In saucepan, heat milk,
oil, and honey until very
warm (120-130F). (If too
hot, will kill the yeast).
Add liquid and eggs to
for mixture; blend at low
speed until moistened.
Beat 3 minutes at
medium speed. By hand,
stir in rmaining 1 3/4 cups
flour. (Dough wIl be soft
and sticky ).
Cover; let rise in warm
place until light and
doubled in size, 45 to 60
minutes.
Generally grease two 8
or 9-inch round cake pans
or a 13 z 9-inch pan. Stir
down dough, beating $0
seconds. Drop tablespoonful of dough side-byside irosingle layer in
prepared pans, making
about 10 rolls per pan.
Combine topping ingredients and drizzle half
over rolls before baking.
Preheat oven to 354W.
Bake 25 to 30 minutes imtil golden brown. Immediately remove from
pans.
Note: U baked too long,
rolls will not be soft and
good_ If prefer topping
not too sweet, use 2-3
tablespoons of powdered
sugar.,
MissSusan Kaler

It's The Giving Season
And We'd Like To Give
You A New Hair-Do

Brints Wommack, Pam Ruddle, Patty Knott and
Glenda Nail have the right recipe:
1 Helping of a Beautiful Store
Several Nice People
A Dash of Shampoo
2 Cups of Curls
3Tablespoons of Frosting
1 Handful of a Perm
3 Cups of Trimming & Styling
Mix all of the above and you will have the Holiday
Look for greeting your guests.
0=42
(Oeee Mee.)

21

Dr.

(Opee Mee.-Set.)

No Appointment Necessary
Owes/& COPerssed Br
Teem & Yvesme Key
The Medifamily kaki:utters.

1 dirdstu•
e
t.mt S•.(1/1/..

genie
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BREAD

Angel Biscuits
5 cups sell-rising flour
/
1
4 cup sugar
1 cup veg. shortening
(Crisco)
2 cups buttermilk
1 teaspoon soda
2 pkg. yeast dissolved
in 1,4 cup lukewarm
water.
Combine dry ingredients, cut in shortening.
Stir in yeast and buttermilk. Roll out and cut as
desired or make
parkerhouse rolls. Bake
on middle rack at 425F.
Dough may be covered

and kept in refrigerator
for one week.
Mrs. Dorothy Jenkins
Dilly Bread
2 1/2-3 cups self-rising
flour
cup creamed cottage
cheese
2 tablespoonstiugar
1 tablespoon minced
onion
2 teaspoons dill seed
1 package active dry
yeast
/
1
4 cup water
1 tablespoon butter

. Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES,Thursday. November IS, 191r2

1 egg
Combine in large mixing bowl, 1 cup flour,
sugar, onion, dill seed,
and dry yeast. In a
saucepan, heat cottage
cheese, water and butter
until mixture is very
warm.(120 degrees). Add
egg and arm-liquid to
flour mixture. Blend untilmoistened at low
speed. Then beat for 3
minutes at medium
speed. By hand stir in remauling 1 /
1
2 to 2 cups
flour to form a stiff
dough. Cover, let rise in
warm place until doubld
in size (about 1 hour).
Punch dough down. Put
into well greased 1 I/2 to 2
quart casserole dish.
Cover. Let rise in warm
place until doubled in size
(about 30 to 40 minutes).
Bake in pre-heated 350F
oven for 35 to 40 minutes
or untl golden brown.
Remove from casserole.
Brush with butter and

Given Away
Join Us For
The
Celebration

Christmas
Decorations
Flower
Christmas Arrangements
Christmas
Trees
Cemetery
Arrangements

sprinkle with course salt.
Serve with slices of
ham,turkey and cheese.
Glenda G. Wilson
Zucchini Bread
Blend 3 eggs, 2 cups
sugar, 2 teaspoons
vanilla, 2 cups grated
zucchini and 1 cup of oil.
Sift 3 cups of flour, 2 teaspoons soda, teaspoon baking powder, 3 teaspoons
cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
salt. Add to first mixture.
Mix well. Bake at 325 until golden brown. Add
nuts if desired.
Bennye Phillips
Sour Dough Bread
Starter and Feeder
Place starter in
refrigerator (3 to 5) days.
Take out and feed with /
1
2
cup sugar, 3 tablespoons
of dry flake instant
potatoes, 1 cup plain
flour, 1 cup warm water.
Mix well and add to
starter. Let stand out of
refrigertor 8 to 12 hours.
Will not rise just bubble.
Bread
In a large bowl, make a
stiff dough of /
1
2 cup

sugar, 1 cup starter, /
1
2
cup wesson oil, 1 teaspoon
salt, 1 /
1
2cups warm milk,
6 cups plain flour(more if
needed). Grease sides of
large bowl and top. Cover
with damp cloth, let rise 8
to 10 hours.
Divide dough into 3
equal parts. Kneed each
piece a few times on a
floured board. Put in a
greased metal loaf pan.
Brush top with oil, cover
lightly, let rise 6 to 8
hours (it rises slowly).
Bake at 300F for 40
minutes.
Mrs. Alice Jane Burnett
Wake-up
Breakfast Special
1 tablespoon butter
/
1
4 cup chopped green
pepper
/
1
4 cup chopped onionoptional
4 eggs
/
1
2 can (10 %oz. can)
condensed cream of
chicken soup
6 slices cooked and
crumbled bacon
salt and pepper to taste
Saute green pepper and
onion. Stir eggs and soup
together and blend in

Holiday Cookbook Section
sauteed mixture and if
you want salt and pepper.
Cook like scrambled
eggs. Crumble bacon on
top when serving.
M.E. Miller
No Roll Pastry Shell
1 /
1
2 cups sifted allpurpose flour
1% teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
/
1
2cup Mazola oil
2 tablespoons cold milk
(use cold water for
firmer crust)
Sift dry ingredients into
pie pan. Combine Mazola
and milk in measuring
cup. Whip with fork and
pour all at once oer 'four
mixture. Mix with fork
until flour is completely
dampened. press evenly
and firmly with fingers to
line bottom of pan; then
press dough up to line
sides and partly cover
rim. Be sure dough is
pressed to uniform
thickness. Temperatures
for Baking —
Baked Shell: for fillings
such as lemon Meringue,
chiffon, prick entire surface of pastry; bake in
hot oven (425) 12 min.
Cool; fill as desired.
Unbaked Shell: For fillings such as custard,
pumpkin, pecan, bake in
hot oven ( 400) 15
minutes; then reduce to
moderate (350) and bake
until crust is lightly
browned and filling tests
done.
Sue Roberts
Dill Bread
1 package dry yeast
,
1 4 cup warm water
1 cup lukewarm cottage
cheese,creamed style
2 tablespoons butter
2tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons instant
onion
2 teaspoons dill seed
1 teaspoon salt
/
1
4 teaspoon soda
1 unbeaten egg
2/
1
4- 2½ cups flour
Combine all. Add flour,
beating each addition.
Let rise until doubled (5060 minutes). Stir down;
put in well-greased 1 /
1
2-2
quart casserole. Let rise
36-40 minutes. Bake at
350F for 40-50 minutes.
Brush with soft butter
and sprinkle with salt and
parmesan cheese.
Janice Bossing

4.
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Broccoli-Cheese asstroke
cook in an inch of salted
Swills Asparagus
2 cups cooked Minute
boiling water for 10 to 15
Casserole
Rice
minutes. (Cook froen
4 tablespoons butter or
2 packages chopped
broccoli spears as dircted
margarine
broccoli(cooked)
on package). Drain well.
ki teaspoon salt
1 can cream of chicken
In small saucepan cook
4 teaspoon paprika
1
/
soup
green onion and celery in
3 tablespoons flour
1 Goa. jar Cheese Whiz
butter till tender but not
1 1,4 cups milk
cup milk
brown. Stir in lemon
1 can mushroom soup
can sliced water
1
To
through.
heat
juice;
4.2 pound Swiss cheese,
chestnuts
serve, layer broccoli and
cubed
ki cup chopped celery
butter mixture in serving
2 tablespoons choppd
cup chopped onion
dish. Sprinkle with shredcelery
celery and onion
Saute
Makes
peel.
lemon
ded
1 tablespoon choppd
in 3 tablespoons
servings.
pimento(optional)
margarine. Combine reDimple Pratt
2 hard-cooked eggs,
maining ingredients exchopped
23 of Cheese Whiz.
cept
1 tablespoon choppd
remaining cheese
Spoon
My
Mama's
Yummy
onion
Bake 40 minutes
top.
on
Apples
.Baked
1 large can asparagus
at 350F
Core, fill with peanut
1 cup buttered crumbs
Mary Kidd
butter, bake 325 degrees
Melt the butter ma
hot
eat
soft,
are
apples
till
salt,
in
stir
and
saucepan
or cold. Excellent diet
paprika and flour. Add
Broccoli and Rice
If you prefer
foot.
stirrcook,
the milk and
1 laud]onion,chopped
sweeter treat, add mixing constantly, until
1 stick butter
ture of cinnamon and
smooth and thick. Add
2 pkg choppd broccoli
sugar; baste hot syrup
soup and cheese and stir
Vi cup or small jar
juices in pan over apples
until cheese is melted.
Cheese Whiz
while baking.
Add the celery, pimento,
1 can cream of chicken
Flora M. Richardson
low heat till butter melts.
eggs and onion. Place
Add another portion of
alternate layers of sauce
the butter and continue
and asparagus in
stirring. As mixture
casserole and top with
thickens and butter
buttered crumbs. Bake at
melts, add remaining
400 degrees for 20 to 30
butter, stirring constantminutes.
Dimple Pratt
ly. When butter is melted,
remove from heat. Stir in
orange peel, orange
Lemon Broccoli
2 pounds broccoli or 3
1
juice, salt, and white pep1/
per. Return to low heat.
10-oz, packages frozen
Cook and stir until
broccoli spears
thickened, 2 th 3 minutes.
1,4 cup choppd green
Frew bilk Interest pesebeek seellep Is the sew
Remove from heat at
onion with tops
once. Blend hot mixture
2 cup chopped celery
1
/
flail we've all the higredients you'll seed
into sour cream. Spoon
6 tablespoons butter
is aura mere sisneyl
over asparagus. Garnish
2 tablespoons lemon
with more finely juice
finely
shredded orange peel, if
2 teaspoon
1
/
desired. Makes 4 or 5 sershredded lemon peel
Cut fresh broccoli
vingsDimple Pratt stalks into spears and

CASSEROLE/

VEGETABLES
Asparagus with
Orange Hollandise Sauce
1 pound asparagus
v. cup butter or
margaine,softened
2 egg yolks
4 teaspoon finely
1
/
shredded orange peel
1 teaspoon orange juice
Dash salt
Dash white pepper
cup dairy sour
174
Cream

Cook fresh asparagus
for 10 to 15 minutes in
salted boiling water.
Drain well. Meanwhile,
divide butter into 3 portions. In small heavy
saucepan combine egg
yolks and 1 portion of the
butter. Cook and stir over

WOW
See What We're
Cooking
For Smart Savers!

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Appliances
Lj

Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas
e've Got The Lowest
Prices In Murray

Microwave Ovens seard„A,*268
We also have microwave carts
& cooking accessories
We Service What We Sell
STARTS AS A VALUE
...STAYS A VALUE]

641 N.
Across From
Colonial
House

Bids,Cookbook Set-tics
soup
kt cup water
44 cup milk
1 cup Minute Rice
Cook onion in butter,
cook broccoli lightly and
drain off excess water.
Mix all ingredients and
bake at 350F 45 minutes
GlendaG Wilson
Copper Pennies
Drain 2 number 2 cans
of carrots. Layer the carrots with 1 chopped green
pepper, 1 chopped onion,
and about vi cup choppd
celery.
The dressing consists of
one can undiluted tomato
soup, kt cup of salad oil,
cup
44 cup sugar,
vinegar, 1 teaspoon of
Worcestershire sauce, 1
teaspoon prepared
mustard, salt and pepper
to taste. Pour over the
vegetables and
refrigerate until well
chilled.
Michelle Lovbi
001,010411•
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Party Broccoli
vinegar
heat, stir in remaining
Frijoles Negroes
1 bunch fresh broccoli
/
1
2 teaspoon each poppy
ingredients-except
(Cuban
Black Beans)
or 2-10 ounce boxes frozen
seed and paprika
cashews. Pour sauce over
1 pound dried black
2 tablespoons melted
Ya teaspoon salt
broccoli and garnish with
beans — cover with water
butter
Dash of cayenne pepcashews.6-8 servings.
and soak overnight.
2 tablespoons minced
per
M.E. Miller
2small green peppers
onion
13 cup halved cashew
2small onions
1 cup dairy sour cream
nuts.
1/2 pound salt pork, dic2 teaspoons granulated
Pizza-Crust:
Cook broccoli. Saute
ed
sugar
244-3 cups flour
onion in butter until
Add half these to beans.
1½ teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon distilled
tender. Remove from
Cover, bring to boil. Simsalt
mer 1-1 1/12 hours, until
1 package active dry
skins begin to pop.
yeast
1/
1
4 teaspoon salt— add
2 tablespoons vegetable
to beans before boiling
oil
/
1
4 cup olive oil
Mix thoroughly in a
2 cloves garlic, minced
large bowl. 1 cup flour,
Saute half of the above
the sugar, 2 teaspoons
ingredients with the
salt, and yeast. Add 1 cup
garlic in the olive oil
very hot water and the
1 tablespoon vinegar —
oil; beat well. With spoon,
add to beans with sauted
stir in enough flour to
mixture. Cook 46 minutes
make a soft dough. Turn
longer.
out on floured board and
Serve over:
knead 8 minutes or until
Hot cooked rice, with
dough is smooth and
lemon wedges on the side.
elastic.
Note: During boiling,
Put into greased bowl,
stir occasionally and add
turning once to grease
water as needed to predough. Cover and let rise
vent sticking.
in warm place — 45
Janice Bossing
minutes or until doubled.
Punch down. Press into
greased pizza tin.
Sauce:
1 eight-ounce can
Puffy Potato Omelet
tomato sauce
3 eggs separated
111111 1 1111
1 tablespoon dried or 3
—111111
1 cup mashed potatoes
_—
tablespoons freshly minc/
1
4 teaspoon onion juice
ed onion
/
1
4 teaspoon minced
44 teaspoon garlic
parsley
powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon leaf
va teaspoon pepper
oregano (1 teaspoon
3 tablespoons milk
oregano powder)
Add egg yolks to
2 teaspoons leaf basil
potatoes and beat until
Corona 22.0K$
Cover pizza dough with
BTUihr., heats approx.
there are no lumps. Add
ct. tt. Sate, clean heat.
sauce, place topping such
onion juice, parsley, salt,
Only when and where you
as sausage, pepperoni,
pepper and milk. Beat
want It. Ends wasting
ham, bacon, mushrooms,
egg whites until stiff and
money for wasted heat.
olives, etc. Cover with 8
LISTED
fold into potato mixture.
ounces shredded mozTransfer to greased fryzarella cheese, /
1
4 cup
ing pan and bake in
Flte
parmesan cheese. Bake
moderately slow oven
at
450F for 15-20 minutes. (325F) until brown. Then
5-%
SS"
T
Check after 15 minutes,
turn and fold on hot platbecause of oven variater. Serve at once. Serves
tion.
4.
Janice Bossing
Mrs. Hazel S. Crenshaw

CASSEROLE/

VEGETABLES
TOTAL

toCoast
WARM FOR THE HOLIDAYS
•

SALE

Portable Kerosene Heaters
The number one way to stay warm and save

Stay
warm
and
save

CORONA

2An
7,800 11T11
Medan
Tropic Kens*** Neater

1198

St

Compoct Tropic Kerosene heater has all the luxury
features including convenient, match-free, automatic
ignition. Provides warmth for o 14'x20' oreo. 7,800
BTU's per hour output. UL Listed 417-7143

TURCO

238$st.
t

702 S. 124
751-1042

We have a large variety of...

s8

Pientetion- No. 201 $
10,500 BTU output for efficient heat for on area up to
approxtmately 375 square feet Bums up to 18 hours
on one 1 32 gallon tank of kerosene Includes all the
Turco standard features UL Listedi38$8

ALADDIN

99.9%
EFFICIENT!

15,200 BTU189.
Aledsfie Tensp-Ithe 15
Koren,.limiter
*Clean, smokeless, odor free heat
•Autornatic lighting and shutoff.
*Convenient removable fuel tank.
•UL Listed
.417 7176

Portable Immune beaters anew fondly seniors to keep the
theneestet set et inter levels wile enjoy* the warmth of the portable heater in news taw aro occupied
at the tape, awl users owergency
hoot is evellshis awing winter power Mures.

n.-5.t.11.

WE SEL
L KECenter
ROSENE
Central She.
'• 1

Svc 1 • 1- • 10

•Art supplies •Closses
•Hond pointed items
*Special orders
*Toter boxes *Stools
*Bread boxes •Door stops
*Quilt rocks •Toys
•Weathervones
•Tilt-top tables
*Other wooden items

7 oroTole & Decorative Paintings
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Very good for picnic
cooking on low for 6 to II
sandwiches.
hours.
This recipe was taken
Irene Carter
from a cook book at least
50 years old. "I never
could cook venison that
we liked until I found this.
It is delicious." In our
Sweet Pepper
modern day instead of
and Corn Salad
baking in the oven the
crock pot can be used
12 cups cooked corn

CASSEROLE/
VEGETABLES

Holiday Sweet Potatoes
Y2 cup margarine
6 sweet potatoes, cooked, peeled, sliced
1 teaspoon baking
powder
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 eggs
314 cup sugar
% cup buttermilk
/
3
4 cup choppd pecans
(optional)
Marshmallows for topping
Add margarine to hot
potatoes. Combine with
next 6 ingredients in
blender or with mixer.
Stir in pecans, if desired.
Place mixture in a greased 2-quart casserole dish
and bake at 350 for 30
minutes. Top with marshmallows during last 10
minutes of cooking.
Serves 10-12.
Delphi'Rhoades
Boston Brown Beans 2 lbs. navy beans(wash
and rinse beans well)
water
4 teaspoons salt
/
1
2cup molasses(light)
412 cup packed brown
sugar (light)
1 tablespoon dry
mustard
1 teaspoon pepper
1 small clove of garlic
/
1
2 teaspoon red pepper

flakes
1 large or medium
onion studded with 4
whole cloves
1-2 to 4 inch piece of salt
pork with rind slashed.
1. Soak beans over
night in 5 quart pot. Heat
to boiling point. Reduce
heat to low. Add salt.
Cover and simmer 1 hour.
2. Stir in the molasses,
mustard, brown sugar,
pepper, garlic, and red
pepper flakes.'ruck onion
and salt pork in bottom of
a crock. Cover and bake
in 250F oven for 7 hours.
Add more water if needed
to keep moist but not too
wet.
Before serving remove
onion and cloves.
Mrs. Alta R. Keys
Barbequed Beef Vension
Marinate 5 or 6 pounds
of meat all night in onethird bottle of liquid
smoke and sprinkle
generously with onion,
garlic and celery salt.
Next morning add Worchestershire sauce and
bake five hours at 225
degrees. Cover with foil,
- tightly sealed and do not
check during baking
time. Pour off excess
juice and add bar-b-que
sauce and bake one hour.
Let stand 25 minutes
before slicing. Slice thin.

kernels, well drained
2 large sweet red peppers,diced
6 scallions (about 1
bunch)thinly sliced
2 tablespoons of dijon
or old-fashioned grainy
mustard
3 tablespoons red-wine
vinegar
II tablespoons safflower

Holiday Cookbook See-tioa
oil
Freshly ground pepper,
salt to taste. to corn,
peppers and scallions
together in a large bowl
Race mustard, vinegar,
oil, pepper and salt in a
small bowl. Beat until
blended and paw over
salad.
Michelle Lovin

to
Holiday Helpers Sale
Com;iSee The Sharp
es
rmilirT"
-a

Teo Of The use

llll

•Ccnvection oven for tastier, juicier roosts and
browned meats plus supericr baking.
•Carouser System rotates food for wen microwave
Cocking.
•Arariable Cooking wtth settings for Rill POWER,
ROAST. SIMMER, DEFROST and WARM
•Ccritinuously variable corweclicn ok.en
temperakse oontrot
•individual timers fa convection and microwave
functions *tin automatic switch over
•large 1.5 CU ft capactty
•Stainless steel Interior for durability and easier

WEAREVER CAN HANDLER
Hasa mid'boric us 11.01101

amid eartable.
Manilla cart be rammed ler aney almealros.
Mastoid so/
brogue calor 143-40311(Z)

G.E. AM/FM
CLOCK RADIO
war.ID 10118111k awn,Campad

For Noadey Cookies We Neve A Wide
Variety Of kilts And Vegetables.

s Via in 41.0.- Mae pal apabaree•
largo easy fa mail elick two.
Palyearroma cablkaal 07-41111111 31113-29113

Coast To Coast

We Also Carry Asserted Nuts, Feecy
Goodies And Costes Med* Fruit Baskets
Try Our Fresh
Sweet Cider

A

Flippens Hillbilly
Barn
408 N. 126

753-8214
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3 cups half and half
Mix cooked chicken
soy sauce and mix with
cream,divided
and cream of chicken
the brown meat. and
/
1
2cup cooking sherry
soup, cream of celery
vegetables. Bake,
2 teaspoons grated
soup, add pet milk, water
covered, in 350 oven for 1
lemon rind
chestnuts. Put all this inhour. Water can be added
2 Tablespoons lemon
to greased casserole dish.
as needed.
juice
Cover top with chinese
Serve over rice.
1 cup grated Swiss
noodles and bake in
This is also good with a
cheese
moderate oven until bubcan of chunk pineapple,
Creamed Salmon
with bits of butter scat/742 cup choppd parsley
bly. Can be frozen but do
use the juice instead of
One can of salmon
tered over the top, then
Combine flour, salt and
not put noodles on until
water and add slivered
minced fine, drain off the
bake till brown.
paprika on wax paper
you bake it.
almonds.
liquor and throw away
Mrs. Sarah E. Oleksy
Charlene Tyler
and coat chicken breasts.
Mrs. Melvin F. McKinney
the liquor. For the dressIn large skillet melt buting, boil one pint of milk,
ter and lightly brown
two tablespoonfuls of butchicken. Add water and
Chicken Casserole
Chicken Breast Supreme
Ham Balls
ter, salt and pepper to
4 cups of diced chicken
simmer covered for 30
cup flour
1/
1
2 pounds ham
taste.
I can cream of chicken
2½ teaspoons salt
minutes or until chicken
1 ;12 pounds ground pork
Have ready one pint of
soup
is alinot tender. Arrange
1 teaspoon paprika
1 1/2 cups uncooked
fine bread crumbs. Place
1 can cream of celery
6 whole chicken
breasts in 9 x 13-inch bakoatmeal
a layer in the bottom of
soup
ing dish. Mix cornstarch
breasts, halved and skin2 large eggs(beaten)
the dish, then a layer of
I 5 oz. can of Pet milk
and /
1
4 cup cream and stir
ned
1 quart milk
fish, than a layer of dress1 can sliced water
44 cup butter
into drippings in skillet.
salt and pepper
ing and so on having
13 cup water
chestnuts
Stir over low heat,
Bake in medium oven 1
crumbs for the last layer
1 can of chinese noodles
gradually adding remain4 teaspoon cornstarch
hour in shallow pan.
ing cream, until thickenDrain off drippings. Then
ed. Add sherry, lemon
add:
rind and juice. Pour
Fruit Sauce
sauce over chicken and
lett cup brown sugar
bake covered at 350 for 35
/
1
4 cup flour
minutes. Uncover,
1 /
1
2 teaspoons dry
sprinkle grated cheese
mustard
and parsley over top and
1/
1
4 cups fruit juice
/
1
4 cup vinegar
continue to bake until
cheese bubbles. May be
/
1
2 teaspoon whole
frozen after sauce is addcloves
ed if boneless chicken
ki cup dark corn syrup
breast are used. Serve
Cook till slightly thick.
hot with rice and green
Mary Kidd
vegetables. Serves 12.
Lynne D. Loberger
Noodle Casserole
1 1,42 lb. hamburger
Pepper Steak
1-12 oz. package egg
With Rice
noodles
I pound of round,
1-10 oz. can cream
sirloin or minute steak
mushroom soup
1 onion
1-10 oz. package
Prices Good While Supplies Last
2 bell peppers
Durkee sour cream mix
1-teaspoon Worchester1 can LaChoy Oriental
shire sauce
Vegetables
Brown hamburger,
1 can LaChoy Water
drain all excess dripping.
Chestnuts(sliced)
Add to hamburger 2
10 fresh mushrooms or
tablespoons steak sauce.
1 can canned mushrooms
Pour egg noodles in
1 heaping tablespoon of
boiling water let simmer
cornstarch
5 minutes. Then drain
V4 cup water
water from noodles. Add
'4
cup
soy
sauce
Sale Special Only
1 cup boiling water back
v See Through Door
Cut steak in bite-size
in noodles, mix the can
pieces. Coat with season650 Watts of Power$
ed flour and brown in
mushroom soup and sour
cream, 1 tablespoon salt,
small amount of fat. Dice
by 75%
Cut Cook*
1 teaspoon Worchesteronion and peppers, mix
shire. Pour this in
with vegetables. Add to
Model
56-1026
1.-Oelrestm Minutes
browned meat. Blend cornoodles, slightly stir. Put
this in a square baking
nstarch with water and

MEAT/MAIN DISH

Give Her
It's Her Day
What She Wants!

Unbelievable Values on America's
Premier Microwave Ovens!

Family Size Oven!

990

v

Fantastic Special on Our
• 'largest Microwave!
WWI Toe by 75%
MIMS

How to cook a turkey
10 to 12 pound turkey
thawed
Place turkey in
roasting pan ( I use
granite with led)
8th 10 cups water
Put turkey in oven at 8
p.m. at night. Turn oven
on 500 degrees. When
oven preheats start liming, cook 1 hour. Turn off
oven. Do not open oven
until the next morning.
You will run like a
turkey the next morning
to see if it is done. But it
will be done if you do not
open door to oven until
the nexj morning. The
turkey will be juicy.
Faye Orr

Aug Doctor makes it easy to clean your
carpets and upholstery in your house
auto and RV Do it yourself and
see the results

Model 56-3671

By Twga, first with
•S#e SPecial rillY $301 00

S. 3rd

Six or Seven
Can Casserole(Tuns)
1 can chicken rice soup
1 can cream of chicken
soup
1 small can carnation
milk
I can mushrooms
1 can white tuna-water
packed
1 small can peasoptional
1 can Chow Mein
noodles
crushed potato chips
for the top
Mix soups with milk,
add mushrooms and flaked tuna. Add peas and
Chow Mein noodles. Pour
into casserole dish. Top
with crushed potato
chips. Bake at 350
degrees for 30 minutes or
until bubbling hot.
M.E. Miller

A JOB YOU KNOW IS DONE
WELL, BECAUSE YOU DID IT
YOURSELF.

Smart Black Glass Boor
Most ill

Holiday Cookbook Section
dish, put hamburger on
top. Bake in oven 15
minutes at 350 take from
oven, while hot place 6
slices plain American
Cheese on top, cover until
cheese melts. Serve while
hot. May substitute hamburger with tender slices
steak.
My family really enjoys this casserole, inexpensive, makes the main
dish. Needs nothing else
except a salad made from
lettuce.
Inn Harrison

MICIT11711

Steele IL
Allbritten

Coking br be N__U 1955

Med At

Rent The

Rug Doctor.a
753-8201

200 E. Main

753-5491'

04P.S;ON
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MOPIMPY SVPPLY

CO..
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DESSERTS
Mrs.Smiths Secret
Toffee Recipe
Line a 9 x 9 pan with
buttered wax paper.
Spread one layer of whole
pecans on the bottom of
the pan (set aside).
In a heavy saucepan,
combine one cup brown
sugar and one cup real
butter. Over medium
heat, stir the mixture
constantly until it
reaches 290F. Remove
from heat and add
teaspoon vinegar. Pour
the mixture over the
pecans. Put6 ounces Hershey's (real) sweet
chocolate morsels or 6
ounces of Hershey's
chocolate bars on top.
Spread the chocolate as it
melts.
Refrigerate. When
cool, cut into bite size
pieces.(Tastes best when
it is very cold).
Anita Folsom
Creamy Pumpkin Pie
1 34 cup canned pumpkin
1 13 cup Eagle Brand
milk
;
42 cup sugar
1 large egg .
17A2 teaspoon salt
/
1
2teaspoon cinnamon
/
1
4 teaspoon nutmeg
V4 teaspoon ginger
1 cup warm water
Beat well. Pour into unbaked pie shell. Bake at
300 degrees for 50-55
minutes.
Faye Orr

namon
/
1
2teaspoon salt
1 cup canned pumpkin
Mix well the eggs,
sugar and oil. Sift dry ingredients together and
add. Beat 3 minutes on
medium speed of electric
mixer; add pumpkin.
Bake in 3 greased and
floured 9-inch cake pans
at 300F for 40-45 minutes.
Cool and remove from
pans. Frost cake with
Cream Cheese Icing and
refrigerate until Icing is
set. Will keep in
refrigerator for at least 1
week. Freezes well.
Serves 16.
Cream Cheese Icing
1 (8 ounces) package
cream
/
1
2 cup margarine,
softened
/
1
2teaspoon vanilla
1 (1 pound) box confectioners'sugar
/
1
2cup chopped nuts
milk
Cream togetherrOeam
cheese and mariarine.
Add vanilla, sugar, and
nuts, blending until
smooth. Add milk to thin,
if necessary.
Ethelyn M.Loberger
Doctor Bird Cake
3 cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1/
1
2cups cooking oil
1 8-oz. can crushed

pineapple with juice
1 442 teaspoons vanilla
3 eggs
2 cups diced bananas,
ripe
Measure dry ingredients flour, soda, cinnamon, salt and sugar,
sift together. Dice
bananas, measure the
quanity and add to dry ingredients along with oil,
vanilla, eggs and crushed
pineapple with juice. The
mixtue is stirred to blend
but not beaten. It is
poured into a greased, 9inch tube pan and baked
at 350 degrees for 1 hour
and 20 minutes. It is set
aside to cool on a rack
without removing from
Pan.
Helen Lee
Chocolate Oatmeal
Cookies
Boil I minute: 2 cups of
sugar, it cup cocoa, ;42
cup butter, /
1
2 cup milk,
and pinch of salt.
Then add: 1 teaspoon
vanilla, 3 cups rolled
oats, 1 cup peanut butter.
Drop on wax paper. Do
not bake!
Susan Kaler
White Chocolate Cake
vz pound white
chocolate
1 cup butter
2 cups sugar
4 eggs, whole
2½ cups cake flour
/
1
2teaspoon salt
1,2 teaspoon soda
/
1
2 teaspoon baking
powder
1 cup buttermilk
1 teaspoon vanilla
1
2 ounce) can flake
1(3/
coconut
Melt half of the butter
and the white chocolate in
sauce pan over boiling
water. Cream remaining

butter with sugar until
well mixed, add melted
butter and chocolate and
beat well. Add eggs one at
a time and beat well after
each addition. Sift flour,
soda, salt, and baking
powder and add alternately with the buttermilk. Add vanilla and
coconut and mix well.
Pour into well greased 10inch tube pan and bake at
350 degrees for 1 hour and
15 minutes. Make glaze
and pour over.
Glaze:
13 cup water
23 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter
V4 pound white
chocolate
Combine all ingredients in sauce pan and
cook over medium beat
until dissolved and well
mixed, stirring constantly. Let cool, beat and pour
over cake and run down
sides.
Judy Latimer
Peter Paul
Mounds Cake
1 box chocolate or
devils food cake mix.
Bake as directed in
9x13x2 pan. Combine 1
cup sugar, 24 large marshmallos, 1 cup milk,7 oz.
coconut. Put milk, sugar
and marshmallows in
sauce pan heat until marshmallows are melted.
Add coconut. Let cool.
Pour over cake.
Combine ;42 cup milk, 2
cups sugar, 1 stick oleo, 3
tablespoons cocoa. Mix
together in sauce pan.
Boil 1 minute. Beat until
creamy, pour over
coconut.
Georgia Bailey
Chocolate Chem Cake
Melt 1 six -ounce

Holklay Cookbook Section

package of chocolate
chips over hot water in a
double boiler. In a large
mixing bowl, beat
together:
2 three-ounce packages
cream cheese
2 egg yolks
1 teaspoon vanilla
/
1
2teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon lemon juice
the melted chocolate
chips
Beat 1 cup of whipping
cream until stiff and fold
into the chocolate mixture.
Beat the 2 egg whites
until they are stiff and
fold into the chocolatecream mixture. Pile into
a graham cracker crust
and freeze. Remove from

freezer ten minutes before serving.
Janice Bossing
Rice Condttsr
1 small pkg. raspberry
jeilo
cuP solar
2 cups cooked rice cooled
1 cup chopped pecans
1 small can pineapple
crushed
1 cup of small marshmallows
1 cup whipped cream
Fold in jello, desolve
sugar in jello when hot
Put in refrigerator, till it
starts to chill. Add cooked
rice and rest of ingredients, fold in whipped
Cream.

Mrs. Frances Dunn

Get Mom
A Smell
TV For
Her
Kitchen

Our Little Portables Are A
Perfect Fit For Any Kitchen.
They'll Keep You Caught Up
On The News And Your
Favorite Soaps While Yon
Cookl

Tucker TV
753-2900

121 N.

_)11111111111111111111111111111
Dump Cake
Grease 9 x 13 pan.
Dump in one 16 ounce can
crushed pineapple. Dump
in one can cherry pie filling. Stir together.
Sprinkle one box yellow
cake mix over all.
Sprinkle one cup chopped
pecan, one stick butter or
margarine. Cut in small
pieces over all of top.
Bake at 350F for at least
50 minutes.
M. E. Miller
Pumpkin Cake
4 eggs, beaten
2 cups sugar
1 cup cooking oil
2 cups self-rising flour
2 teaspoons baking
soda
1 teaspoon baking
powder
2 teaspoons ground cin-

—

/

The Tailor Shop Offers

C).1
C=.1

*Emergency Service
oCustom Sewing
•Alterations
We Also Give A

DISCOUNT
For All
MSU Students

1 0%

The Tailor
Shop
751-1177
Dallas & Cei/essier
af
Carlow

111111111111111111111111111111i—

RICKMAN & NORS WORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES
753-6450
Nei. Mom in Tim
Kitchen By
Remodeling This
Kitchen For
Christmas.
Ws Nave Tim
Recipe Aad AN Th.
Main laiprodioats
For Romodoling.
Call 7534450
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DESSERTS
Instant Pumpkin Pie
2 packages instant
vanilla pudding
1/
1
2cups of milk
1 can (16 ounce) unspiced pumpkin
1 '1'2 teaspoon pumpkin
spice
1-9 ounce container cool
whip thawed
1 baked pie shell or
graham crust
Pecan halves
Add vanilla pie filling
to milk in a bowl and mix
at low speed about thirty
A-seconds. Blend in pumpkin spices, and two cups
thawed cool whip. Pour
into baked and cooled
shell. Chill until set -L at
last four hours. Garnish
with remaining cool topping and pecan halves.
Christine Ratterree

filling as needed while
baking.
Meringue
3 egg whites
/
1
2 teaspoon cream of
tartar
4 to 5 tablespoon sugar
Beat egg whites and
cream of tartar until stiff.
Add sugar gradually.
Spread on pie, and bake
at 350F. until brown.
Mrs. Nancy Haneline

Sour Cream Cake
1 cup sugar
1 box sour cream
/
3
4 cup oil
4 eggs
1 box Butter cake mix
Mix above ingredients
and bake at 350 until springs back at touch.
Filling
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup sugar
1 can small condensed
milk
3 egg yolks
1 stick butter
Cook filling real thick.
Add as much dry coconut
as you like.
Frosting
1 cup sugar
3 egg whites
/
1
2 cup white sugar
syrup
Cook and beat in double
boiler until holds a peak.
After cake layers (3

Cornmeal Pie
3 egg yolks
1?"2 cup of margarine
1 cup sugar
3 tablespoons cornmeal
1 teaspoon vanilla
Beat egg yolks. Add
margarine and ;4 cup
sugar, mix cornmeal with
remaining sugar. Mix
well. Add vanilla. Bake in
9" pie shell at 350F. for 15
minutes. Reduce heat to
325F. until filling thickens
and crust browns. Stir

layers) and filling have
cooled — stack. Frost top
and sides and sprinkle V2
cup frozen and /
1
2 cup dry
coconut on frosting.
Alice Burnett
Hummingbird Cake
3 cups flour
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
3 eggs, well beaten
1¼ cups salad oil
1 Y2 teaspoon pure
vanilla extFact
1 (8oz.) can crushed
pineapple, undrained
/
3
4 cup pecans
/
1
2cup black walnuts
2 cups chopped
bananas
Combine all dry ingredients in a large mixing
bowl. Add eggs and salad
oil, stirring until dry ingredients are moistened.
Do not actually beat with
a mixer. Stir in vanilla,
pineapple and nuts.
Finally, add bananas.
Spoon the batter into 3
well greased and floured
9 inch round cake pans.
Bake in preheated oven
at 350 degrees for 25 to 30
minutes or until cake
tests done. Cool in pan 10
minutes, then turn onto
cooling rack. Cool completely before frosting.
Cream Cheese Frosting
2 (8 oz.) packages
cream cheese,softened
1 cup butter, (not
margarine) at room
temperature
2 (16 02.) packages
powdered sugar
2 teaspoon pure vanilla

extract
1 cup chopped pecans
Combine cream cheese
and butter. Cream until
smooth. Add powdered
sugar, beating with an
electric mixer until light
and fluffy. Stir in vanilla.
Frost top of all 3 layers,
stack, then rost edges.
Carefully draw a circle
ontop layer with a
toothpick and fill in circle
with the chopped pecans.
Dorothy Paschall
Green Tomato Pie
1 quart green tomatoes
(slice thin)
1 sfa cups sugar
1/4 cup flour
1 tablespoon lemon rind
2/4 teaspoon salt
'fa teaspoon cinnamon
ife teaspoon ginger
/
3
4 cup raisins
2 tablespoons butter or
oleo
3 tablespoons lemon
juice
Slice tomatoes thin.
Place in colander to
drain. About 30 min.
Mix sugar, flour, salt,
lemon rind and spices
and raisins.
Sprinkle 3,4 of mixture
on bottom crust of pie.
Add a layer of
tomatoes, then layer of
sugar mixture till all is
used, ending with sugar
mixture.
Dot with butter and
pour over top the 2 tablespoons of lemon juice,
place on top crust.
Bake in 450F oven 15
minutes, reduce heat to
325F. Bake 40 to 50
minutes. Cool on rack 3 to
4 hours. Serve.

it Say Merry Christmas With CHEESE

1 Lb. Medium Cheddar
Half Moon Bacon
1 Lb. Colby300
$

Party Pak On Wicker Plate

1 200 ,

* Beverly Shelton 435-4228

Judy Staler 753-7387

Coconut Cake
2/
1
2cups flour
1/
1
2cups sugar
3 V2 teaspoon baking
powder
/
3
4teaspoon salt
V2 cup egg whites
/
3
4 cup shortening
1 1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup milk
/
1
2cup water
Sift flour, sugar, baking
powder and salt. Beat
shortening, vanilla, milk,
and water in deep container until well-blended.
Mix with dry ingredients.
Add unbeaten egg whites,
and mix only until wellmixed. Bake at 350
degrees for 20 to 25
minutes. Use two 8-inch
pans.
Icing
/
1
4 cup shortening
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 box powdered sugar
milk

$500

kt,

Katie Letterman 753-0150

Orders Mead To Bo hi Sy The hth Of Dec.
Ti lame Christmas Dellserf

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1474
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Blend the ingredients
using a handful of the
coconut. Ice while the
cake is quite warm
spreading the remaining
coconut between layers
and on top of cake.
Dimple Pratt

Cherry Cake
1 can cherry pie filling
% box yellow cake mix
, 1 stick butter (melted)
/
1
2cups choppd pecans
Put filling in bottom of
pan. Pour melted butter
over dry cake, mix until
crumbly. Sprinkle on top
of cherry filling. Sprinkle
nuts over top. Bake at
350F until brown on top.
Charlene Tyler

Cranberry Steam
Pudding
1/
1
2cups flour
2 teaspoons soda
1 teaspoon baking
powder
1 cup cleaned cranberries
/
1
2cup molasses
v2 cup hot water
Sift dry ingredients
together. Add half of the
berries. Mix molasses
and water together and
add remaining berries to
that. Combine with dry
mixture. Put in top of
double boiler and steam
for 2 hours.
Butter Sauce
1 cup butter
2 cups sugar
1 cup evaporated milk
Boil 10 minutes and add
vanilla. Spoon over pudding. Serves about6.
Mary Kidd

Swedish Kringle
1 cup flour
1/2 cup butter
2tablespoons water
1 cup water
/
1
2cup butter
1 cup flour
3 eggs
/
1
2 teaspoon almond extract
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tablespoon butter
/
1
2 teaspoon almond extract
milk
Mix the flour, butter
and water like pie crust,
divide in 2 parts and flatten on ungreased cookie
sheet to make 2 strips, 3
inches wide and the
length of sheet. Bring to
1
2 cup
boil 1 cup water, /
butter. Remove from
beat.and add 1 cup flour,
stirring till smooth. Add
eggs, one at a time,
beating after each one.
Add extract. Spread on
top of crust. Bake at 350F
for 1 hour. Frost with
powdered sugar almond
Icing when cool.
Mary Kidd

We Sell Quality,
Elegance,
Sophistication,
And MostImportantly
We SellService.
That Means We
Stand Behind What
We Sell, Because
Quality Is Remembered
Long After Price
Is Forgotten.

$10°'

WE WILL ALSO SELL INDIVIDUAL PIECES
SPONSORED BY:
ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS LADIES AUXILIARY
CALL

Impossible Coconut
Pie
4 eggs beaten
add 2sups sugar
add 2 cups of milk and
mix well
add 1 cup of plain flour
V2 tablespoon baking
powder sifted with flour
add I stick melted
margarine
I teaspoon vanilla
I can flake coconut
Pour into two 8 inch pie
pans lightly greased.
Bake at 350F for 30
minutes or until set.
Makes its own crust.
Ethel Brown

Sells More Than
Furniture...

,
1 Lb. Colby
Half Moon Pepper
7 Oz. Gouda
7 Oz. Edam
1 Lb. Sharp Tub

Mrs. Ruth H. McCown

Elli1 Interiors

Christmas Cheese Boxes
1 Lb. Sharp Cheddar
1 Lb. Mild Cheddar
1 1/2 Lb. Pepper
Half Moon Bacon
7 Oz. Gouda $
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Combine butter and
powdered sugar; beat until smooth. Add brandy,
and beat until fluffy.
Chill. Yield: % cup.
Dimple Pratt

Christmas Plum
Pudding
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
',42 teaspoon ground
nutmeg
/
1
2 teaspoon ground
allspice
1 V2 cups chopped
raisins
11
/
2cups currants
1 cup diced dates
3,14 cup diced candied
orange peel
/
1
2 cup chopped
almonds
1 '42 cups soft bread
crumbs
1 cup firmly packed
brown sugar
3 eggs, beaten
13 cup blackberry jelly
/
1
4 cup sherry or brandy
2 cups ground suet
Hard sauce

Orange Cookies
Bake at 375F for 10
minutes.2 oranges —
California eating
oranges. First, always
taste peel to see if bitter.
Then grind finely in food
grinder and save back 114
cup of pulp for the icing.
Grind peel and all.
Combine remaining
pulp with 1 cup milk and
set aside.
Cream:
1 cup shortening
2cups sugar
Add:
2 eggs, beat well
Sift:
5 cups flour
2 teaspoons baking
powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon soda
Add dry ingredients
alternantly with milk and
orange mixture to creamed mixture. Drop on to
greased and floured
cookie sheet. Do not allow
to get too done; they are
not good if dried out.
Icing:
Cream v• stick of butter. Add orange pulp and
enough powdered sugar
to spread nicely.
To Freeze:

Combine flour, soda,
salt, and spices. Add
fruit, almonds, and bread
crumbs; mix well. Combine brown sugar, eggs,
jelly, and sherry; add to
fruit mixture along with
suet, mixing well. Pack
mixture into a wellbuttered and sugared 1
14-quart mold; cover
tightly.
Place mold on shallow
rack in a large deep kettle with enough boiling
water to come halfway up
the mold. Cover kettle;
steam pudding aout 5 1?2
hours in continously boiling water (replace water
as needed). Unmold, and
serve with Hard Sauce.
Yield: 12 servings.
Hard Sauce
cup butter or
margarine,softened
1 cup powdered sugar
V4 cup brandy

Place iced cookies on
cooky sheet or tray and
place in freezer until hard
to touch. Remove from
tray and toss into plastic
bag.
They can be kept indefinitely and can be
eaten 10 minutes after
taking them out of the
freezer — or less, if
you're starving!
Lour Orr
Reese Caps
113 cup peanut butter
1½ sticks margarine .
1 11,4 cups graham
crackers crumbs
1 box powdered sugar
6oz. semi-sweet
chocolate chips
13 block paraffinoptional
Melt margarine. Mix
remaining ingredients
together with margarine.
Spread in 11x7x1 1,4 in.
pan. Melt chocolate chips
with paraffin. Quickly
spread over crumbs. Cool
and cut in very small
squares.
Marian Lancaster

Pine Colada Pie
2½ cups sour cream
1 ,r4 cups powdered
sugar
1(15 1i4 ox.) can crushed pineapple in own juice
13 cup cream of coconut
/
1
2cup light rum
1 teaspoon vanilla

Hohday Cookbook Seeds.'

2cups grated coconut
2 tablespoons melted
batter
Combine sour cream,
sugar, pineapple in own
juice, cream of coconut,
rum, vanilla in large
bowl. Beat high speed 3
minutes. Pour into
shallow baking pan;
freeze for 44 hours, till
almost firm.
Mix coconut and butter; press on bottom of 8
Inch springform pan.
Bake at 335F for 15-20
minutes till golden. Cool.
Spoon mixture over
crust. Freeze till firm (4
hours or overnight).
Beverly Peckenpaugh
Fruit Dessert
2 cups graham cracker
crumbs
1 stick margarine
Y2 cup granulated
sugar
8 ounces Philadelphia
cream cheese
2 tablespoons milk
1 cup confectioner's
sugar
1 package Dream whip
1 cup water
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 package strawberry
jello
1 quart fresh strawberries,cleaned and sliced
Crust: Blend cracker
crumbs, margarine and
granulated sugar. Spread

in a fx12 inch pan and
bake for 1042 minutes at
350. Cool.
Cream ftRing: Blend
cream cheese and milk,
then fold in confectioner's
sugar. Prepare Dream
Whip as directed, and
fold into cheese mixture.
After graham cracker
crust has cooled. ',read
cream theee filling over
crud.
Strawberry topping:
Cook water, sugar and
cornstarch tatil thick.
Remove from dove and
stir Jello into it until it
dissolves. Add fresh sliced strawberries. Pour on
top of cream cheese filling and refrigerate until
*lied. Any fruit may be
used with this. Serves 12.
Deipha Rhoades
Cheese Cake— Layered
1 box Cake mix yellow
or white
I eSII
1 stick butter melted
Mix the above and
press into a 13x4x2 cooking dish.
Mix:
1 cup coconut
1 cup chopped nuts
(any kind)
1 cup chocolate chips
Sprinkle over the
above. Then mix and
pour on top 1 box
powdered sugar, 2 eggs, 1
box (11oz. cream cheese.
Bake 30 niinutes at 350
degrees.
Sue Roberts

•

Aire

WALIMART
Central Center
641 N.759-9995
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

Sew-up savings
for the
Entire Stock of Wool
Wide

Values To $7 98

Corduroy Wide Wale & Regular
60"& 45' Wide

Microwave
by
PanasoniC
Style NE 7830

1

496.00 Everyday Low Price
Panasonic Microwave Oven
•1.32 Cu ft. capacity *Convenient touch controls.
3 stage memory *Variable power levels
*Temperature probe 'Cyclic defrost. cookaround
turntable *Outside dimensions 1 4 V.x24sAx91
/
2 inches
*No NE-7830

Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
•

3/4" No-Roll Elastic
Interfacing 3 Yds.
We Are row Croft lien/weer'
Felt
Seppiien
*key Prints
°noisome'

Merrily Sewing Center
753-5323 Bel-Air
SINGER center

$1 GO
3 Ids. I
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In The Ward-Elkins Warehouse Friday 8:00 A.M.8:00 P.M. Saturday8:00A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Save As Much As $200.00
•PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS•COOKING SCHOOLS

Every Product Is Discounted!!!!
FIVE BRANDS OF MICROWAVE OVENS
kg&

Frigidaire
3 NEW 1983
MODELS
1983

3 MODELS
TO CHOOSE
FROM

•Arts Defrost
efeetch-11-Coo6 Cspetrels
•1.6 cubic foot eves cospocity
•71-721 It meals power leirol

AU, MICROWAVES AT DISCOUNT PRICES
INTRODUCING
A NEW NAME IN
MICROWAVES FROM AN
OLD NAME IN .. .
DEPENDAINUTYI

•Exclusiv•
Moot-In-Ono
•Timor Savor
•Eloctronic
Touch Control
• Vandals Pow*. Control - Much Moe&

•Cameepolel Wiled by U.1.
•Mope 11 w. ispeety

•4 Missoray Lowell
•bee bop Afismatary

BRAND NEW MICROWAVE LINE

S MORS TO C110011 FOOM
ALL AT MR OUT PIKES

MURRAY, KENTUC17141111.11

•ROTOWAW COOKING
•FROWN SAFETY
•COOKALATE SELECTOR CONTROL
CLOSE-OUT PRICES ON 19,2 MOMS

-""mmill
.1111111.1.1

COLORED PRINT

753-1713

